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You could be insured with a company who thinks gliders should only
land at airfields! Fortunately, we at Mowbray Vale know otherwise,
being glider pilots ourselves.
We know that when an airfield isn't available, you have to choose a
suitable alternative. Unfortunately it's all too easy to choose the right field,
then land in the wrong onel
Whether you find yourself up to the wing roots in King Edwards, or
surrounded by Granny Smiths, you will still find Mowbray Vale very
understanding - We have heard it all beforel
But thats what you would expect from the people who have been in
glider insurance for over 15 years and provide cover for over 2/3 ·ofthe
privately owned gliders in the UK.

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23018 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE

8 Castlegolte, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1Hl
Telex: 587470
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doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best 101'
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
Selected fa Ministry 04 .Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"
ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self ·colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
superb range of fittings 10 order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding /sealin g system which means no mae loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cos!.

Call in. ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

--Smow:;E,;:Ll. ...._

. . . . .- .

NOW IN OUR 26th YEAR

~lPLANES ~

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

0488 72224

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD
RAPID
SERVICE

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS
VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, :HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061-4272488

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxy~en equipmenl for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinde·r, IS now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen control~ situated in the one p\?sition, Ihis cont~ol
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful DomiCiliary oxygen umt to
Drug Tariff Specification OIB.
.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.OA.L. 4
specification and ,is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-lilre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-' round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SlIMlINE 630 CVlINDERS

AIR APP'ARATUS & VALVE LTD

IfA~VJl:iv~~~f

Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581

a co,mplete range of airband radio equipment
1'J\7aO hand-held transceiver (&41 ••88 inc VAT, carriage £7.00) CM APPROVED. 118 to 135.975
~Hz (receive and transmit), 1081.0 111.975 MRz (NAV BAND receive only), no need for crystals.
retains three f".quencias In memory, suppJledcomplete with nlcad battery, ma.ins charger, helIcal
whJp aerial.
BIIS. scanning receiver (&aa4.01linC VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range 110 ·to 139 MH2, one
hundred memo<y channels, 12V DC operation (a mains power unit is avallable for home use), an
optional rechargeable "icad pack an~ soil. case make the R532 l.ru ly portable,
BlIS78 twO Channelplus tunable from 118tO 136MH2(&69.llincVAT,carriage£2:0Q) andBBaS
six ohannel scanning (&laS.Seinc VAT, carriage £2.00) pocket portables, crystal controlled,
operate on internal dry cell or nlead battery, crystals not included, £4.60 each.
AJUlOoa (receiver &487.·30 Inc VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range 25 to 550 MHz and 800 to
1300 MRz, narrow band FM, Wide band FM and AM (supplied with simple telescopic aerial and mains
power supply).
Please send (or further details to:
•

LOWE ELJ!JCTllONICS LIMITED

Chesterfield Road. MaUock. DerbyshIre DE4 5LE
Telephone 062928)'7. 2430, 4057, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G

J
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Shops In Glasgow 0419452626, Dar1ington 0325486121. Cambridge 0223 311230, Cardiff 0222 464154, London 01 4293256,
Bournemouth 0202 577760.

Sole importer and distributor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment
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Acompetitive quotation
:is now available
with a much r'educed
glider damage excess

Sedgwick Aviation Ltd.
Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX
Telephone: 01-377 3125 leIex: 882BI

AugusVSeptember 1987
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

f~

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Member or B.I.B.A.

GROB 109 two-seaters

*

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION UMITED
Lowndes Lambert ,House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P3HL
Tel (01) 283-'2000 Telex 8814631

Janus CM tandem two-seater

*

PIK 20E single-seater

MOTOR GLIDING - A'II the fun of soaring - none of the frustration
Initial training in the Grabs. Advanced so~ring in the Janus and PIK high performance motor
sailplanes.
We're the specialists in the use of the motor gliders as an aid to ,Ieaming conventional gliding.
BGA Hegistered: BGNCAA Approved instructors: Resident CM Examiner
Ab initio to SLMGPPL *
Convert from Bronze/Silver C to SLMGPPL
Learn advanced soaring techniques
Badge attempts in the PIK 20£
Field selection and navigation
Ground training, including R/T

Beginners welcome
Trial lessons
No Membership fees
Advance booking
Seven day week
All aircraft available for private hire

'Self Launching Motor Glider Private II'i1ot Licence

Ring for our brochure, or come to see us:
OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB. ENSTONE AERODROME. CHURCH ENSTONE. OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

-8-

Special features:

I

AUSTIN AVIATION
122 Main Street, Stillington,
York Y06 1JU

~I

\

VK Agent Since Inception
DG Instrumentation and
C of A Our Speciality
Full aher sales and repair service

BG-BllIf
,

Telephone Easiniwol<l (0347) 810-255
24hr AnsafoAe takes 2min message
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Fin waterballast tank
All controls including, ballast
auto-connect on rigging
Wings entirely carbon fibre

•

-

GLASER - D,IRKS
SAILPLANES

J\{:

:\

New DFVLR wing section with low bug and rain sensitivity
Span - 15/1 7 metre
Wing area - 1fl.S5 to 11.59 sq metres
Empty weight - 255kg, Mal! weight 525kg
Water ballast - t 80kgl both 15 and 17 metres
I

DG 101 Club 38.650 OM ex-works
DG 101 G 39.750 OM ex-works
'DG 300 49.000 PM ex-works
'DG 500 two-seater 98.000 OM ex·works
OG 6QO 67,500 OM ex-works

1

I

lel: 060 872 208

There are ,ome DG-600 options still available
,prices are for complete aircraft LESS instruments

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

0904·83653

Ex RAF Glider & Wild Winch Spares

0765·89431

including launching cable
ASK FOR LIST

Many Ottfur release hooks and spare parts available
Reconditioning service by post
O/K
THE CLOCKWORK
BAROGRA'PH

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR O/K BAROGRAPHS

McLEAN AVIATION

0904-83653

THE AERO'DROME, RUFFORTH, YORK. Y02 3QA

Sole UK factory trained and approved repairers for Glaser·Dirks Sailplanes
August/September 1987
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The Cambridge MNAV is a Jroven winner. It has.. all the func,tions
necessary for competition an serious cross country soaring. And its
display is by far the easiest to read and use On the market.

Cambridge introduces the all new SNAV Glide Slofle Nav Computer. Its
custom LeO screen and keyboard maintain the Cambridge reputation for
ease of use while adding new capabilities. Here are a few nighlights:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

fully Altitude compensated - Vario and distance functions are accurate at all altitudes.
Totar Energy Compensated by TE probe - Proven simple and most ef/ective.
Separate Vario and Speed-to-Fly displays - Less confusion in the cockpit.
Audio pitch and Rep. Rate both change with Iifl- Easy to centre thermals by sound alone.
Smart Distance Computer - On·course correction of distanl:e automatically estimates the
wind component.

• Complete final Glide Computer - Optimizes speed to finish gale.
• Straightforward operation - Fewer eITo", - Better flying!

At £1086.75 inc. VAT, ,the Cambridge MNAV is the best value on the
market.

Graphic preoenlotion of final slide
Pre-progr""""able flight legs
Optional Automatic <limblcruioe switching
front panel pOl.. entry
Conllgurable audio !luiot bands
Supplementary displays of:
oulaide air tamperatun
ballery .ollage
elapaed lime
tolal task or leg average <limb
average speed over leg
Y

The New Cambridge 6NAV is scheduled for delivery in June 1987. Base
price is £1608.85 inc. VAT.
Our record speaks for itself.
Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd

Unit 23, Bankside, Station Approach, Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 lJE. Tel: 08675-2357 (24hr Answering)
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in al1 messages)

PIK 30
High performance sailplane with retractable power plant by Siren of France
PIK 30

15/17 metre

Rotax 43hp Dual Ignition Engine

CAA certificate for Airworthiness issued
Easy rigging

Large il'lstrlolment panel

Good handling

LOllg range,

Comfortable Cockpit

LCD Engine Instrument

H hours flying

Effective Air Brakes
Automatic propeller stop system for correct PQsition for
retraction of engine
Manual extension/lretraction of engine for safety, 15 secs
only
Adjustable Seat

Bac~

and Rudder Pedals

Optional External Powe.r Conl'lection and Water Ballast
Max lID=45 at 100 Km/H
Max Weight 460 Kilo's
P,rlce 262',000 French Francs

Min Sink=O.54 MIS
VNE 140 'Kts.

Ex works

Delivery 6 months only

THORNE ELECTRIM
Thruxton Airfield, Thruxton, Nr Andover, Hants. SP11 8PW
Tel: (0264-77) 2089
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For most pilots, soaring is, perforce. a strictly private affair; the
experience only palidly relived in 'bar' stories. How much more
enjoyable the fl'ight's highs and lows, struggles and triumphs,
tranquil moments and naH-bitin,g excitements ifonly they could be
snared on-the-spot with a fe'llow enthusiast - and with no performance penalty to the pHoto We'll they can and are in -

ALEXANDER SCHLEICHERS ~~~~
Now that the practical two-seater with the handling and superhigh performance of the world's best sing'le-seater (Schleicher's
ASW-22B) has arrived, ptlots are quickly waking up to the utilization potential economic sense and sheer enjoyment of ASH-25
ownership. Don't you be left sleeping!

Detai'ls:
John Jeffries
JJ Associates
Sole UK Agents for Alexander Schleicher GmbH & Co.
PO Box 61
Dunstable LL 16 2LB
(0525~ 222111

PZL-W'ILGA

4 minutes to iow a glider to, 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minute. for the whole towing operatIon

SZO-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GUDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HEUCOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

FUllY AEROBATIC

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51-1 JUNIOR

FROM FIRST SOLO
UP TO DIAMONDS

JANTAR STD 3 5Z0-48-3

Glide ANGLE 1:40
August/September 1987

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park· Booker . Mar,low . Bucks
(0628) 39690 (0494) 40911 Telex: 848314 CHACOM G
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EB7S LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE
• All-up weight 6.9kg
• lRVIN lightweight 1.24 Canopy
• Contoured, 3-pin side opening pack:
Length 5S0mm; Width 300mm;
Depth between 65mm x 80mm
• 3-point quickly adjustable harness
• Ful :packirig and servicing instructions
• Suitable for Aircraft, Gliders and Helicopters

~

IRVIN
Also available
The IRVIN EB62
and EB'73

For full details write 10:

Sales Department, IFlVIN Great Britain Limited, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU
Tel: Letchworth (0462) 686262 Telex: 82198

tDndoRSal Ion sLI
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday
9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London Sailplanes Limited
Tring Road, Dunstab'e,Beds LU62JP. Dunstable (0582) 62068

The practical experience of 25 years and
150,000 Launches have gone into the design
and manufacture of this new winch.
Keep your launch costs to a minimumenquire about the reliable Supacat Winch.
S\lpac~t

Ltd.

~ (08231 680379

Holcombe House, Hemyock, Devon EX15 3PX
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Chiltern
pan owns.
. ~.. IT-

1Motorglider~
~

Chiltern

~ Ea

will help you get the best out of your
flying. We specialise in the maintenance
and repair of all types of aircraft.
That's why we are officially appointed repair
and parts specialists for the Hoffman Dimona,
the Scheibe"Falke," and Valentin's Taifun.
These appointments weren't easily earned requirtng skilled staff, specialised equipment, a
comprehensive stock of parts, the right
experience, and top quality workmanship.
Now, Chiltern Motorgliders services are
available to you whenever and wherever you
wish.
We will keep you up there flying; or, if you
come down unexpectedly, our recovery service is
at your command.
We'll bring your aircraft back to base or
direct to our workshops. And you can be sure that
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we'll deal with the problem as quickly and
inexpensively as we can.
After all, we've been working with high
flyers for a long time and have unequalled
reputation in the repair business. And every
repair by Chiltern is backed by a customer
protection policy with full product liability
cover.
So, whenever you have the need, ring
0494445854. We'll ge't you airborne again just
as quickly as we can.~

The best. And it shows.

~~f

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlo'vv, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure,
August!Sepfember 1987
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PLATYPUS

Platypus: What were your very first
impressions of the ASH-25?
Brian Spreddey: It 'looks correctly proportioned: right length of fuselage, right
degree of llexibUity in the wing, lots of
ground clearance, so small chance of a
groundloop. The controls weren't anything
like so heavy as one would expect from a
glider of ,~hat size. The back seat was very
comfor'table, but the canopy hoop was
obtrusive - exactly where you wanted to
look, for instance at another glider in the
U1ermal. I prefer the one-piece canopy of
the Janus and Nimbus 3 which because of
the fuselage shape seems also to throw up
fewer reflections from the pilot's instruments, maps, hat etc. I found myself asking
the front pilot to take his hat off in the 25. It
could be a real problem in the mountains if
'it is being flown from the rear seat.

,FLYING THE
STARSHIPS
Br,ian Sprec'kley talks to Platypus about the new super-twopews,. the Schleicher ASH-25 and the Schempp-Hirth
Nimbus 3 two-seater

if you break
one bit of a two-piece
canopy you don't have to
replace the whole lot."
H.

••

I understand that a one-piece canopy is
more dif.jU;ultto make tofit exactly and also if
you break one bit of a two-piece canopy you
don:t have to f'eplace the whole ,fot.
Yes, but I believe the 25 l1as been built
with a single canopy for one customer. The
25 is extremely easy to fly, even easier than
the 22, though it needs a gentleman's
approach - nothing in a hurry. Rudder
loads are small, and so are the Ilap loads if
you change at the right speed. The flap
position in the front is not comfortable - in
fact I feh generally more ,cramped in the
front (I am 6ft 2in) and there is hardly anywhere to stow ,things in the front.
No, but Ij1e'w in the back wilh Hans- Werner
Grosse in the front: there was masses ofspace
in the back filled with drinking water canisters, mainly. The rear pilot just has 10 pass
things to the front pilot as he needs them.
The climb was quite good, felt a little
heavy (two up and IOOlbs of water) but was
very easy to centre. In the run it has that
beaut,iful Schleicher fee'l: you can gauge
where Ihe thermal is from the feedback the
wings communicate to the ~uselage. The
ailerQns and rudder are so well harmonised: some gliders are reluctant to start roUing, then hard to stop. Neither is a problem
with the 25. There's very liUle lateral
damping.
Sony. what's lateral damping?
As the lower wing swings downwards
its effective angle of attack increases so it
170

P1atypua fllla In a rainy day In France during a recent expedition with the Booker boya by cross-questioning
Brlan.

generates extra lift which makes it resist
the rolling motion. But the 25 just rolls in
like an overgrown ASW-20. Anyone could
fly it who had the common sense to realise
that it's a big glider. You need plenty of
room for your approaches; get everything
settled down, then it's very easy to land.

/)
o

_. _..l..
Lateral damping

It's the whole concept of high performance two-seatering that is so phenomenal.
We did three days in the Nimbus in Australia, one of them an 850km, in pretty
mediocre conditions by Australian standards, and nothing special by English
standards either. They were enjoyable only

because I was with somebody else. This
Nimbus, by the way, was a somewhat
bolted-together pre-production model. I
don't suppose the production versicms will
have such poor handling. Ailerons, rudder,
flaps were all heavy, though I felt it
climbed better than the 25. Anyway, the
pure excitement for a pilot who has got all
three Diamonds and isn't solely interested
in the next Comp is staggering. There are
opportunities for huge distances, marvellous flights in poor condilions, because
you can go so far. It's great to have someone to discuss problems with and to give
you encouragement.
(Platypus refrains from wondering aloud
what problems the World 15 Metre Champ
has or how much more encouragement he
needs.)
For instance, Holighaus one weekend
flew across Ihe Alps to Italy from dle
Schempp factory with his son, and new
back Ihe next day with his wife. It's the pure
excitement of being able to share a soaring
experience with someone else. I wanted to
call this article something like "Starship
25" because in that machine, or the Nimbus, you get the feeling that you are being
"beamed up": you just have to want to be
·somewhere and it beams you over there.
Even if you do land oullale in the evenSAILPLANE & GLIDING

FLYING THE STARSHIPS

and landing out in them. You can't rely on
last-minute decisions and a ,bit of luck to
get you out of trouble as you can with the
little ships. But the sort of guys who will fly
the 25 or the Nimbus will have to have
done their time and have a lot of crosscountry and field landin.g experience.
What about the psychology offlying two up
cross-country?
I think that people fail to complete tasks
because they are uncertain about conditions ahead, so they slow clown alld take
every .thermal. With someone else watching you, you would press on a bit more, sO
you should complete more tasks.
What about personality clashes between
pilots ofdifferent experienceandtemperament?
There has gol to be clearly someone in
charge. You would have to watch out for
the situation where someone rich, with a
dominant personality, who's trying to
become a high performance pilot in a
hurry, flies with someone who was much
more experienced but too submissive.
Beams you over there.

ing, especially somewhere like Australia,
it's less wOTliying because there are two of
you. You can get quite worried on your own.
Another aspect is that when you get back
from the flight the pilots discussing the flyingofthe day at the bar shut out everyone
else who kasn't takeJII part, bu t the P2s have
experienced it and you can understand
and benefit from all the comparing of
notes that's. going on.
Do youfeel we should encourage two-seaters
by creating more two-seater competitions?
I don't think we should artificially promote any trend, but let the market-place
find its own level. What is important is that
people who don't fly in competitions should
know what the potential is in two-seaters of
such performance. The economics of sharing the costs of such a glider are attractive.
Two or four people can take it to a wave
area for part ofthe winter, for instance, and
know you are all going to get some good
flying. They will also be able to do some
great cross-eountries. If you have such a
machine and your syndicate does not contain a top class pilot, il won't be difficult to
persuade such a pilot to fly with you and
teach you a lot.
You'veflown both these gliders in Australia.~
What do you think about their suitability
for Britain?
I'd be sorely tempted to gO for a turbo
version. Chiefly for wave exploration. (I
don't think such machines are much good
for thennals, since the decision to use i,t is
nearly always too late.) I would have some
concern about relatively inexperienced
pilots flying such big gliders noss-country
August!SePtember 1987

Too subml••lve.

At this point the dinner bell sounded. After
five successive days oftorrential rain in central
France, even talking about gliding yields in
importance to the menu 'and the carte des
vins ...
Platypus also had: the ~uck to be P2 on
two soar,ing flights in the ASH-25 with
Hans-Werner Gfosse when he visited the
World Championships in Australia, though
sadly in conditions that were a long way
short of record breaking.
He recalls: An aerotow retrieYe after the
first flight had to be cut short as darkness
fell. The sun just plummeted into the
horizon like a boiled tomato and within
minutes. we were groping around in Stygian
gloom. We are stit! not agreed whose fault it
was that we missed the airfield at Jerilderie
(a town whose sole claim to fame is that
Ned Kelly robbed the bank there, in the
intermission between two stupendous allnight parties at the kidnapped bank man-

ager's house) and instead put down on a
dirt road on the outskirts without any mishaps, though with some acute trepidation
in the back seat. H-W G is an extraordinary pilot and one ohhe best reasons for
encouraging two-seaters - other people
can learn such Cl lot from him and pilots of
his class.

a

THE LONGEST
FLIGHT
Francis recalls meeting the
record holder

"H

ow long can you stay up?" is
probably the favourite question asked by
the uninitiated and we answer "In this
country up to eight or nine hours!" Then
comes the next question "What is the longest that a glider stayed up?". The standard reply may be "Over 50hrs", adding that
the record no longer exists because someone killed himself whilst attempting to
beat it.
Last summer Charles Atger, the record
holder since 1952 (56hrs l5min in an Air
100) returned to Vinon where he used to
live before emigrating to Argentina. There
was no gliding at Vinon in those days and
Charles used to fly at St Remy de Provence.
This airfield, west of Vinon and south of
Avignon, is just north of a ridge which
works when the Mistral blows. The club
installed electric lights on top of the ridge
to mark the TP .at night; apparently these
lights were still in use a few years ago!
To practise for h,is record flight, Charles,
a farmer, trained by drivin.g his tractor for
up to three days without dismounting.
The tragedy that put anend to the record
occurred at Christmas 1954 when Bertrancl
Dauvin, flying a Kranich 3, killed himself
during his record attempt. Previously there
had been other incidents. There was a pilot
who fell asleep in his NQret2000, yet landed
nicely in a field. He was found at daybreak,
still asleep in his glider. after his crew had
searched for him for some time.
The two-seater record, also in a Kranich,
was less than an hour longer than Atgds 57hrs IOmin - and one of the pilots was the
ill-fated Dauvin.

FRANCIS HUMBLET
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TOM BRADBURY

t e s e notes are for early cross·country pilots
who (at present) are more interested in getting
somewhere slowly than trying to win races.

CROSS

SECTION

AMET GUIDE
FOR BEGINNERS
Are you relatively Inexperienced and waiting for the right
day to flyaway from the airfield for the first time or to
attempt Silver distance? Then this article by Tom will help
you to pick the best day
2. Route planning

FIg 1

1. Picking a good day
Fig 1. The best conditions usually occur after the
passage of a cold front when:
(a) There is a ridge of high pressure moving
across the country (or at least anticyclonically
curved isobars).
(b) The wind speed in the 2000-5OOOft range is
less than 20kt (preferably near 10kt).
(c) The forecast Max temperature is at least 10°C
higher than the dew point. (As a guide one may
use the TV chart for the night Min and next day's
Max temperatures; if the difference is 10°C or
more then the cloudbase will probably :become
high enough.)
There ,is a useful rule relating cumulus base
and the difference between the surface temperature and dew point. While the temperature isrising each degree C between the air temperature.
and the dew point is equivalent to about 400ft in
the base of convective cloud. For example a difference of 10°C should give a cloudbase of
4000ft. This rule is not valid once the temperature
starts to fall.

The. Wind. The wind at flying levels is best
obtained from an aviation forecast but one can
get an approximate guide from large scale forecast charts like those in the Telegraph. (The
Times alas no longer provides an adequate plcture.) Measure off a length of 3QOnm (this is 5· of
latitude). Draw a line of this length at right angles
to the isobars on the forecast chart and note the
pressure difference between the ends. Multiply
this by 2.5 and you have the wind speed at about
2000ft. (This figure is strictly valid for latitude 52
Y2 north but it is close enough for most of the central and southern parts of England.) (Fig 2.)

usually essential to keep clear of windward
coasts. Unsoarable sea air tends to spread long
distances inland across large flat areas (such as
the Somerset levels and the regions round the
Wash). There are rare occasions when the air is
so dry and unstable that good thermals can be
found right up to the windward coasts. but it
seldom pays to bank oni!. These areas are best
crossed early in the day before inland convection
has started to draw in damp sea air. Wig. 3.)

3. Timing
There is an urge to get in the air and away down
track as soon as possible. Resist this urge if you
are only after Silver distance. Unless it is know"n
that poor weather is approaching one can expect
soaring conditions to become easier later In the
day. The cloudbase usually rises to its Max In mid
afternoon and thermals, though further apart,
seem to be smoother and easier to work during
the latter half of the day.
High ground warms up sooner than wide
damp valleys and good thermars can be found
over regions such as the Chilterns. Ber1<shire
Downs, Cotswolds and the bigger hills of Wales a
good two hours before any lift appears over low
ground. On days of restricted convection this
delay may be much longer. (Fig 4.)
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Wind speed is usually critical for into wind legs.
Although pundits can achieve an average air
speed of 5O-60kt on a good day, less experienced pilots will rarely exceed 3OI<t. This obliges
slower pilots to avoid into wind legs unless the
wind is very light. If headwinds are unavoidable
the into wind leg is best attempted during the
afternoon rather than in the morning.
Even with light winds the choice of track and
TPs is influenced by wind direction because it is
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4. Variation of thermal strength
If occasions of cu-nlms are exCluded the
average rates of Climb 'seem closely related to the
height of cloud base. or the top of blue thermals. A
survey carried lout by the ·French showed that lift
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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in knots was (approximately) 1.2 times the height
of cloudbase in thousands of feet, minus 1kt.
Thus 2000ft produced a miserable 1.4kt, 4000ft
gave 3.8kt and 6000ft 6.2kt. Almost every one
finds stronger thermals than these during the
course of a flight but they nearly always have to
stoP and accept much weaker lift too. These
figures are a useful guide for planning but no
indication of absolute values.
Spacing 01 thermals. If the depth of convection
is shallow thermals are close together. As thermals extend higher the spacing becomes wider.
There seems to be no exact relationship between
depth and spacing because late in the afternoon
the gaps between thermals continue to grow
wider even though the depth of convection is no
longer growing.
Sink between thermals. Early morning thermals usually produce weak lift with sink mainly
confined to the immediate surroundings of the
thermal. later in the moming when convectioR is
deeper and lift stronger the areas of sink often
seem to extend much of the way across the gaps.
When thermals become separated more widely
(usually from mid to late afternoon) the ;interthermal sink is less troublesome although strong
sink still occurs close to the best thermals. Ouring
the last hour or two of the~mal activily the spaCing
is strongly dependent on isolated' hot spots such
as sun facing ridges. In between these isolated
areas the air can become very smooth witlh
negligible sink.

~--t.l~r\--:_%~'i-ilO;:--t-Jr:
z ". -)-~~
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rather ragged cloud. The best lift is frequently
very close to this step. (Fig 6.) Lacking such signs
one may have to waste time searching round. The
time will not be entirely wasted if one can
establish a preferred location for the lift at that
time of day.
(c) The core of the thermal is often on the
windward side or the sunny side of the cloud; if
wind and sun are on the same side there is a
good chance that the lift will also be on that side.
Do not be too surprised if the core is actually in
quite a different spot.
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Variation, of lift with height. Over level ground
thermal lift is almost always weak below about
1000ft and does not develop, its best strength
until 2000 is passed.l.f the thermal is feeding into
a CtJf11ulus which is at least l000ft deep the lift
may show a further increase crose 10 cloudbase.
However, on days When the Ql1ly clouds are very
shallow cumulus the lift frequently decreases
rapidly just below cloudbase. On such days the
cloud toPs are restricted by a well marked stable
layer. The cloud tops may protrude a small way
into this stable layer due to the momentum
behind the thermal. However, the rising airflow
starts to spread out as it nears the inversion and
as a result the lift ceases quite suddenly. Fig 5
shows the distribution of lift with height on such
days, and why it is a waste of time to take the last
few feel of, the thermal'. The same effect occurs
when there are only blue thermals.
5. Looking for lift
Cloud reading. A major factor in the success of
pundits is their ability to read clouds; it seems to
be a skill best leamt in youth.
(a) Active cumulus ,::Iouds usually have well
defined lIat, (sometimes slightly concave) bases
and crisp bulging tops.
(b) The larger the cloud the harder it may be to
find the lift. Sometimes such clouds have a slight
slep downin the base, or a region of slightly lower
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(d) Shallow clouds under a dry inversion sometimes show a curled over hook like shape on the
top. (Fig 7.) This usually develops when there is a
stronger wind above the inversion. The shear of
wind takes the rising top and blows it over into the
curling shape. Lift is almost always close under
the windward side, with sink on the down
shear side.
(e) Small clouds usually have a very brief life in the
morning, but they are normally close enough for
there to be working alternatives near by. The
larger the clouds the longer their life cycles; when
there are many large clouds (more than half
cover) several will be slowly decaying without
showing any clear signs of their weakness.
(f) If the lift is very strong (6-1 Okt on an average) it
is almost certain that there will also be very strong
sink not far away. Unfortunately the reverse is not
always true.

Ag8

(g) While heading for a good looking cloud one
may meet an unexpected surge of strong lift (Jut
in a cloudless gap. This js probably a vigorous
young therma.! about 10 form its own cloud. Jhese
often produoe much better climbs than the older
clouds nearby.
Cloud streets. Streeting is common, even on
blue thermal days. Streets generally form when
the wind speed is over 15kt and may be widespread with strong winds. Streets are aligned
along the wind direction (within a few degrees).
This makes them invaluable for making progress
into wind. (Fig 8.)
A single line of cloud may have formed from a
local hot spot on the surface but true streets do
not depend on irregularities in the surface temperature. Streeting occurs over the sea as well as
over land, especially when fresh cold air sweeps
out over a relatively warm sea on the western
flank of a depression.
Streeting needs a stable layer to limit the depth
of convection so that nearly all the cumulus tops
are on the same level. The spacing between
streets is usually about three times the depth of
convection. If the tops are around SOOOft the
streets are likely to be some three miles apart. If
the inversion rises the spacing between streets
increases, usually by the disappearance of
weaker streets. (Not by all the lines edging further
apart.)
Over England one may go as much as 50 miles
under a good cloud street without turning but the
crossing from one street 10 another has to be
made through continuous heavy sink.
Streets are much harder to follow on blue thermal days. On such a day an unusually prolonged
spell of sink encountered when flying up or
downwind probably means that the track lies between streets. Tum crosswind for a time.

Fig 9

Waves above streets (Fig 9.) Lee waves may
develop above and at right angles to cloud
streets. Such waves are not always marked by
lenticular cloud. The first wave often occurs at the
upwind end of a cloud street.
If, when flying along a cloud street, there is a
stretch where the usual lift is replaced by sink
and then there is a small zone of unusually strong
and rough lift it is quite likely that the street is
being influenced by the waves above.
Waves have also been found parallel to streets
of shallow cloud, the streets then seem to be acting as temporary hills.
6. Avoiding sink
The best instructors will tell you to "follow the
energy", meaning to take a winding course under
all the working clouds rather than heading out
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directly on track. A common problem is how best
to dodge the decaying cloudS. Clouds have a
limited life and the small clouds tend to stop
Working sooner than big ones, especially during
the moming. Although the big cloUds last longer
they tend to leave a larger and more persistent
area of sink.
When the moisture In a thermal condel\S8S out
as droplets of cloud there, is a release of latent
heat. This gives an added boost to the thermal.
However once the lift ceases and the cloud starts
to decay descent of air causes evaporation.
Evaporation' removes all the heat previously
released by condensation and this air becomes
colder than its surroundings.
This cold mass produces heavy sink; the
bigger the cloud has been the more extensive is
the sink when the cloud decays.
The signs of decay are:
(a) Loss of sharpness in the cloud top; it starts to
look fuzzy.
b) The cloudbase ceases to be level.
(c) The cloud shadow changes from being solid
to become a tattered area with holes. This is
often the most reliable indication if you are
near cloudbase and heading for the next
good lift.
(d) Tall clouds which start to topple over in a
wind shear usually decay. Never fly close
under the over hanging part of such a cloud.
Steer round on the upwind side if possible.
The net loss in flying five miles in relatively
still air is often less than taking a direct
course and going two miles through heavy
sink.
(e) A cloud may be still be growing on the
upwind side while decaying on the downwind side. This is common with large clouds
when there is an increase of wind speed with
height. (Fig 10.)
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7. Showers
As a shower advances downwind there is often
a region of particularly strong lift under the leading edge of the cloud. This can be used to gain or
maintain sufficient height to fly round the end of
the shower. It is usually wise to go round even the
smallest shower. Flying straight through nearly
always takes one into a large area of heavy
sink.
Sometimes the lift continues right up to the
shaft of precipation (Fig 11 ). One may even make
a climb with hail rattling off the canopy, but be
prepared for very sudden and often nasty surprises. Precipitation nearly always changes
ascending into descending air, often very suddenly, sometimes within the space of a single
tight circle.
Blue holes. A common problem in England is the
short lived shower which dissolves to leave a
blue hole. Although the cloud has vanished the
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sink may still persist; It pays to avoid f1.ying under
such a deca~ shower, or across the stretch of
ground upwind over which the shower has
passed. Even when the sink has died out the
cooling effect of the rain and the recently moistened ground inhibit thermals.
Defunct showers are only one of the reasons
for blue holes; they may be the effect of an unsus'
pected trough in a wave system higher up or due
to preferential growth of big cumulus round the
perimeter. When a grQUP of cumulus clouds
clumps together to produce an area of heavy
cloud they may set up a wide area of surrounding
sink which wipes out all the lesser cumuli which
have not organised themselves in such a c0operative system. (Fig 12.) The development of a
big cu-nim cell amongst a field of small cu frequently wipes out the tiddlers.
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Fig 11

With so many reasons for blue holes it is wise
to be cautious about setting out across one. The
pilot of a Ventus recently set out into the blue from
3OOOft. With tips to extend the span to 17 metres
he was confident of reaching the other side. In
fact hewas on the ground seven miles downwind
of the start.
A diversion of 30° only adds a small amount to
ones total distance; when going downwind even
a 45° change of heading Is worthwhile. It is far
better to take several short climbs at high level
where the lift is good than to waste time scraping
about low down where the lift is weak.

8. Spread out of cumulus
This ruins very many days which would otherwise have been magnificent. The main reasons
are:
(a) A very unstable air mass which is too
moist, and
(b) An inversion or stable layer which traps all
the convection beneath it.
(c) The arrival of extra moisture near the inversion level, often from a very weak old front

which has temporarily lost all its cloud due
to subsidence.
It usually needs a depth of at least 2000ft from
cloudbase to the inversion for spread out to
become extensive. Each thermal takes up more
moisture and spreads it out under the inversion
adding to that already present until a solid layer of
cloud is formed.
When such an overcast area appears one
should try and stay high using any scraps of lift
under darker patches of cloud. Until the sun
breaks through there will be few if any thermals
rising off the ground.
Warning Signs
(1) The morning starts cloudless and visibility is
often very good.
(2) The tirst cumulus forms unusually early and
the croudbase Is low. (If the first cu have a high
cloudbase there is much less threat of spread
out.)
(3) Some of the first clouds may shoot up as
narrow columns with no proper bases. (The base
decays before the top has finished rising.)

Fig 13

(4) A lenticular cap of cloud may appear just
above the top of a growing cumulus. This has the
latin term "pileus". The formation shows that as
the top of the cu ascends it pushes up some of
the moist layer air above. This push is just enough
to cool the upper layer below condensation point;
it $hows that the layer was nearly saturated at that
level before the cu formed. Pileus is an almost
infallible' sign of StIbsequent spread out.
(Fig 13.)
The cycle of spreading out. When an almost
total layer of strato-cu has formed thermals
become very sparse or totally absent. Lacking a
continued supply of moisture from below. the
layer may break up in an ,hour or two. This allows
the sun to set off more thermals so that the process is repeated. With a really thick layer the
cycle Is so slow that no worthwhile clearance
develops unU evening.
Two things can act 10 disperse such a sheet.
Further subsidence may bring the inversion too
low for a full cloud cover to develop, or the arrival
of drier air may result in the cloudbase lifting up to
within a few hundred feet of the inversion when
the sheet will disperse. The two processes can
occur together to bring about a rapid improvement in soaring conditions. The extra subsidence
may be found near the axis of an advancing
ridge, (which is one reason why ridges often give
the best soaring weather in summer).
Spread out situations. The problem is most
troublesome near to windward coasts especially
when the air over this country has come round
the perimeter of an Atlantic anticyclone and
arrived over us from the north or north-west.

9. Blue thermal days
Competition pilots have to set off on blue days
but they have the advantage of many other
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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gliders to find and mark the therma/s. It is much
harderfor a beginner to succeed when there is no
other glider in sight.
The most important factor, (after the wind
speed) is the height of the inversion. With only
3000ft between ground level and the inversion
unaccompanied cross-country flying is very difficult.lf the convective layer extends up to 4000ft
it is probably worth a try. With 500011 to work in
the prospects become quite good.
Possible thermal sources are towns, sun facing, ridges, and areas of higher ground which are
relatively dry.
Regions to avoid if possible are wide damp
valleys. These may be devoid of thermals except
where there is a large town. Even when some
thermals do develop they are often weaker and
do not go up as far as those over the high ground.
The lack of thermals is due to the abundance of
lush vegetation and the generally moist ground.
So much ,of the sun's energy is wasted just
evaporating the water that not enough is left to
produce good thermals.
(See also the last issue, "Blue Skies" by John

Fig 14

Wllliamson, p 126)
Slopes. These were the first resort of early soar-

12. Haze

ing pilots lInd are now the last resort of most
a"OS$-country pilots. Windward slopes may save
the day when all else has failed. Ridges work best
when there is no l1igh ground upwind. Upwind
ridges may set off lee waves; if these are out of
phase with your ridge the lift may be damped out.
Notice that rapid alterations of lift and sink may
be due as much to thermals breaking away from
the sIope.as to the mean flow of air uphill. ThermaIs often come off from one area like a stream of
bubbles and one may need to head back into
wind several times before finally escaping.

10. Top cover of cloud
The arrival of a layer of cirrus nearly always
reduces the strength of the sun. If the lower air is
already full of active thermals the top cover tends
to make thermals rather smoother and less
strong. However, i_ it is early in the day, or there is
alow inversion, (when the full power of the sun is
needed 10 produce any thermals at ail), then the
cirrus often stops thermals completely. On such
days a gap in the cirrus may allow a narrow zone
oIthermals to develop when most of the area has
gone dead.
Thickening pre·frontal altostratus. Such
cloud almost always has a disastrous effect on
tharmals, stopping 1hem very quickly. Note the
"almost'" there are ,occasions when the air is so
unstable that even the arrival of this grey sheet of
cloud does not completely kill off all thermals and
on rare occasions one may still find lift (usually
smooth and weak) persisting almost up to the
time when the rain starts.

11. Fog and low st,ratus
These are signs of very stable conditions at the
lowest level; it is useful to know about them when
route planning. Some of the sun's heat is wasted
in evaporating the fog before any thermals can
develop. Even when the fog has been bumt off
the area Is apt to be lacking in decent thermals for
many hours. In summer sea fog or low stratus
dten blows in again from the coast on blue days
when sea breezes begin. Although the sun may
continue to bum off the stratus as it comes inland
the air will probably flever develop useful thermaIs unt. it !:las spent three of four hours over
August!Seplember 1987

warm ground. Even then the lift is likely to be
shallow and weak. The boundary often shows up
as a marked change of visibility. When easterly
winds develop over England the effect of North
sea stratus can spread from the Wash to the
Cotswolds by mid afternoon. (Fig 14.)
Morning
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They are updated every half hour. Reception is
often difficult at very low level except near the
transmitters.
The frequencies are:
London North 126.6mHz
London South 128.6mHz
London Main 135.375mHZ
A similar VOLMET broadcast consisting
chiefly of RAF airfields is broadcast on 4722 and
11 200kHz. This can usually be heard on the
ground but needs an HF receiver tuned to the
upper sideband. Ordinary short wave receivers
are inadequate unless they have a BFO (Beat
Frequency Oscillator).
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Most of ou r sum mer haze comes from the continent when winds over the UK are between ENE
and SE. It is usually trapped beneath an
anticyclonic inversion. The chief effect of haze is
to delay the start of thermals in the moming, and
to cut them off earlier in the evening. It is noticeable that thermals become weaker if one flies into
the haze from an area of good visibility. Few long
cross-countries have been achieved in really
hazy weather.
Some of the haze particles are 1'1 ygroscopic,
that is they tend to absorb moisture by accelerating the condensation of water vapour. This
makes the visibility worse in regions of high
humidity, especially in the layer within two or
three hundred feet of the cloudbase. Since
gliders often fly in this layer the collision risk is
increased.
Hot weather and summer haze often go
together. The restricted visibility makes it next to
impossible to see clouds ahead well enough. If
thunderstorms break out (as they often do after a
hot hazy spell), one cannot see-the distant thunderheads until one climbs above the haze layer.
Instead the storm's approach is marked by thickening gloom where the cloud shadow falls on
the haze.
Haze tops and cloud tops. Strong thermals
often reach the Invel'Sion with enough mOmentum to penetrate a short distance into the stable
layer. On blue days it may be worth accepting (he
reduced lift-al the lop In order to get above the
inversion for a brief time. The great improvement
in visibility allows one 10 see any small €u tops in
the distance and may revealthGse active areas 01
convection previously hidden from sight.
Big, cumulus can grow through, a haze layer
and extel'l(! high up, to levels where visibility is
almost infinite. The haze layer seems t1ardly
affected by t!:lis deep convection; it remains at its
orililinal level. A cloud climb Is panicularly satisfying·onsuch' days,but brings navigation problems;
it may be ,impossible to make out any ground
features when looking down through the haze.
Use 'of radio. There are three useful plain
language broadcasts of airfield weathef re,ports.

The new telephone AIRMET service gives three
regional forecasts and are available between
0600 and 2300.
The numbers are:
Southern England
0898 500 436
Northem England and Wales
0898 500 435
Scotland and Northern Ireland 0898 500 434
There is an equivalent night service from
specified Met offices from 2000 to 0600.
The numbers are:
Heathrow
01 7453103
Manchester WC
061 429 0927
Glasgow WC
041 221 6113
Forecast Period
Outlook Wind valid
available
to
time
1600
0600-1400 2000
0900
1200
1200-2000 0200
1500
1800
1800-0200 0800
2100
These "forecasts are not cheap. The BT rates
are 66p for 3min at the cheap period and £ 1.01 at
peak and standard rate time, plus VAT! The duration of the forecast may take 4-8min depending
on the complexity of the weather situation so it
could well cost over £2 at peak times. Clubs
without routine forecasts would do well to make
one call and pin up the forecast for all to see. Tom Bradbury.

a

gliding holidays
for both beginners and experts.
ProCessional instruction, full ground
crew. tropical sun and superb soaring,
together with excellent accommodation
and food.
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BILL SCULL

AEROTOW
RISKS
In his second article on
launch failure accidents Bill,
BGA director of operations,
warns tha,t the risks in an
aerotow I'aunch are probably
as high for the tug as they
are for the glider

I n the last issue, p131,IIeft you with two questions "How many clubs are still using 1000lb,
weak links?" and "What is an acceptable proportion of cable breaks to launches - 1%, 2%, 5%?".
From the flurry of correspondence generated (no
letters so far!) I suspect that risk management is a
matter of complete indifference. Yet improved
launching facilities and training are the way forward for a significant improvement in flight
safety.
I was pleased to see one measure to improve
flight on an, Olympia 463 at L.asham the other day
- a nose hoOk! Al last no problems in getting that
glider airborne and the risk to, the lug pilot
removed. So, al least someone, somewhere is
aiming to make it saferl

Aerotowing
The risks in an aerotow launch are probably as
high for the towplane as they are for the glider. It's
now some time (1984) since the last tug upset
and this itself is a cause for concern.· The
reason? Memories are short and with reducing
awareness comes complaoency. Indeed, Comp!acency is the root of theproblem in aerotowing;
seldom does anything go wrong and, when it
does, Ihe hang-on·and-sort-it-out syndrome can
create a critical situation 'for any pilot:

Glider: Twin Astir
Launch: Altow
Pilot: age - 24
PI hours: 110
Ught variable wind and high temperature.
Tug failed to lift off and tug pilot released
the glider about 70 yards from the boundary_ Glider touched down, yawed and
ripped out the undercarriage.
The critical decision as the combination
reaches the upwind boundary, especially at
'In fact there have been three accidents in the /asH2
months - John Ship/ey, BGA Safety Panel chairman.
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smaller fields, III ay be I,efttoo I'ate - as in this case.
Althoughthe tug ,pilot is in €har(jje ofthe combination he may ,have problems:
• He will rarely have had ta make a decision of
this sort.
• In, the final analysis the judgment of how much
more distance will be used is a fine one.
• There may not be time for the glance in the mirror
to check whether the glider's brakes are open.
This sort of accident could be on the increase
with heavier glider$ and smaller sites. Aquestion
101' tug pilots is "do you know the Max weight of
glider your tug will tow?" Tile answer is given in
the tug's flight operations manual.
Sometimes the situation can be doubly
critical:

Glide,: Jantar
I..aunch: Altow'
Pi/of: age - 49
PI ,hours: 661
Pilot abandoned the launch when the
glider was seen to be heading for an earth
bank at the side of the gallops. Pilot
aHempted to stop the glider but ground·
looped with substantial damage.
Piper PA18 - Super Cub
The pilot was retrieving a glider from a
field with available take-off run of 1000m
,nd a pronounced ,slope. Take-off was
made down slope with a slight tailWind
component. As the aircraft became ai,·
borne a Slight drift developed which the
pilot was unable to cOfrect. The main
wheels' struck an earth bank and detached
from the aIrcraft Which came to rest on
its belly.
An expensive accident Which mighl have been
worse. Although the Held waS of adequate size
the effect of slope was not correctly' assessed.
The pressures 00 the pilotsln such 8 situation are
significanl and have to be coosidered:
• Having lincurred the cost of Ihe retrieve the tug
pilot would do his best to oblige - maybe, even,
against his better judgment.
• The glider pilot assessed the field as OK as, presumably, did the tug pilot. There may also have
been a degree of reliance on the other pilot's
view.
I, remember vividly an, accident at Sullon Bank
in 1.969. The object of the flight was arating test
and we were taking off directly into a northwesterly wind. Everyone Involved was very
experlenced(!) and yet, with hindsight, I believe
each person involved was 10 some extent inftueflced by tile fact that the others were prepared to
go flying. The upshot was that as the towplane
crossed the ridge edge it flicked as it met the
updraft and crashed on the very steep hill face much to our consternation in the glider. No one
was hurt which was little short of a miracle!
The critical point is that in this sort of situation
no one is in charge. The decision is made by concensus when it should be made on the basis of
"don't go if anyone dissents", but it still requires
someone to be brave enough to voice their
doubts.
Another risk related to flying from a small site is
in dropping the rope. Expedition is the name of
the game but this can, on occasion, become a
licence to do beat-ups:

Piper PA 18 - Super Cub
In gusty conditions the pilot dropped the
tow rope on tl)e sidleld and pulled up into a
right turn il1 order to position for landing.
The right wing then dropped and the air·
craft entered a spin from which it was
Impossible to recover in the height
available.
What price expedition? Any manoeuvre not properly executed after dropping the tow rope incurs
this risk. Matters are made worse if the pilot has a
psychological problem I
The low turn can be equally critical for the
glider pilol:

Glider: Club Libelle Launch: Altow
Pilot: age - 50
PI hours: 65
First flight on type. The pilot had successfully corrected for wing drop and
some Iongitudinaf oscillations but pulled
off tow at 150ft and turned to aHempt a
reverse direction landing. After 90· 01 turn
the glider lost height rapidly and
cartwhee/ed . ..
Was there enough height and speed for the
turn? We'll never know. Generally, though, the
aCCident If you go straight ahead - even a controlled crash - will be nothing like as seriOUs as a
turn with insufficient height. How strong is your
fixation to gel back to the airfield?

Glider: K-6CR
Launch: Altow
Pilot: age - 43
pt hours: 20
The rope broke at 200ft and a straight
ahead landing was made into standing
corn as no alternative was availalbe. The
glider suffered subsfantial damage to the
tailplane.
Another first-flight-on-type problem can, be
pifot-indl,iced oscillations (PIOs):

Glider: K·23
Launch: Altow
PilQt: age - 28
PI hours: 168
Pilot had difficulty in controlling the glider
In pitch on take off. OScillations resulted in
repeated heavy contact with the ground.
Launch was abandoned with some dif·
ficulty. Three other pilots all had similar
problems but had no further trouble once
established in the Climb.
'Generally Ihe PlO is not divergent but this
situation does carry Ihe risk
divergence with
the ultimate risk to the tug pilot:

or

Chipmunk
The glider got too high. The tug pilot
released it belt was unable to recover . ••
,the aircraft was substantially damaged.
Fortunately, in this instance, the tug pilot got
away with it due to l1er presence of mind in
releasing soon enough. But the real responsibility lies with the glider pilot to release the In·
(Continued on next page)
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SPIlliNG
Ken, a national coach,
emphasises that spinning is
not just one simple exercise.
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pinning accidentstlon't form a large percentage of glider accidents but they have resulted in
a number of pilots bei'ng seriously injured or killed. Am pilots should be taUght toreeognise and
recover from both stalls and spins. However
when IOw, knowledge of the spin recovery procedure may be academic and the only answer Is
to fly In such a manner as to reduce the possibility
of a spin.
It is an a question of training. A pilot wh,o has
had a thorough training In recognising and
recovering from stalls (including wing drop) but
has never experienced a full spin may be considered safe. However, should he find himself ,in a
fun spin which has developed quicklyandunintentionaRy, he may not be able to assess or cope
with the situation because he has not been
trained to recognise it. Moreover, for many the
first full spim may be ,an alarming experience and
this in itself may delay or prevent the initiation of
any recovery action. Such a situation may occur
In a type of glider in which the pilot has little
experience and which may not displaythe docile
characteristics of the two-seater trainer used
when the pilot was first taught spin recognition
and rewvery. Instruction must include full spin
r9CfMKY. The failure to recognise the spin
quickly in a critical situation may result in failure,
to recover from either the spin itself or the ensuing dive.
Reoognition Is therefore a necessary part of
the recovery as,any action depends on recognisIng the need for that action. Here again the way in
which a pilot is trained to enter spins for the
purpose of practising recovery may determine
(Continued from previous page)

stant the gnder starts to get too high.
The risk management approach to this sort of
accident is to ensure that inexperienced pilots
being launched in gliders with belly hooks are
checked in a two-seater on the belly hook. If
you're not prepared to take that risk in the twoseater then should you be flying solo? Better still
retro-fitthe critical gliders (K-6, K-S, Oly 463) with
a nose hook.
Footnote: It is interesting to note that a nosel
forward hook is to become a design requirement
in the near future.
El
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the degree to which he is aware of the symptoms
of the apprQaching spin,. The pilot whO has been
taught to enterall Spins from wings level flight, by
,raising the nose we'll above the horizon and
applying full rudder, may well be able to recover
from a spin, but may nol appreciate the symptoms of the approaching spin should it occur oft,a
slow turn. He may even have gained the view
that if that degree of contrOl abuse is necessary
to make a glider spin, then he won't spin by
accident and may even unconsciously drop his
defences. In this case the instructor has failed in
his dlity. Whilst it may be necessary to use such
an entry technique occasionany (if all else fails to
make the glider spin~, the entry technique used
for training purposes should simulate as closely
as possible that of an entry linto an "accidental"
spirt In other words from a turning situation
where the visual references, 'such as attitUde, are
oot very far from normal and' not the traditional
aerobatic type of entry.
For many years instructors have been trained~
to teach spin entry from :under-banked, over ruddered turns with gradual speed reduction. This,
results In little, if any, raising' the nose above
the normal .Qliding attitude before wing drop
occurs, and Seems to simulate reasonabty well
how a pilot might accidentally spin when low and
under a high workload. lhe advantage of practising spin entry from this technique, is that it illustrates to the student the symptoms of the
approaching inadvertent spin, hoI:>etully increasing, his chances of recognising the real thing
shol,lldit threaten.

0'

Like paying premiums
on an insurance policy

_
_

The practising of spin entry regularly is as
iimportant: as practising the recovery if the pilot is
to enhance lhe chance of (ecognition of the
approaching spin and its development, and
shQuld be part of a pilot's familiarisation on any
new glider type" assuming that ,its C of A.permits
spinning. Indeed learning more about the way in
which .any glider responds when one explores
the "unusual" aspects of its handling is like payIng premiums on an insurance policy for the day
when the unexpected happens. In this case the
more premiums paid, the better the insurance
against not recognising the onset of tlie spin
before it develops.
Exploring an aircraft's handling canl be bOth
fun and educationally rewarding,. Experienced
pilots shOUld try, for instance, a well CO-<Kdinated
turn entry, but don't reduce the rudder when the
desired bank angle is achieved. Now control the
bank and attitude as normal with the stick. Most
gliders will spin before 90° of turn is achieved.
The interesting point in this exerciSE! is the way in
which the banking movement into the turn
develops rapidly and without warning into the
spin. Instructors should demonstrate exercises
like this to early solo pilots, and briefand monitor
them until they gain confidence and experience.
leaVing rudder on in a turn is a serious bad
habit for which instructor.s and pilots of ,all levels
should watch. Many pilots may be unaware the
tendency to over-rudder turns and may only be

0'

safe, when low down, due to a large margin of
speed during base leg and final turns. In this
height regiOn a spin will, at least, inconvenience
the pilot in terms of circuit planning and is more
likely to injure or kill him. This is because the
chances of a svccessful fElCOvery from an inadvertent spin which commenceS below 500ft are
slim - even If recognition is swift. The only answer I. prevention.
The only safegoards are accurate flying
good co-ordination) and a safe speed. For this
reason it Is essential tQ adopt approach speed
before ,reaching a point where spin recovery is
unlikely to be successful due to insufficient
height. As many spin accidents appear to contain
the ingredient of a high workload it is best to
IncreaSe speed before turning on to base I'eg
before the pilol workload Increases due to the
concentration caused by the imminent landing,
which may even 00 in a strange field). Having
adopted a safe approach speed! it is important to
monito[ it by regular reference to the ASI and not
just by attitude which may be misleading ss a
result of the perspective changing lower doWl'i.
Reducing the number of accidents due to
spinning cannot be achieved simply by putting
more emphasis on spin recovery, althOughobviously [ecognition Of, and recovery from all stages
of the spin must be taught. Spinning aocidents
are a more insidious problem in that, even ~th
great conviction, to avoid spinning low down, the
most experienced ,pilot may still fall foul of
aerodynamics whilst concentrating on other
aspects of gliding night A reduction may be
achieved if pilots ars taught safe flying habits, not
only when being taught spinning related exercises but from their first attempts at co-ordinated
turns. After a/l, spins have occurred whilst circuit
planning, thermalling, and field landing, (to
name but It few).
El
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BOOK
REVIEW
Understanding Gliding by Derek Piggott. Pub:
Iished by A. & C. Black and available from the
BGA at £12.45 including pap.
This is a paperback re-issue of Derek Piggott's
classic book. Except for the Vates effect (hands
up those who don't know what it is) which the
index assured me was on p238 and yet was
nowhere to be seen, the rest of the book remains
intact and unchanged.
For those of you who don't know the book or
haven't even heard ofthe author (tut, tut!), Derek's
little finger probably knows more about flying
than the rest of us put together.
Derek has been CA of Lasham for a million
years, and his teaching experience has proved
Invaluable in this book. There is no posing. The
explanations and diagrams of all aspects of gliding are always clear and straightforward, and
even if you are an ignorant clod you are in no way
made to feel one by long and esoteric mathematical explanations.
This is· one of those quietly brilliatlt books
which no glider pilot should be without. No need
to say anything else.
STEVE LONGLAND
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STANLEY BAACROFT

B,rennig,James1PUt his finger 011 the problem
when he wrote in the Febl"\Jary 1984 issue of
S&G. p26: "Circling in. a rough therm~ you get a
lot of Information much of it conflicting, so YQlI
have, to be discriminating lin your decision as to
what to do:'
In, such situations highly discriminating assistance can now be rendered Iby the ubiquitous
silicon chip. The Thefrnalyser is a micro-processor 'based instrument (Patent application
1'40. 8428382) which has been designed to take
periodic readings of a variometer during OI1e cir·
c1e flown in the viCinity of a thermal'. From these
and time measurements, using correlation
theory. it provides visual and audio IndIcations of
the optimum direction in which to move the circle

,COMP TER-AIDED

THERMAL SOARING
Stanley has become a ,pioneer in the glider instrument world
with his design for a Thermalyser which he describes in this
article

Photo 1: Both photographs show the Thermalyser fitted to a Skylark 4.

to bring it Into closer concentricity with the ,thermal. Photos 1 and 2 show the Thermalyser fitted to
the, Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club's Skylark 4.
To allalyse a thermal all the pilot has to do is to
switch on the lhermalyser and when he has settled into his circle he presses the ,button mar1<ed
REF HOG as the glide!" passes through a chosen
heading by visuallJeference to a convenient dis,
tant feature in the landSCape. When the same feature reappears directly ahead he presses the
buttOll once again. In less' than 0.5sec thedigitaf
display indicates the best relative heading on
which to leave the circle measured in degrees in
the direction of tum. Additionally a buzzer sounds
when the Thermalyser reckons that this heading
has been reached on the assumption that the
glider has continued to turn at the same rate. After
the buzzer has sounded the Thermalyser is ready
to analyse another flight circle. Its accuracy is
± lOin ideal circumstances. When not analysing
thermals it repeatedly digitises and displays the
variometer output over a range of -12.0 to
+12.0kt.
How is this analysis performed?
Thermal centring is usually explained by
means of a diagram in which a glider circles on
the edge of a circular area of rising air. Fig 1 is a
more detailed representation of the situation
showing the upcurrent contours of a "British
Standard" Thermal" and the resulting wavelike
signal (a) sensed by the variometer of a circling
glider allowing a nominal 2kt for its rate of sink in
still air.
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Photo 2.

FourjerSeries tells 'Us lhat wave (a) consists of
the fundamental sine-wave (b) plus bias and a
number of Inarmonlcs. Of these components only
(b) is meaning'ful' In, terms of thermal direction
containing as it does OI1ly one peak and trough ,in
one revolution. If we therefore extract wave (b)
and, compare it with a reference sine-wave (c}
which is accurately located with respect to our
reference heading (0°} We see Ihal the relative
bearing (0) of the optimum turn-oH point (P) is
equal the phase angle between wave (b) and
wave (c).
Correlation Iheory provides a useful formula for
this phase angle:

to

270'

Fig 1

1·5kl

T

T

o = Arctan (of V cos e. dt./0 f V sin e. dt.)
where'in our case T Is the ,periodic time round the
circle and and V are the heading angle and
varlometer reading at time (I).
For all integrall'lumber of cycles (one ooly in
our ,case) this mathematical process rejects all
harmonics complelely together with much of the
noise in the signal and Is equivalent to e>tlremely
narrow I;1and-pass filtering. It can also be ,regarded 8S the "least-squares" fitting of a sine-wave to
the data As 0 is positive for a phase-lead we need
to subtract il from 360° to make il posilive in the
direction of glider rotation, le as a phase-Iag.

.e

e
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Alan Purnell's observations on the Thermalyser: Let me say first 01 all that it works - not

Slan starled flying al
Lasham in the 1950s and
after a break of 25 years
re-started In 1980 at Leeon-SOlent. A retired MoD
Offlcer, this article formed
the subject for his MSC
thesis In Control Technol-

ogy In 1986.
Before presenting the angle we also take the
opportunity to compensate It for variometer lag.:tf
the variometer response is characterised by an
exponential time-constanl (t) the resulting
phase-Iag (a) is:
a ~ Arctan 21Tft
where f is the signal frequency.

As f '"

+

we have a

=

estimate of the thermal

~ .. 3600 - Arclan
- Arctan (

2~, and our best
bearing (13) is therefore:

Arctan

T

T

(j V cos e. dl.!of V sin e. d!.)

Fig 2

Fig 2 is the recorded output from an exercise
carried oul with Ihe Thermalyser connected' to a
large electronic hybrid computer (EAL 231 A) al
Portsmouth Polytechnic just before they disposed 01 this In 1985. Tile analogue pan at the
computer was set up to simulate the thermal,
glider and variometer combination and the glider
is seen to be fairl,y aceuratelycenlred after only
two cycles of analysis and correction of the
flight path.

2; )

My negative result from this calculation is rendered positive by adding a further 360 0 before
dIsplaying it.
The only problem remaining is that of obtaining
the glider' heading (e). A very expensive gyroscopic or electronic compass would be useful
here but fortunately we can get along quite well
with the Mk 1 Eyeball and utilise the fact that e
varies directly with time in a constant rate tum.
Thus

e ~ 360

~ degrees

where T is again the time interval between our
two push-button signals.
The Thermalyser has been programmed via
2165 bytes of EPROM to compute 13 in this way
from readings of a Cambridge CVS 500
variometer taken four times per second. An
average flight circle yields about 100 readings
which are stored in AAM until computation is carried out immediately the circle has been completed. Once the angle 13 has been displayed it is
a simple matter to convert it into a delay time (D)
for the sounding of the buzzer when

D.. TB seconds
360
The audio signal is in the 'form of - . . - (X in
Morse Code) and is arranged to terminate at the
precise moment ,calculated'.

Apr~mmmeof

flight lesl;ng
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In spite of the sea 'breeze at Lee and the resulting scarcity of thermals several soaring flights
have been made in the Skylark 4 during which
the Thermalyser l1as rendered' useful assistance.
A programme of continuing flight testing in 1'987
Includes fitting iI to A1an Pumell's Nimbus :3 (see
A1an's comments at the end of the article) and to
one of Mike Callis's hang gliders.
However, precise evaluation with realthermals
presents obvious problems and for convenient
quantitative testing we ,are forced inlo simulating
the variometer signals. This can be done in a
number of ways:
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Photo 3: The electromechanical simulator.

Since then the electromechanical simulator in
photo 3 has been constructed as an a/lernative
and portable means of testing. In this a model
glider circles on a motor-driven turntable and
drives a slider-potentiometer via a piston and
crank mechanism. The potentiometer wiper provides a simulated variometer signal which represents a thermal located at 0 0 on the scale
provided and variometer lag is simulated by an
interposed lag circuit in which CA=,. Tests carried out with this simulator have confirmed the
theoretical ± 10 accuracy of the Thermalyser.
A cruder but more direct method of testing is to
use a hypodermic syr,inge to inject a pulse 01
simulated lift through the actual variometerat a
pre-calculated lime during an imaginary,flight circle timed by a stopwatch. The pumping action
can also be reversed to give a ~Ise 01 sink and a
check made that the Thermalyser comes up with
the "reciprocal" of the bearing obtained
previously.
It will be apparent by now that the T'hermalyser
effectively "tunes-in" to the circling freque~y in
determining Ihe direction of a· thermal and
readers may find it interesting to reflect on how illequipped we all are to 'attempt this. unaided at
sUCh, a low frequency of 0.03 to 0.1 Hertz approximately. If we consider most other cyclic human
activities such as walking, running, swimming,
etc in which we have an 'inbred feeling for phase,
these all take, place at frequencies a good bit
higher, 0.4 to 4 Hertz approximately. Is this why
so many of us find thermalling difficult?

that I doubted it would - for theoretically it should
have done!
I have been privileged to fly with the device during April and May over a period of 50hrs or so
including five 300km + flights. I have been telling
people that it is a device that points to the nearest
thermal which is roughly true but admittedly
rather misleading.
I, have been comparing it with my own 1hermal
cenlring aid (not ,the device shown on
"Tomorrow's World" but another) which works on
an entirely different principle giving a quicker response but is subjeclto different problems. I will
be writing about.allthese devices and some computer simulatioos in, a later artiCle and comparing
them with the ultimate device - lhe SOP (seal
of pants).
The comments I have made to Stan are:
1) To experiencedi ,soar,ing pilots it is an
agonisinglyloog time to wait for a whole turn and
lhen for ,the indicated direction to corne round
again. We are used to changing, the bank maybe
several limes in one turn, especieJly when there is
a positive indication of the centre based on the
surges, (See John Willies' articles.)
2)' The waming time of 2sec is too short fOf a
water loaded sailplane and should be increased
to 5sec. Even-with a quick response sailplane the
pilot prefers earlier warning to menially prepare
for the manoeuvre.
3) It seems to give a reasooably correct indication
for abOut 70010 of the lime. This is good but it also
means that it doesn't for 30% 01 the time-. I think
this is because 11 direction ,is always given, even
when properly centred, or when lhere are several
wea,k lift areas around the circle. This means that
confidence could be lost in it. I suggested that a
confidence factor be shown on the indicator
(letters A 10 E) SO that the reading could be safely
ignored if needed without losing confidence in
it.
4) By its very nature it cannot tell you how long to
straighten up for. I found that "momentarily"to be
the best strategy.
I found that I could overcome the short warning
by combining the device with my electronic compass (direction indicator) so I could start taking
off bank before the bleep started. That way it
becomes a useful aid.

"Seat ot the pants" method
Early soaring pilots, however, must learn to rely
on their senses only, utilising the device to learn
the correct "seat of the Ipants" methods.
Theoretically it should be possible to continuously tJpdate the reading as the circle progresses beyond the ftrst circ'le, ie ,include the
effect 01 the Ilatest infO/imation while discarding
the effect of the earliest Information. Combined
with input from the electronic compass even the
effects of' changing angle of bank could be
compensated.
That's a Mk 3 version I guess Stan. In the
meantime here's looking forward to a Mk 2 that
fits in the ,panel and incl'udes some of the enhancements I nave suggested so that many more
people can utilise it to prolong their flights and
enjoy their soaring even more.

a
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TRAVELLERS TALES

AUSTRALIA
Philip Reasbeck went to the
Gliding Club of Victoria,
Benalla at the end of last
year

I

t is not only the super-pundits who can sample
the Olympian heights of soaring in Australia even mere beginners (I only started gliding in July
1986) can try out their luck (and training).
The people at Benalla proved very friendly
and the facilities are first class. They have five
IS-28Bs for training, two Sparrows, three Hornets, two Kestrels and a Mosquito plus three
Pawnee tugs. I' was given three check flights by
two different instructors before was allowed 10
solo in an 1$-28. The checks included a cast-off
instruction from the tug, pilot at about 5OOfI, noinstrument circuits and landing on tow.
After these hurdles,l went off searching f0r the
much vaunted super lift which ,I had been given to
understand was to be found everywhere ill Australia. Unfortunately the weather had been particulariy cool and wet but I found it good by
English standards and usually f1yable by 8.3Oam.
Of my eight days there, seven were moderate
and one was sUpefb with +6 and occasionally
+ 10 on the electric vario.
I did 22 most interesting flights and one day
gained 5000ft and could have stayed up for five
hours. I collected a great deal of new experience
'
and had a thoroughly good time.
The flying charges were less than in the UK
(petrol is about half our price), the accommodation, food and drink first class and much cheaper
than the English equivalent. So not only is Aussie
a good place for the World Champions, it is also a
super place for us tyros.

Chris Hodgson also found
that Australia welcomes the
inexperienced when his
daughter went from one to
10000ft in eight months
Last year I asked my daughter Karina if she
would like to try gliding. The prospect of soloing
on her 16th birthday would provide a fitting
climax.
She joined an evening course at Booker and
then a one week course in the summer holidays
which, coupled with casual flying, had her
checked out for solo about a month before her
birthday.
Autumn, winter and the school term conspired
to reduce flying activities but she was keen to
180

carry 00,1 started casting around for winter flying
foran inexperienced pilot, eventually deciding on
Waikerie, which could be coupled with Visiting
long lost relatives. I booked her for a five day
course in February, complete with on-site
accommodation for three. for £286.
First impressions were not overwhelmingly
good. Picturesque was not the Imrnediate reaction. Flying had just finished. it was hot and our
room looked forbiddingly spartan. Visiting the
c1ubhoose perked us up, especially on realising a
reasonable three course evening meal for three
was available for around £10.
On the Monday moming we were Introd'uced
to her instructer, Paul, a Pom from Nympsfield,
followed bya fulHblowA briefing session. TheMet
forecast was interpreted, tasks were suggested
arld possible routes assessed. The whole set up
was now starting to look highly professional, well
rehearsed and promising success for all
concerned.
Karina had 27 flights in the Twin Astir, of which
seven were 'solo, and on her last flight on the
Friday gained 10 000ft.
We left England with her logbook showing 63
flights, four solos, 39 minutes solo time and
returlled after five days at Waikerie with, 90
flights, 11 solos, more than five hours SOlo time,
conversion to glass, the experience of flying at a
strange site l!Jnder very different conditions and,
of course, the final flight that crowned it all.

Mike and Sue Woollard, from
Bristol & Gloucestershire
GC, also v,isited Wa'ikerie
and Mike tells of his wife's
dramatic experience as well
as describing a wonderfully
varied and challenging
holiday
The Discus was pitching violently as Sue
strove to guide lit into the core. This thermal like
the ten that had preceeded it, was a light little
blue~ee which defied all attempts at centring,
appeared Intent to shake the soul out 01 both, pilot
and sailplane and resolutely refused to bear them
back to the 3500ft Inversion level. Down below
the :bright orange paddocKs shimmered In the
heat of the Australian sun, with a promise of thermal sOt:Jrces hat seemed to rnock their present
plight. The Discus, beautifUlly eQuipped with all
the latest Borgelt instruments -the answer to a
, prayer - was all that had kept Sue from an out
landing for the last exhausting hoor. As she
wheeled roundl and roond, ever ,attentive to the
howling vario Sue began to feel the onset of'
exhaustion and a rising feeling d nausea. Morning sickness or just the continual turblilence who cared - it amounted to the same; she was
getting low, failing to make progress and would
have to land.
"Waikerie Base - Hotel Papa - do you read?".
"Hot Pants - Waikerie base - go" came the reply.

Sue after a field landing In the DIscus. Photo:
Mike Woollard.

Sue smiled at the change of call si§n and replied
"Hot Pants landing out 15km SW Won'ker Silos request aerotow retrieve". "Roger, Hot Pants 15km SW Wonker Silos - the tug will be sent for
you - Waikerie base out". Happ}/ In the knowledge that her position was fixed Sue set about
choosing her field and made one of the
smoothest outlandingsever.
With an overwhelming sense of relief at the
onset of' stillness after the violent motion Of the
preceeding hours, Sue climbed stiffly out of the
coc'kpit clutching her water bottle and surveyed
the barren landscape. Not a sign of life in any
direction. Just an endless succession of enormous sand like paddocks and the temperature a
cool 27°C. Thank heavens she had radioed her
position and only had to wait for the tug to
arrive.
An hour later the familiar buzz of the tug
echoed across the andscape. Out of sight and
coming in low the sound increased. past to the
south and receeded. Sue grabbed the microphone and tried to call the tug but to no avail. The
glider batteries which had been shOWing signs of
weakening. were flOW completely flat. Time, and
lime again the noise ollhe tug rose only 10 fade
again into the distance. The SOUnd of the tug
faded for the lasl time and Sue began to leel' a
pang of uneasiness ,in the pit of her stomach as
she turned to face the setting, sun. "They',11 come
back - they won't 'leave me here - will they?"
Ab\.Jsiness commitment had provided Sue and
me with the golden OppOrtunity of an expenses
paid trip to Australia and the chance of an earl}l
summer ,holiday before Sue's recently discovered pregnancy became too advanced. A
friend and fellow club member - PaullLittle - wintering 'at the Walkerie GC under the guise of
course Instructor/tug pilot had booked us an
ASW-20 and a Discus for the week, so we
arrived at Walkerie confident that nothing could
prevent us practising 300 and SOOkm tasks all
week.
We were accommodated in a very comfortable
family room with shower and toilet, overlooking
the swimming pool and airfield. On the first day
we were introduced to our gliders - immaculate
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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in every way - and told to "consider them yours

for the week". Much to the, amusement of his
fellOW Instructors, Paul broke his golden rule of
no! flying tl1etwo-~aters at the weekend inl order
to check us out, ready for the coming week. Little
aid Paul realise that the ensuing weel< would
involve him in more road and air retrieves on OlJr
behalf, than he had had during, the entire

CONVERSION OF
WINCH ENGINES

season!
High above Waikerie, Paul pointed OlJt a/l' the
principal features - the flat plain, flanked on tWQ
sides by the River Murray and the expense of'
dark scrub Rne that provide such prominent
navigational aids, bordering as they do, the
main task area The clarity of the air, which
enables both TPs oe a typical 300km triangle to
be clearly visible from a mere 4000ft; and the
enormous paddoCks - so different in shape and
ooIour to the English landscape. ,Bright orange
ploughed fields and oIille green/grey pasture,
most 01 which is landable but watCh out for the
rocky outcrops which appear like patches of
fresh fallen snow, and avoid' landing across the
long low sarld dunes which predominate the
locality. A wonderful playground for the soaring
pilot with few outlanding problems and at least
50% 01 the available fields offering the possibility
of an aerotow retrieve.,
But even in Australia one is dependent upon
the weather as we began 10 find out. With limited
thenna! strength and heights ,predicted, our first
day's task had been a eat's cradle providing the
option of shortening If required - an option I had
been forced to adopt after ,rounding the first TP.
On my return to Walkerie I, had ,heard Sue's landIng out message and 11 arrilled just as the tug
departed to bring her horne. H'ours later saw Paul,
myself and John from Enstone GO sitting round
the telephone in the bar like some ghastly reenactment of a Battle of Britain squadron dispersal scene, waiting for the call to scramble into
action. The tug had returned empty handed "Couldn't find hefl anijWhere - 'Bloody Sheila
wouldn't answer the radio" - the tug pilot had
retOrled, As one Fosters lager followed another
we began to imagine a multitude (>f possibilitiespoisonous snakes - venomous 'spiders - man
eating kangeroos and just as we were becoming
distinctly concerned, the phone rang.
Sue had walked south for nearly three hours,
across hot sand paddocks, guided by the
southern cross, clearly visible in the night sky,
until eventually she arrived at a farm lIery ti'red
and very relieved. The soft sand through which
she had walked Ililade the g04ng difficult and it
contained razor sharp weed seeds that cut her
plimsoles to shreads and scratched her legs and ever present the Australian fly that resolutely
lands on your eye for a drink and has to'be bodily
removed! FOrtunately Sue hadtakerl With tcler a
water bottle to avoid dehydration.
And so the week went on with difficult con;
ditions but wonderful challenges and experience
with the opportunity to fly some of the best gliders
In the world Including the unforget1able ASW-17.
We had both landed oul twice on various tasks,
the best of which for me was a 246km struggle
around a 300km task which featured a 3Okm/h
crawl up the1 st leg, the 2nd 120km leg completed in 1hrflat after a climb to BOOOfI and 1V2hrs
spent grovening at 800ft above a bubbling paddock - what a wealth of contrast.
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Peter, the professional winch driver at the Midland GC, Long
Mynd, outlines the merits and method of converting their
winch engines from petrol to propane gas fuel (LPG)

The rapid acceleration and a useful margin of
precisely controllable launch power preferable
for cable retrielle winching had kept the Midland
GC, despite the extra fuel cost, firmly in the petrol
engine camp, contrary to the general migration
towards diesel. When a source of high quality
conversion systems became known four years
ago, the Jaguar winch engines (and VW retrieve
engines) were converted to propane gas fuel,
providing a sprightly petrol-style launch at a "red
diesel" cost. Operational and cost advantages
are outlined, and the conversion system is
described.
Operational benefits. At present red diesel
(gas oil) and LPG prices are both about 15p/litre"
while petrol delivered in equivalent quantities
(2000 litres) is 35p/litre. But additional
operational benefits are obtained from a combination of LPG fuel and petrol engines. Purely
mechanical examples are the virtual elimination
of engine oil degradation, reliable cold starting
and an odourless, colourless and less toxic
exhaust. Operational advantages in the use of
petrol engines are due to cheapness and lightness of the basic unit, ease of maintenance with
familiar and cheap components, and to performance characteristics that we believe are the most
suited to launching gliders.
Conversion to propane fuel. Propane has
an octane rating of about 100 and therefore
bums smoothly in any high performance petrol
engine. A range of de-rated diesel industrial

"CHIMSWORTHY"
SOUTHCOTT FARM
Holiday accommodation in 200 year-old farmhouse
within 10 mins walking distance from Devon and
Somerset Gliding Club at North Hili offers: SeNcon1ained luxury cottage (sleeps 6 and dairy apar1ment
sleeps 2) or Bed and Break1ast. Set in ~ acres 01
meadow and woodland, also troUl pond. Open all year,

"CHIMSWORTHY", Southcott Fa"", Sheldon,
Hr Honlton, Devon. Tel. 040 484 253

engines is available from Ford for use with gas,
but conversion of petrol engines is fairly
straightforward, though most suppliers would
insist on at least inspection by an approved
installer to ensure compliance with the LPG
industry's code of practice.
The complete fuel system comprises a tank,
and a fuel line kit:Tank. These are specially fabricated to a range
of capacities and fitted with a number of safety
devices. The propane is drawn from the bottom of
the tank in liquid form to avoid a lowering of the
vapour pressure and eventual engine failure that
would result from vapourisation cooling.
Fuel line components. Liquid propane flows
from the tank via a relief valve to the vacuum
operated fue/lock. This is opened, on commencing to turn the engine, by the inlet vacuum, or by a
soIen04d actuated by the ignition switch. The
liquid then enters a converter unit comprising a
heat exchanger warmed by the engine coolant to
supply the necessary heat of lIapourisation, a
pressure regulator and a primer system for cold
starting. The vapourised fuel passes finally to a
gas carburettor which may be attached directly
to the manifold inlet, or if a petrol option is to be
retained, ahead of the petrol carburettor, replacing the existing air filter.
Normally Included in the kit are appropriate
lengths and sizes of tubing, adaptors and el bows
and steel Bundy tubing for the liquid fuel line.
The current cost of components ,for the conversion of a four to six litre twin carburettor engine is
approximately £500, including the fuel tank.
Added to this will be the installation of a storage
tank at the gliding site, or adaptation of standard
bottles for liquid offtake and filling at' an LPG
depot. At the Long Myna our one tonne $torage
tank supplies fuel for a/ll cooking and central
heating of the accommodation block, as well as
for the winch fleet. Maximum summer launching
activity typically consu mes 70 - 80% of the tank
capacity In a month, which is about as low as it
wants to get before a refil.
Dick Stratton, the BOA chief teohnlcal
,officer, adds:, There are $Orne gliding sites
where launching operations would be revolutionised if they went to high performance winching
with a rate of acceleration to ensure optimum use
of otherwise restricted lake-off distances, ie short
runs.
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GILL SPRECKLEY

The

Hitachi Masters 01 Soaring, sounds like an
elite evenl and it certainly is. In May, 19 of Ihe
world's best pilots gathered in Phoenix, Arizona
to compete in exceptional conditions, but over
some of the' most inhospitable terrain.
The competition, organised by the SOaring
Society of America and generously sponsored by
Hitachi, is a unique concept 8Ji1d was. fantastic fun
in reality. For the second year World ChampiOl'ls,
past and present, and America Nationals Champions were invited to fly against one another in
l5m gliders. Famous mames included Helmut
Reichman, George Moffat, George Lee, Marc
Schroeder, Kee$ Musters, I'Claus Holighaus as
well as all three current World Champions, Ingo
Renner" Markku Kuillinen and Brian Spreckley.
The gliders were kindly lent and mostly the
owners crewed too. If some 01 the magic 01 their
pilots rubbed off on them, it was repaid a thousand times by the hospitality we received.
Everyone linvolvedl was so intent on "having a
nice day" that the organisers were anxious that
all this bonhomie would deter from the competi·
tive spirit. They need not have worried!
The airfield at Estrella, 50 miles south of
Phoenix, was remote, hot, surroonded by desert,
cactus, inhabited by rattlesnakes, road runners,
desen $(\uinels and t,urtey vulfures. It is, at the
foot of tlie 4500ft Sierra Estrella and within the
Glla River Indian Reservation. Soaring conditions
were first class. Over the six days all tasks were in
excess of 380km with an average of 421 km
flown each day at an average winning speed of
131kmlh.

I'

HI ICH MASTERS
OF SOARING
Phoenix, Arizona, May 17-23
Gill reports on a competition where the world's top pilots
are invited to compete for handsome money prizes. Her
husband, Brian, the World 15 Metre Class Champion, came
second.
the. results table, but at the ,bottom ... someone
had Ito be last!
Probably 65·7,5% of each task was flown over
te~rain with no landing possibilities. The desert
was littered with bvshes and cactus, the mountains rocky and: tree covered. On two days tasks
were set into the 9000ft mountains. But each day
JohIrl Lincoln would outline a few landing
possibilities In addition to the airfields they'Would
invariably be photographing. As it happened,
there were .only three oullandings, two at airfields
and ooe on a dried up lake.
The most Interesting tales were from the "Masters" placed last each day. On the first day the
task was 450km with four TPs.Ooog Jacoos (LS·
6B) was the first finisher, 15min al;)ead of the rest
of tlie field. It soon transpired that he had
incorrectly marked his map, missing out the last
TP. "I thought three TPs were enough." On the
second day Klaus Holighaus (Ventus B) wafted
back after a 7hr flight.. It Md been a day of thunderstorms ,over
of the task area - Brian
Spreckley (Ventus B) won the day at t24km/ln.
Klaus l:1ad climbed to cloudbase, 13 500ft, spent
a 1000g lime high without using oxygen and thinks
he became 'hypoxic. He actually flew right over
the lP', recognised a valley, some masts and a
main road but their significance didn't register.

_ _-.,.
_
was at the bottom _ _---:-.....-.

Biggest

battl~e

Most days 8-1:OI<t could !be expected with
cloudbases generally 10000 to 13000fl. We
were told that normal temperatures for the time Qfl
year were 95° to 100°F and that conditions were
normally blue. Actually it was rather cool at
around 90° and only one day was totally blue.
The first few days al'so brought thunderstorms.
As you would expect with conditions like these
and 'the fine soaring pilots present, competition
was fierce. The biggest battle was not.at the top of

pan

George L. . at the brleftng.

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR CENTRAIR OF FRANCE AND
VALENTIN OF WEST GERMANY

GLIDERS/MOTOR GLIDERS/LIGHT. AIRCRAFT

PEGASUS 101 CLUB

- THE IDEAl:. CLUB FLEETMARIANNE TWO SEATER
Price: FF 2S4~ooO
ex works
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He even begaA to doubt 'his compass until he
finally realised he had gone too far!
Other pilots made I,mintentional detours (World
Champions don't get los!!). George Lee (Ventus
B) on the last day went the wrong side of a mountain (95OOft) close to the TP and had to fly an
extra 25 miles to return to the right side. This cost
him seven places, dropping from 4th to 11 th.
George'Moffat (ASW-2OBL) also came to grief in
the mountains on ,another day, taking the wrong
valley, thus stealing last place for the day
easily.
Luckily the TPs caused no hassle. Rather than
bisector angles the photos had to be taken from a
designated angle different for each turn, which
didn't change with the task. This proved sensible
as all TPs, except for one freeway junction and a
racecourse, were airfields. Yes, there are actually
more airfields in the desert than freeway
junctions.
There is also much more traffic in America than
In Europe. On many days the tasks passed
through the approach to Phoenix Skyharbour
Airport, the seventh 'busiest airport in the USA.
Pilots were simply briefed to look left and right
and to keep a good look-out when crossing.
Doubtless they all flew a little fast too. Airliners did
take avoiding actiorl sometimes as some pilots
discovered afler frantic flapping of wings.

American /iberal

_

mmded~boutawspace---Thirty miles to the north was a cluster of airfields built during the Second World War to train
fighter pilots and due to the ideal terrain for such
training it is still extremely-active and known as
the home at American fighter pilots. Tne most
active of the airfields has a restricted, airspace
eight miles by 12 miles where one must be below
2000ft msi or above SOOOft msl. The Americans
are very liberal minded When it comes to airspace
and the concentration of traffic in places like
Phoenix is often very hectic. Why'does the USAir
Force have such greater powers at Upper
Heyford?
(Gill mentions the ,serene atmosphere on the
grid, the excellent organisation and the fine
hospitality.)
The results? Well', as always they only tell half
the stOliY. Eric Mozer (Ventus A) flew veryconsistently throughout and was in the lead Irom the
third day until the last when his speed was only
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John BIrd (USA) being launched In his Discus with the Sierra Estrella In the backgroUnd. John finished
In 5th place.

108km/h against 'Markku Kuittinen's winning
speed of 135km/h in a Ventus B. Doug Jacobs
also flew brilliantly, winning two days and but for
the first day ... George Lee was in the first five
places from the second day and also slid down
on the last day, while Ingo (LS-6), who had always
been in with a chance and won a day in great
style, had a good flight on the last day finishing
4th to clinch the competition. Brian, 6th on the
morning of the last day, also benefited from a
good speed on a day of diverse times to finish
2nd.
Our visit was also an opportunity to see the
American soaring pilot in his own environment.
Most USA gliding is organised for commercial
gain rather than around a club structure, which
makes it rather expensive and prohibitive as high
performance single-seaters are in short supply.
The choice at Estrella was an Astir ($36/hr plus
$5/hr for a parachute and $20 for cross-country
insurance), a Schweizer 1-26 or 1-36. Then come
the rules. All pilots must pass a Biannual Flight
Review before they are able to fly.

The practice day saw Ingo Renner, Kees Musters and Brian queuing for their BFR and site
check. They had to successfully complete a
2000ft tow, stalling exercises and a "Iow energy"
landing. This was followed by questions on airspace restrictions and rules of the air. If World
Champions are subjected to this (the bill was $46
including $35/hr advanced instruction) what
hope is there for the rest of us. I exhausted my
spending money on four check flights just to fly
the 1-36 locally (it had the performance of a K6eR and the handling of a sardine can).
Our thanks to Hitachi and the Soaring Society
of America for a unique opportunity - may there
be many more. As to the cash prizes, Ingo Renner
won $5000 and Brian $2500 for coming 2nd. In
addition there were marvellous prizes such as
microwaves, "boom boxes" and glider batteries.

Leading results: 1. Ingo Renner, Australia (LS-6)
5687pts; 2. Brian Spreckley, GB (Ventus B)
5616pts; =3. Stig 0ye, Denmark (ASW-20) and
Eric Mozer, USA (Ventus A) 5604pts.

BrIan Spreckley describing how he won the second day. Photos: Gill Spreckley.
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glider designers to eliminate circling
altogether in averagely good conditions.

One small cheer for the
treadmill

More TINSFOS: an end
to tail-chasing

cling - in the Oly I felt all my time was
spent circling - seems to jump. Old Kestrels, assuming you're prepared to do a bit
of feuling, are the cheapest way to sample
modern soaring. If you are less ambitious
to devour mileage, the K-6E is probably the
best buy. There are only about five years
between the two gliders but a world of difference in what you can achieve, especially
when the wind blows or great areas of
clamp widen the gaps between thermals,
one or both of which a British summer
afternoon pretty well guarantees.

Stop the presses!
Whenever i am asked how I get this stuff
together for S&G issue after issue (that
should read if ever I were to be asked. since
nobody is the slightest bit interested, but I
am going to tell you anyway) I have to
admit that I still, in spite of promises to
reform made each January 1st, do it all at
the last minute before the mighty presses

l e other day I did a 90km final glide in
a big glider, losing about 4300ft and doing

ExcitIng Ieep In performence.

I was trying to think which was personally
the biggest or most exhilarating jump in
performance before 1987, and it must have
been from the Dart 17 (36:-1 claimed, probably 10% less) to the Kestrel 19 (44: I
claimed, fairly credible).
A blg glider.

a fair amount of dolphining. It was quite a
thrill for me, especially when I had less
than IOOOft to spare some miles out and
still could not see the site. Ninety kilometres final glides, even 100 and more, are
something that the experienced Open
Class boys take for granted. Doubtless
when they deign to do anything as small as
a 300km triangle the last leg is treated as a
final glide as a matter of routine: stopping
to circle is an admission that things have
gone slightly wrong with the Grand Plan.
No wonder they pour water in whenever
there is a tug strong enough or a field long
enough, since ifyou don't intend to cirele it
pays to be as heavy as the game laws
will allow.
I am quite certain I could have done the
last 90km faster if I had circled every time
the computer tord me to, and flown much
faster between cli'mbs, but that is not the
point. What can be dafter than having to
chase your tail like a dog for ages before
being able to go anywhere near the direction you wish? I can't think of any other
mode of transport that demands it, though
tacking a yacht is sHghtly analogous. It
must surely be the ultimate objective of
184

"Flies like a fighter"
said one recently-converted
Prefect pundit to us
awed Tutor pilots ...
The 'ut minute.

The only pleasure of grinding one's way
up the otherwise irksome ladder of promotion at our club in the distant past was the
sudden, exciting leap in performance as
one went from the Tutor to the Prefect
("flies like a fighter" said one recentlyconverted Prefect pundit to us awed Tutor
pilots, by which he meant it had controls
that actually worked) then to the Olympia,
Skylark 2, Sky and ultimately - 99% of abinitios having given up in frustration by this
stage - to the Skylark 3, after three solid
seasons during which my weekend days
and holidays, winter or summer, were
exclusively spent gliding. Nobody would
put up with that now, and people go solo in
a glider that is much better than the
Skylark 3.
Once you get into the 4O-plus league in
glide ratio .the number of times you can
cover appreciable distances without cir-

roll. The cry of "Hold the front page!" cuts
no ice with our Eo: the only page she
would hold for me might be the Situations
Vacant. I bet she has set it up in type ready
and waiting:
Wanted - gabby piloVcolumnisl with capacious (or is it capricious?) memory. Styfe preferred to accuracy. No knowledge of libel laws
required: total lack of sense of shame a posi·tive advantage. No pay. First job will be to rubbish previous incumbent. Second job, to
ridicule previous incumbent's sacred cows:
Open Class gliders, Dunstable etc, etc.

Some day I will miss a deadline and a
vast white space will appear, simp~y bearing that ad in the middle. Once I wrote the
column in an airport lounge and posted it
SAILPLANE
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descriptive guff about the joys of soaring.
We fizzed round a llOkm triangle in about
90 minutes (not bad for the old Dart) and
having landed, we all said "that was fantastic, let's do it again straight away!" The
second time round, however, the wind
direction and cloudbase had changed, the
thermals were working differently, the sun
had moved round and the rolling countryside looked completely unfamiliar, so
much so that I got lost in spite of having
done' the identical task only an hour
before. I got horribly low, and eventually
struggled home, but with a poor time.

just before going on two weeks' holiday,
taking advantage of yet another delay "due
to operational reasons". What does
"operational reasons" mean, by the way?
It's not weather, or a strike by the sole
remaining baggage handler in protest at all
his mates being in jail, or an engine falling
off, so it must mean something vague like
"The plane is not where it ought to be, or
not in the state of readiness it ought to be
in, for reasons that are none of the other
three reasons but are far too complicated

For getting Into cars.

---"
;;>

Too complicated.

orembarassing to go into, Ladies and Gentlemen, so please don't ask."
You wouldil't guess, with all this lastminute panic going on as a matter of
routine, that I have actually published a
book on Time Management. Indeed, the
idea of my writing a book on how to be
organised struck Mrs Platypus as a gigantically funny joke. My only excuse was that
it wasn't my idea: I had been invited to
write it by my friend the distinguished ex~
chairman of the BGA who should have
known better but who was going to pay me
actual money, by way of a refreshing
change. (Crass hint ignored, Eo.)

Has he a spelling bee in
the bonnet, or is it a
bat?
There is a poster at our clubhouse kindly
sent in by another club, which shall
remain nameless if not shameless, advertising in giant letters a grand party IN THE
HANGER (sic) of the nameless club. I
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thought professional printers - this was
dearly a professional job - said to their
clients "Are you sure that's right?" when
they detected or suspected an error. A
Hanger is a device for storing clothes on,
the nasty wire versions of which can be
used as substitute car aerials, or for getting
into cars when you haven't got the key, like
when it's someone else's car and you're
stealing it. Another less well known meaning is wood on side of steep hill (Concise
Oxford Dictionary). That might explain
why some pilots, on being told to fly back
to the hanger, have obediently piled into
the trees on the nearest ridge.
A large shed full of bats, Piper Cubs,
bird-droppings, gliders, old bicycles and
cobwebs is a HANGAR, for Pete's sake. It
comes from tbe French hangar (pronounced 'angar when in that country) originally
meaning, B.B. (before Bleriot), a large shed
full of bats, carriages, bird-droppings, old
carts and cobwebs.
Education is a wonderful thing: you can
fill your brain with all kinds of fascinating
junk till it resembles a perishing 'angar.

Why glide? One man's
reason
Some years ago a woman writer, whom I've
never met, before or since, sent me a letter
asking me to contribute a short chapter on
gliding to a book she was putting together
about lots of different sports. The book
never appeared, which doesn't surprise me
because people aren't interested ill sport in
genera. We all tend to speciaHse; people
who love badminton don't want to read
about billiards.
Nevertheless I described for her a day
during what I believe was the only one
Class contesl'e\ier flown in this count,!y, lhe
Dart Comp of 1968. It was a good day, and
of course in my piece I threw in the usual

Horribly low.

The point I was making was that gliding
is like Cleopatra, "full of infinite variety."
The same day, the same task, but two
utterly different soaring experiences. A
philosopher once said "you never step in
the same river twice." Well, you never fly in
the same air twice.
Faced with the usual question "what is
gliding like?" or "why do you glide, why
don't you fly power?" I find myself reciting
this little anecdote because it really makes
the point - for me anyway., There's no
reason why two identical circuits in a
power plane should not take exactly the
same time and cover exactly the same
ground. But not even Spreckley can make
gliding uniform and predictable. And he
wouldn't want to either.

a

If you really want to be exclusive
why not buy a special lImited edition
white T·shlrt With the Platypus ..,
Love BIg Wings" Peter Fuller design.
One size only, large, £5.25, including
p&p from the BGA sales room.
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MICHAEL BOND

BOXING
CLEVER
R

oiling. a glider trailer and car into some
remote embankment or ditch cannot be the best
way to start, or finish one's day, especially if a
little common sense', knowredge and preparation
could have assisted in avoiding such a catastrophe.
Occasionally, the unfortunate victim of such an
occurrence will recount his or her ordeal in our
magazine; or atthe gliding club bar where we can
actually hear a first hand account from "one who
was there". The point is, if you listen to, or read
these tales of woe you cannot help noting the
well wom phrases used to justify the outcome the "tyre blew out unexpectedly" or "a lorry passed me and I started snaking", but perhaps the
richest of all, '" just lost it - there was nothing I
could do."
I am quite sure that if I were a loss adjuster
processing your claim you would have to come
up with better excuses than these. A defintiion of
the word aocident means "an unfortunate event
-- the outcome of which is beyond our control",
and if you agree with this then you cannot classify
all trailer damage as accidental because with
knowledge, good management and experience
an awful 'lot of such incidents need never have
occurred in the first place.
Thed'lOiceis ours, we can either do something
positive to ,ourtail the problem, and lower those
already high insurance premiums, or stick our
heads in the sand like the proverbial ostrich and
~ that the problem will go away.
Driving my trailer back to Dishforth, after my
first outlanding of the year, I was distressed to
see a motor car totally covered in grass and mud
- and all the wrong shape. Close by were large
chunks of white plywood, and the odd wheel
which half an hour earlier had been used to
house a Kestrel. The visiting driver who had set
off to retrieve his pilot had not even managed to
travel more than ! mile along the A1 before he
"lost it". He was "only doing 40" and "the trailer
was empty" and "this truck came close and
started me snaking. Whatc6uld I do?" was his
cry.
Most people were sympathising with the
driver, with lots of head shaking, followed by
"bad luck old boy". Fair comment at the time I
suppose, the driver was feeling bad enough as it
was, but before you, dear reader, begin to join in
mass sympathy, let's have a look at the details:
Trailer
- Kestrel- the longest you
can get.
Car
- Ford Orion - No I'm not
joking!
Weather
- 30kt headwind-oh dear.
Driver experience - Obviously not a lot.
Reason
- Wagon came too close
and started unit snaking
- they do!
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When the details are written down and studied
it becomes obvious to all, except a moron, that
the outfit was an aocident waiting to oocur. I have
left one vital piece of valuable information - spotted it? Got it in one - the trailer was empty. But
does this factor make the ,outfit more stable or
less so? In this particular case it had anenormous bearing on the outcome - read on if you are
keen - ostriches adopt status quo.
Identifying the problems are simplicity itself; if
we know what we are looking for, but whether a
unit is stable or not depends on the compatibility
of the car trailer/driver. So let us consider each
one for suitability and see what transpires.

Cars
When we chose the motor vehicle of our
dreams, then considerations affecting our choice
are many. The lady of the house has her input;
will the hatch back version have enough room for
the pram, will it be comfortable and is the oolour
right etc. Then we males have our saV,'go faster
stripes, extra loud cassette player, $Un roof, GTI
version wheel trims - you know the kind of thing.
But do we really ever stop to think, "Is this vehicle
suitable for towing the longest liOn-commercial
trailer ,in the world?" Sounds awesome doesn't
it? Funny though, it's IrtJe. So just what does
make a good towing vehicle. Well for a start,
TINFOS, mate (THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR SIZE). Bigger and better - bigger they areharder they roll - got the picture?

" ... the wider the wheel
base the more resistance
the car will offer
in the rolling plane . . ."
However, what is critical is the distance between the axles (wheelbase) relative to the distance between the rear axle and the tow ball
hitch, (Fig A). The more times (b) will divide into
(a) the more stable the unit becomes, because
once the trailer begins to snake dimension (b)
becomes the lever with the rear wheels being the
fulcrum. The longer the lever - Hmmm! If we
could only mount the tow hitch on the axle itself,
just like big articulated lorrieS dO', we could, then
get rid of the lever altogether. l1he width between
the wheels ,is al'so important, because the wider
the wheel base the more resistanoe the car will
offer in the rolling plane, conseQ.uently, the natter
the triangle ABC tetween the Irear wheels and
the tow hitch the more stability achieved (Fig B).
What priCe a set of .quality wheel spacers?
Ate there any more deciding factors?' Well yes
there are. A fronl wheel drive vehicle is far more
stable for towing because it pulls the whole unit
from the very front, as opposed to a rear wheel
drive unit whiCh pushes the first '1. of the outfit,
and pulls the second lfo If Ibe theory blinds you
somewhat, go to yOur local Sainsbury store, get
two shopping trollies and try pushing One and
pulling the othet' simultaneously - the picture wifl
become crystal clear. Gross-ply tyres are idea'lly
suited for towing because there is far 'less rolling
action as a resull of the stiff~ed side tyre walls.
A computer controlled anti-skid braking system

would be nice, but we are now going. a ,little
overboard. But it certainly is worth remembering
to throw all of those heavy tools and junk out of
the car boot where possible. It helps tremendously in the pitching plane.
Finally, when you have selected the correct
car, and seemingly done all the right things, why
don't you pop down to your local caravan shop
and invest £30 odd pounds in a stabiliser bar.
They do wor1<, and I bet we all at some time or
another have considered purchasing one. They
are as cheap as a John Willy Dolphin unit, and
will certainly increase your cross-country speed!
The ideal vehicles to tow with are Ford Transit Bedford CFNolkswagon vans. You would not
know you were towing anything if you were so
fortunate to own one of these vehicles. Another
superb piece of towing tackle is "yer Ackney Cab
mate", and iffive syndicates offour persons were
to club together, and purchase such a vehicle the
outlay would be peanuts. I recall Frank Pozerskis
arriving at Dishforth towing his ASW-17 behind
his Rolls Royce. When he stopped to greet me I
asked him how he liked his Rolls. He shrugged
and replied "It's OK for towing a trailer." Ah well.
(Incidentally, the towcar of the year is the Citroen
BX)

Drivers
You know we really ought to be a little more
choosy who we trust to drive a total cost outfit of
£20000 plus. Certainly we should not be quite so
eager to lend our cars and caravans with such
gay abandon. So why are we all guilty of letting
someone we usually don't know drive a car
he she may never have driven before let alone
towing a trailer that they have never had experience in towing. To be honest, we are simply madl
Usually, the reason is that there is a shortage of
known and experienced drivers when weather
conditions are good, then all Silver C plus pilots
are keen to fly cross-eountry, so their car keys
are left onthe front seat of their cars and nothing
matters to them except the flight. Therefore the
onus to be collected rests fairly and squarely on
the shoulders {If the poor non cross-eountry
types - youKnow the ones - keen - never done it
before -sort 01 chaps - well intentioned - relalivery new to the. sport - anxious to please.
t>Iow with a little planning these keen types can
really be good value, but they require a certain
amount of grooming by ourselves. SQ when the
weather 'is duff why don't we hitch up the trailer,
and teach them how to, do it ,in a nice steady
unhurried manner. Far better than suOjectingl
them to a 100 miles dash on a dar1<, wet night in a
strange vehiCle etc. Show them where the predr,we safety check list is, (what? you don't !':lave
009- M, M), show them the 'knack of reversing,
you know - sticking your ~d out of the driver's
window and looking along the line of the trailer;teach them the' little ditty "to bring the trailer into .
view, tum the wheel away from you". Works an
absolute treat - sorry - what? 00 you mean
yoo·'ve never heard that before? Teach them to
!;}old the wheel at twenty past eight and relax,
and feel what is happening to the outfit through
the steeringcolurnn. Tell them that gripping the
wheel in a viCe like manner and locking the arms
rigid is sudden death. In short, show them all the
rOpes, it(X)uld very well be toyour.advantage and
will certainly give you a little peace of mind when
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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you are in !he middle of a muddy field contemplating your navel, as night draws in.

Trailers
WeD to be fair there is not enough room in this
magazine to cover what I, and others oould say
about the design, maintenance, and appearance
ete of trailers. So I for one am ,going to bite my
blgue and ooncentrate on the stability aspect
only, a~ays presuming of course that the, tyres
and brakes are totally legal and fully operational.
Perhaps if we had a look at the ireasons, why
trailers snaRe, we could possibly do something
about it.

A. Driver Induced
Failing to read the road ahead, and being
forced to make a somewhat violent change of
direction is one of the most 'common factors of
trailer accidents. Keep thinking about Newton's
Law "For every action etc ete". Over-rorrecting
when a minor upset has occurred is another
cause. You'd be amazed how little corrective
steering action is required to return to the straight
and narrow. US\Jally just a flick
the steering
wheel and back to centre is adequate.
Braking once snaking has started' is fraught
with danger. If your outfil is a 'dead straight line
when you apply the brakes you will' probably get
away with It. The problem arises when your car is
facing NE, and your trailer NW (slightly exaggerated - but You get the picture). l'ry braking now
Sunshine and you are in trouble with a capital T.
The th90lY reveals all (Fig C) - pushing on the
brakes makes your car want to travel in a direction somewhere between due north and northeast (it stiD retains some inertia from travelling ifl
a straight line). However, the trailer wants to go
90ITleWhete between north-west and north. Newton's Law- "Abocly moving in a straight line will
remain in that state" applies here, and when you
slam on the anchors - that's just what the trailer
does (but it takes the back end 01 the car with it,
roly poly line). Why no! try aooelerating - it feels
aft wrong but it does pull the trailer back ,into a
straight line.

0'
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I've flogged that one to death).
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B. Design Induced
Not a great deal can be done to rectify this
problem apart from totally redesigning the trailer,
but you may be able to tidy up one or two areas.
You could begin by making sure that you have
cross-ply tyres (they are the ones which don't
have the wobbly side walls), and of course that
they are correctly inflatedl If you're not sure what
the correct pressures are don't guess - go to a
proper tyre fitting bay, and tell the expert what
all-up-weight you are carrying and he should put
you right. Having found out the necessary pressures, you could be really intelligent and write it
on the mUdguard - we'd all know then. If you
can't obtain this information from a tyre bay, consult the RAC or the AA and pick their brains - that
is of course if you are a member - I mean,
nobody in their right mind would tow a trailer
hundreds of miles at night without some kind of
back up, would they?
You could make sure that your brakes are
working properly - and by that I mean together by the same efficiency. One wheel more efficient
than the other is I'm afraid lethal to say the least.
Dwell upon the theory again; if the offside wheel
wants to stop and the near side can't be bothered
the car will still want to travel north again as you
brake but the trailer wants to go east. This will
tend to push the boot of the car in an easterly
direction and the nose in a westerly direction -oh
dear - it's roly poly time again. The answer is
quite simple - maintenance - and on a regular
basis.
You could halve the trailer mortality rate by
fitting a double axle and throwing your old single
axle on the tip. It does make for somewhat more
difficulty when manoeuvring on a muddy field but at least you will have a trailer to struggle with.
You could rearrange your trailer so that the
axle is aft of the centre line; the further aft, the
mere stability. If it were possible to position the
axle under the back doors we could have total
stability! Whilst you were doing this, you could
make sure that the balance was unequal by
25-SOlb biased on the tow hitch side of the axle.
But most people know that - don't they?
You could buy a stabiliser bar from ... (sorry,

Third Party Induced
This is where those inconsiderate heavy
goods vehicle drivers get too close to us and
muck up even the most orderly trailer outfit. If you
want to know the reason why then best we have a
short spell of theory again I'm afraid. If you
remember, it's the venturi effect that causes our
glider to soaron high, and for those not too well
up on the principles of flight, consult Fig D. Now
,quite honestly, there 1$ not much difference between Fig: D and Fig lE. There is a reduction in
pressure between the vehicles as they pass
each other. Not all that significant you may saybut let's loOk again at Fig E but this time five
seconds earlier (Fig F~. Have you spotted the
problem?
Top marks this time, the low pressure between
the lorry and the rear end'of the trailer causes the
back end to want to travel east; the front west and
SO on. Of course, one secoocIlater the lOrry will
be alongside your trailer front end and sucking
that east (Fig G) and so on, and the 'Wiggles have
well and truly started. Just as, you ate managing
to righl the situation, his back end leaves your
trailer front end and the suction stops - so the
front of the trailer now goes east, and oh dear we
are near roly poly time. Of course, if the trailer is
empty - the wagon can have a field day - no
weight inside to dampen the'snaking do you see.
Just supposing you were "doing 40" as they
say, and the Ioriy was "doing 70" as they very
,often do. The sudden effect 01'1 your rear end
would be suicidal. You would be far better off
driving at 69mpl'l (no I'm only joking) because the
effect would not be so traumatic.
Just cast your mind back 10 our Or,ion driver,
pulling his single axled unstabilised empty \Jnit
against a 30kt oeadwind at 40rnph clown the A1
with a big (lOI1tainer lorry overtaking at a great
tate of knots, got the picture?
There is not a lot you can do about inconsiderate lorry drivers., althOugh you might try a trick I
use. When towing in the slow lane I keep the unit
almost on the white line that separated me from
the middle lane. The overtaking lorry gives his
usual clearance, but just as he overtakes the rear
of my trailer I move slowly and carefully back to
the centre of my lane, thus9iving a,greater clearance between the two vehicles. It helps.

Environment Induced
Did you know that Billy Wind can blOw a sailing
ship from here to America at a steady 15kt? Now
the only difference between the ship'S sails and
the glider trailer walls lis the material used in their
construction. The surface area is about the
same, SO it Billy Wind is blowing best you have
some respect for him because he will have you
over as soon as 1001<. Crosswinds on motorways
are not good, because one moment you are driving along shielded by an embankment, ,the next
you are not, and subject to his tury. You must
anticipate what is going,10 happen and be ready.
If you are driving against a 30mph tleadwind
the venturl effect is horrendous when a heavy
goods vehicle passes you. If you can recall the
principles of flight again, "Venturi effect
increases by the square of the airspeed", you
call1lOW finally understandw.hy our callant friend
lost his Onon Md outfit. Make sure you don't.

a
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LOOKING BACK
OCTAVE CHANUTE 1832-1910

C

hanute was bom in France and moved to
the USA when he was six. He was trained as a
civil engineer and had a distinguished career in
the development of several American railways.
It wa$ in 1878 that he became interested in
aeronautics and not t1ntil1 896 that he conducted
test-flying 01 gliders oIl:lis own design. ~ready
64 at the time, he invited younger men to fly
them.

1910 through voluminous correspondence and
visits to their home at Dayton and to their gliding
camp at Kittyhawk.
He was also responsible for a renewal of
interest in aeronautics in Europe in 1903, when
tie dropped a bombshell' at the French Aero-Club
in describing his own gliding experiments ,and
those of the Wrights. This was well reported and
awakened the French ta the lacl that the
Americans had lorged ahead in, aeronautics
while they had been 'Playing with balloons. From
that moment they stirred themselves into frantic
activity, but 11 was too late! The worst had happened: although'at first disbelieved, the Wrights
had already achieved sustained and controlled
nightl
Camp Chanute. for his gliding, experiments
Chanute set up camp at a secluded, area Ilear
Chicago wbere sand dunes provided elevated
launch platforms. Tihe first machine was a copy of
a Lilienthal monoplane with which glides of about
100ft were made. His young pilots had ,neither
the experience nor the acrobatic ability of
Ulientl:1a1 for safe control of the hang glider inl the
air, parlicular1y in gusty conditions, so they
turned to a new Ohanute design.

Birth of aviation. He made substantial contributions to the advancement of gliding and to
the birth of .aviatiQll; In addition to his own gliding
experiments, in which he intn)duc~d a wellengineered method of rigging biplanes, he acted,
as a benevolent broker of aeronautical in'formation. His book Progress In RyIng Machines, a
critical review of armost all! previous attempts at
heavier-than-air f1ig'ht, was published in 1894.
Many papers on bird flight and gliding appeared
Irom 1895 onwards, and he was the 'chairman of
the Intemational Conference onAerial Navigation
meld at Chicago in 1893. He was Widely read and
his wor1< well respected.

Chanute glider. Chanute's first machine was a
multiplane hang glider designed to maintain
stability in pitch by swinging the wings backwards and forwards about a vertical axis. Stability
in roll was I1elped by a low C of G, but it was still
necessary to swing the bOdy to keep. the
wings level.
This maclline passed through a loog series of
modifications until Chanute arrived at the simple
bi-plane design which is 'often associated with
his hame. This had a 16ft ~pan and a Cayley-type
tail ,attached by a bOom and elastic devices, givIng it some flexibility which it was hoped would
dampen out effects of gusts.
With these machines hundreds of glides were
made, the best being over 100 yards with angles
of descent between rand 10°. Body movement
was much lesS tnan with the Lilienthal copy.
The technique was much the same as with
modern. hang gliders ,and ,atter many flights over
many weeks at "Camp Chanute" n() 0Il~ was
hurt. Even the cook, employed by Chanute, to
fe«! his hungry young men, was persuaded to
.
have a go!

The Wrlght brothers. Perhaps his greatest contribution was the direct encouragement that he
gave to the Wright brothers between 1900 and

Pointing the way. The results look meagre
today, but.Chanute was able to draw certain cOllclusions that pointed the way ahead. He had

Octave Chanute
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1896 bl·plane In flight.

demonstrated that despite the death of LilienthaJ,
which had taken place iA Germany while Chsnute's camp was in progress, within certain
limitations it was safe to experiment with lightweight gliders. He predicted that stability in flight
woulQ be ~ossible by usin9 movi,:,? parts.Instead
of ac"'Fobatlc movements by the pilot, but It WOUld
require a long: seri.es of experiments to learn how
to do i!.
It is comforting to know that while Chanute
gave much to aerooautics without actually
achieving sustained and controlled flight ,himself,
at least he lived to see it all' happen and to know
1hat the vehicle he had chosen, the lightweight
glider, had proved to be the right stuffl a~
DraWings of What was described as a "multi-wing
gliding machine", 1898.
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JOHN 'BRIDGE

LETTER FROM
THE SMOKE
John mulls over the virtues of the task week and
anticipates being on the grid again this year

Chanute with multi-wing glider.
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,I!ched up here in a glass office. il'l the llearl of
the city, I can get a pretty good idea of how soarabl'e eO\ch day should 1De. This is not .a1together a
good ·thing, as I have come to realise how
impossibleit isto feign an air 6f indifference while
outside the venetian blinds thermals are off' the
c1oc~ to 6OOOf1. My ability to coo the boss into
allowing yet another day off is directly related to
the plausibility of my excuses, and believe me,
I'm fast running out of good ones.
What I find rather uncanny is that whenever a
Comps or task week looms up, nature knows
instinctively that it's time to pull out the stops;
either ·a "system of lows unusual, for the time of
year" gears up to hurtle its wayacross the land, or
a high pressure system establishes itself for the
rest of the summer_ Neitlcler prospect intrigues me
to any great extent, so I make my annual resolution ootto haveany dealings with week-long gliding' holidays.
It is therefore all the more remarkable that as
autumn ali>Proaches I find myself preparing for
yel another week's worth of hope and despair
down in task week territory. I drag my trailer on to
that merry-go-round known as the M25, to' be
spat outlin the general direction of South Wales.
ThrOllgh the storms and rain, windsoreen, wipers
at VNE, I forge a path through the mud tracks until
in the distance I see the glimmer of' c!ul:ihouse
lights and hear the unmistakable sound of laughing Wel'shmel1 and the gentle murmur of indignant sheep.
Unhitc·hing the trailer and leaving it up to its
axles in the driest bog' I can find, I emerge from
the storm to encounter old friends and races new,
all eager for the coming week's ftying. Over in the
corner, Desperate Dan is pOUring over maps and
Met boOks, eager to gel that Silver before the
season ends. Under the table is the CFI (known
as CyclOps because whenever you ·think he isn't
looking, there he Iswith his eye on you). And lo! a superpundit, Mike Slick, ticking off his collection of National records, looking forward to
completing the set. Meanwhile at the bar are
some representatives from some social club near
Coventry, noisily performing the most impressive
displays using odd-shaped 'balloons - well, they
look like balloons 10 me.
In sctllaf fact, the task week proper starts here.
First establish who the main competition is and
"'int that perhaps the next day Isn"t going, to be
fantastic. Offer- him a beer, and another and a
scotch or three. Keep It up until he falls over, and

let nature take it's course the following morning.
Alternatively, use the more direc1 approach of
bribing the task direc1or. To date, as all, my rivals
appear to have achieved a fairdegree of success,
it is quite clear that I don't pay enOugh. However,
it shortly becomes apparen~ that my approach is
backfiring, as once more I fail oompletely to give
up the beer.. The last two things I remember are
Johll Wanet"Smithe listening' to "WW2 Greatest
Hits - Spitfires Over Germany" on the cassette
deck,and a strange feeling of cautious optimism
for the following day's weather.

0'

Readers may be surprised to learn the lengths to
which today'S pilots will go to give that extra com·
petition advantage.

Next day I awake to the sound of one of those
road-workers' power tools which destroys tarmac. lhe headache persists as strange visions
appear. White tubes ..• planks sticking out the
sides ... What's the word? ... Gliders! That's
right. Got to fly today. The noise transforms itself
into the splash cC rain as I gather the enthusiasm
to stagger into the br·iefillg room.
After the usual preliminaries, we get a briefing
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~PIGGOTT
.----Windcones made in Min~tryol Defence
Hypalon~, also in nylon and cambric.
landing Marker Sets in blight orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers fQr all requirements.
Aagstalls supplied and erected in
Steel, Alvminium, Fibreglass. ancl
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Orogues.
PlGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanlord Ri""rs, Hr. Ongar, Essex CMS 9PJ
Tel 0277 363262

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To

C/E DID 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels Fer Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme
Thinners

"z" Tvpe

C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E OTO 751

\'4ITH

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT

HONITON, DEVON
Tels: luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)

HonIton 41041 (after 6 pm)
Booking now for AUTUMN WAVE at AOSTA in
ITALIAN ALPS (early boOking discountl British
registered singl8 and two-seater gliders (Italian
licence not required). Suitable .11 pilots, beginners
to experts. Facility for privata owners. Budget flights
to nearest airport and .ccommodation arranged.
Ideal "different" holiday and where else can you
soar in November?
Details from
Nigel Palmer. 10 Bradley Close, Longlevens,
Gloucester Gl2 9LA. Tel: (0452) 474558

ANOTHER ICARUS
Percy PUcher and the
Quest for FUght
Philip Jarrett
Four years before the Wright Brothers first manned. powered flight at Kitty Hawk. British aviation pioneer Percy Sill clair Pilcher had constructed andwasplanningtotest his fifth glider-a
triplane he intended to fit with an engine.
Pilcher's work was cut short when he perished in
a glider demonstration in 1899.
jarretl. a long-time aviation writer and editor.
spent over twelve years researching Pilcher's
progress toward powered flight. This first complete record of the aviators life and works in·
dudes the innovative research undertaken by
larrell and provides aviation enthusiasts and
historians with a welcome contribution to the
story of the men and machilles that led to man's
conquest of the earth.
Available Summer 1987
208pp. 71 black & white illustrations Cl £ 16.50
(approx.)
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BRIAN WEARE

BOB REECE, Rematic
0{ Related Interest
FOCKE-WULF FW 190
workhorse of the Luftwaffe
J~ P. Spenser
Available SUmmer 1987 Pb £9.00 lapproxl
Tht'St Q~d oIher Smlthsonlan Institution Press lifles are
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COLD FLOPPY WINGS AND OTHER THINGS

able to re-Jock the spoilers and continue the
flight. On landing, the spoiler handle was readjusted to a firmer setting, but the real culprit was,\he
spoiler fence (photo 4) Which was forced upward
by the lower wing skin, during heavy wing flex,
poPpin9 it out of its locked position. Later I had
John Sinclair angle the tlottoni of the metal to
accept a certain amount of flex withou11osing too
much surface area. In this case the spoiler box
flexed substantially with the Wing but, of course,
the main portion of the spoiler didn't

Photo 3: Concentric fracture. - right wing root.
(Exlmpl. 3.)

tracks trying to figure out what happened. It has
to be associated with 1he faci that this glider has
been twice above 40000ft. The gel coat is
excellent and it looks likealmost any other except
fora series of concentric fractures that appeared
after one high flight. (Photo 3.) This is the only visible damage to the ship, and is only under the
right wing root. There Is nothing wrong with the
other wing, or the upper surfaces, As with Example 2, these are definitely' structurally-produced
fractures of unknown depth into the structure
which leads us to ...
MYSTERY 1- Why do the cracks appear to be in
what must be the very strongesl part ,of the wing?
And why are they concentfiQin shape when
everything else would lead us. to, think that they
should go straight across 1he cord?
On at least ooe occasion our sample glider
was subjected to temperatures thal probably
exceeded -80°F (-60°C) and was then flown
Into an absolutely ferocious rotor.
Some further explanation of the, photos is
necessary.The fractures are wider and are more
pronounced up to the point Where they cross the
spar, then they narrow to "hairline" width, widenIng again on the other side. Several of the outboard cracks stop entirelyal the spar.
This one had me stumped. Roger Frank suggested that the drag spar and front wing pins may
have some effect on the distribution of loads as
the wings rroJe around slightly, especially in very
turbulent air.

Photo 4: Spoiler fence with the original .hape.
(Example 4.)

In, another instance, Mike Koemer ,told me an
interesting story about opening 'spoilers when he
was above 30 000ft ,only to find that despite using
all of his strength he couldn't close them 'ully to
the locked position. Ttle glass-fibre wing contracted 8 great deal in the extreme cold, but not as
much ,as the metal spoiler mechanism.
I'm sure an, of YOll at one !point or another have
seen glass-fibre sailPlanes with fractures radiating outward from the corners of the sRQiler box.
Let's explore what is ,going on here. If the wing
was. without spoilers, ailerons, IIaps or attachment points for all of the above, it would flex
uniformly. However each theSe things stiffens
the wing locally, so that rather than having a constantflex certarn points will have more,resistance
to bending. (PhOto 5.)
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EXAMPLE 6

EXAMPLE 4
Damage history: None.
Use: Racing, cross-country.

l'tpe: Medium floppy wings,

Standard Class.
My own sailplane is one example of the
relationship of the spoiler box to a flexible wing.
My partner, Chuck Fisher, was flying with George
Moflat in the$tandard Nationals at Hobbs a couple of years ago, near some thunderstorms into
.what they described later as some of the most
turbulent air either had ever experienced. Running at manoeuvring speed, Chuck heard this
bMg and"felt a heavy oscillation of the left wing.
That spoiler had come open allowing 1he spoiler
cap, which is spring loaded, 10 cavitate above the
surface of the wing. Ovickly pulling up" he was
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ordered, our new ship, Wilhelm Dirks assured us
that they were mow wrapping 1he edges of the
box with rovings, and that this should not happen
again. With three years of niOre stressful usage,
1here has been nO cr~king whatsoever. Most
newer ships seem to be better in this regard as
Ihe designers learn how ,to better distribute stress
loads and' use the new materials that are incorporated in their designs.
Why doesn't the underside of the wing crack
below the spoiler box? Generally because the
lower wing skin closes the bottom of theb)x and
helps distribute whatever torsion, compression,
or tension that occurs there - unlike the top
where the cracks radiate away from an
opening.
EXAMPLE 5
Damage history: None (to start with).
Use: Wave flights.
l'1pe: Metal sailplanes, Open and 15m Class.
I can just hear the guys who Ily wood or metal
gliders out there giggling. You know - "IfGod had
meant for there to be glass-fibre sailplanes, He
would have planted glass-fibre trees." Or ...
"Plastic pilots fly plastic airplanes" .•. etc. Well,
let me pul youstraighl. Carl Herold told me a
story about two metal sail,planes flying in successive years in the 1960sat Truckee, California.
The first was a SChweizer 1-23 that went to
35000ft when the- pilot elected 10 pull the
sl)0i1ers, move over into the "down" of the walle,
and as Carl described it "land immediately" back
at the airport. Unfortunately the new paint job 00
:the glider was 10tally wrecked, the ,aluminum
skins at the seams lifted substantially, the wing
skins pulled oblong holes at the rivets and many
rivets had to be replaced. The next year the same
thing happened to a HP-14. These were perfectly
good gliders that were damaged by the spar and
structure staying very cold while the skins were
rapidly warmed.
We're all in the same boat guys. This applies to
you tool Differential expansion of the skins and
structure are a problem no matter what the
sailplane is made of.

r: ..'

Photo 5: Stress cracks radiating from the spoiler
box area. (Example 4.)

In the past little was done to gradually spread
bending loads outward into tlie rest of the skin.
My ol{l, sailplane was a case in point with recurring cracks at the spoiler box corners. When we

Damage history: Moderate to heavy damage in
$everal groudloops.
Use: 25 to 30 times above 30000ft with vast
numbers of high-speed cross-countries - raced
usually Only one time per year. left tied out 2 to 3
months yearly.
l'1pe: Relatively floppy wings, Open Class.
From my viewpoin1 this is probably the most
interesting sailplane I have ever sOOn. Because of
its usage history, this ship tied together many 'Of
my theories about what is going 00 with cold
floppy wings and reinforced some hunches that I
have had about the interaction of stiffeners and
the flexure of wings. It is like looking at the lines in
an old man's face to see where he has been. Surprisingly, I woold rate this sailplane's, original' gel
coat as excellent, exhibiting none of the problems I described in earlier articles.
Let me explain the photos at length, staning
with No. 6. At the wing root of the underside of the
right wing, the circular concentric cracks
straighten into linear fractures going straight
across the cord. The a~ea of the inner portion of
the wing marked with a loog arrow and an outline
of the spoiler box contains regular chord-wise
hairline cracks spaced about 2in apart. Further
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Photo 6: The unde,..l~ Of the right wing, showing
the areas of the fracture•. (Example, lj.)

out, wider cracks appear in a swarm near a flap
drive or connections. Regular chord-wise hairline
cracks resume again going out to the wingtip.
again spaced every few inches. The top of this
wing exhibits about lh to '13 of the cracking that
the bottom does. mostly being chord-wise fractures regularly spaced, especially aligned with
flap or aileron hinges, drives and spoiler
attachments. The other wing is pretty much a
mirror image of this one.

What was so special about seeing this
sailplane was that after finding bits and pieces of
these things on other gliders and wondering how
they interrelated, this one·tied everything together
so that I COuld verify that what I had Seen before
wasn't an anomaly or aocident related.
EXAMPLE 7
Damage history: Minor.
Use: Long dislance cross-country, many hours
of wave flying.
Type: Medium nopping wings, Open Class.
Of the two glass-·fibre sailplanes I've seen that,
in my·opinion, have been flown until they're worn
out, both share a common trait The first, though
I've seen it many times, was put in a museum
. before I ever found out about its problems. It had
a vast number of hours flown in contests. an
incredible record of ,cross-country mileage and
probably more time in wave than any other
sailplane in the world. It was reported that one
characteristic was that large patches of gel coat
would literally fall off of the ship, and despite recoats, this kept happening - mostly in the
same areas.

MYSTERY 2 - Whalls the process that causes
large Irregular patches 01 gel coal to delaminate
'completely from the. surface of a glider?
I really don't know. My best guess is another
theory of convenience ~ moisture either penetrates the surface of the gel coat or comes up
through the epoxy-glass matrix to lodge between
the gel <iloat and the upper layer of cloth. Even tiny
amounts of moisture could be involved to, start
the process. At this point the glider is flown to
high altitude and is super cooled; the moisture
then freezes wedging the gel coat completely off
the structure. The moisture source could be from
condensation 01' residual moisture. In geology
this process is known as "frost heaving:' where
even a very small volume water, by freezing in
rock crevices, can break up a mighty boulder.
Another possibility is that irregularly mixed
batches of epoxy resin may not have bonded
totally to the gel coat in the areas of peeling, and
the surface coating simply pulls away with
extremes of :heating and cooling.
I· don't have a clue - your ideas are as good
as mine.
EXAMPLE 8
Damage history: None.
Use: Renlal.
Type: Two-seater glass-fibre trainer.

0'

Photo 7: Concentric cracks at the wing root.
(Exemple 6.)

Photo 10: TIe down Itrap 1Il<! crick. (Example 8.)

Detail photo 7 shows some of the concentric
cracking at the wing root that we saw in Example
3. Again note how the fractures gradually
straighten out going towards the middle of the
wing.

The day I was out at the airport photographing
my spoiler fence one of the guys asked me to
look at a small fracture tflat had developed on the
tail boom of one of the rentall ships. We looked at
it for a time trying to ceme up with ideas of what
was happening. A small crack had appeared on

A

U
Photo 9: Gel coat spalllng. (Example 7.)

Photo 8: Mid-wing fracturea on the underside of
the right wing. (Example 6.)

Detail photo 8 is of the centre-section of the
wing and shows a highly cracked area which is
heavily influenced by structural elements inside probably flap drives or hinge mounts.
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Another sailplane with a very similar record is
pictured ,here (photo 9) and extlibits the same
problem. The owner says that once on landing
after a wave !light he got out and found a Sin
patch of gel coat Cl" the ground that had just
fallen off the wing. He glued it back with super
glue. On this example ship the photo shows
some grey areas (with tape arrows point at them)
that have been filed with "white lightning" that
has discoloured. In each of these spots the gel
coal fell off the Il'\ldder. Some more areaS are
beginning to lift at the base of the vertical fin and
on the wingtips.

EIRE

GROB'=====---.

SOLE AGENTS

lWlN III ACRO FOR MID '987 DELIVERY
G109B THIR'fY SOLD IN UK
SPRING 1987 DELIVERY
SPECIAL INSURANCE
FOR ALLGROB OWNERS

JOHN ADAMS
Soaring (Oxlordllld., lower End,
Ewelme, Oxon OX96HB
0491-37184
Telex 83147 attn Soaring
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each side of a static port on top of the tail boom
just in front of the rudder. I was still trying to figure
it ou~ until we pushed the ship back to the tie
down. As you see in ,photo 10 the tie down strap
provides arigid stabilised area next to zones that
may flex (while moored) in strong winds, or move
during tie down procedures.
Refer back to our section on stiff spoiler boxes
versus freely flexible sections of the wings. No
matter the cause, glass-fibre will break at the
point where f1el(ibility suddenly becomes rigid,
whether the source comes from the inside or the
outside. An obvious solution is a wider collar on
the tie down strap to spread the loads outward,
though my opinion is that those particular cracks
are very minor in nature, and not worthy of a great
deal of concem except as an illustration of things
to consider when designing tie-down systems.

SUmmary
After the gel coat articles, some of myoid
friends were barely speaking to me. They said
there was nothing wrong with their sailplanes, but
that I had made ·them totally paranoid. This one
ought to make me completely persona non grala.
In my defence, most of the major problems described here Involve a small sam pie of gliders that
have experienced extreme conditions of usage.
These are much less prevalent problems than gel
coat crazing.
Maybe I should, at this point, say that I am not
an A+P (Airframe and Powerplant mechanic) and
have no opinion as to the airworthiness of the
sailplanes I have described here. There is far too
litUe known as to how what I am seeing effects the
basic glass-fibre load bearing structure.
11 is hard enough to ask someone to inspect
their sailplane, lay tape all over it, photograph it,
and publicly describe what I've seen. (I was
tumed down in a couple of instances.) But to
show up with an electric grinder under your arm,
peering with a steely glint in your eye at the
cracks in their glider. and saying "Let's find out
how deep these babies go," is pushing things a
little too far. There is a great deal I don't know especially how deep these "fractures" are. My
best guess is that most of what I have shown
goes completely through the gel coat and into at
leestthe first layer of glass cloth. Some cracks
could go deeper and may be more serious.
My years of experience with glass-fibre tell me
that mechanically produced fractures have a
physical cause d(lepef than the surface coating
Md that that structure is also affected to some
degree. For example, a simple re-coat of a fractured area will 'Usually have a re-occurrence of
cracking. This is certainly the case with spoiler
box cracks. I am open 10 suggestion as to the
causes of the concentric rings or the gel coat
spalling off.
in wave flying, or other situations where
rapid temperature changes are present, is very
much recommended.

care

Summary of the summary
If you have been oot doing some things that are
wild and crazy, or are buying a used glider, the

first place to look is under the wings.
Thanks are in order to Bob Harris, Mike Koemer
and Carl HerOld, some very special people, who
Ilso gave me agreat deal of help with this article.
Others (also neat people) who were of assistance
are Paul sasse, Roger Frank, Andrew McFall,
RoIf Hertenstein and Doug Armstrong.

a
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TERRY HURLEY

THE AIRCRAFT
The best glider, Terry maintains, is the one in which you're
actually thermalling

I

n lhe beginning there were the Bocians., four
of them lying slumped on their wingtips arid looking like a small colourful school ot l)eached
whales.
Closer to, you were able to see the fine network ot scratches that years of pOlishing had
worked into the canopies and patdhes in the
fabric where new paint had never quite matched
the original, and it was plain th@t these were
nothing more .exciting than elderly training
machines. Then a sudden gust moved across
them shifting the control S'Urfacss and the long,
heavy wings shuddered, starting to lift like old
hawks rousing. After that you felt different about
them.
When you landed from voor first flight your
impressions were confused and you were' still
unS'Ure whether yOl:lliked it or noI. 1heooly clear
feeing was the need to fly again as soon as
possible. Very quickly, however, you became
caught up in it and flying c@me into your life as ·a
major force. 'h was almosllike getting religion.

the lust for
something sleeker in glassfibre gripped yOU."
H

• • •

At that stage you flew Bocians and nothing but
bloody 'Bocians until you developed a loathing for
their massive inbuilt stability which seemed
designed to frustrate your early efforts to control
them. Some time later, perhaps with a few short
solo flights behind you, you became affectedly
blase about alllwo-seaters and older machines.
Your conversation was tricked-out with halfunderstood technicalities inserted as artifICially
as candles on a birthday cake. And the lust for
something sleek in ·glass-fibre gripped you.
It tOol< a little while for this fever to fade. Only as
your flying 'began to improve did you start to
realise that all aircraft are essentially magical,
and you learned to value tIilem for their different
features and la enjoy those differences.
The glider enabled YQu to become part of its
medium, rather Ihal\ Just a traveller through the
air, In much the same way that a fishing-rod, is an
angler'5 meansto merge into the landscape, You
flew in the manner of a bird, and were sometimes
accepted as 5uch when you were lucky enough
to thermal with a gUll, seeing it 011 the far side of
the turns watching you with its dead, yellow eyes
- everythIng about it pure and beautiful except
for the eyes.
As your understanding of the principles of flight
grew you could appreciate the glider as a work of

modern .sculpture, something peculiar 10 this
age. You saw that the shape, cunningly
fashioned to conform to tlile pattern of the Wind,
was as simple and elemental as a pebble
polished by ,the sea.
Inevitably, you wanted yOlK own glider.
There's a pleasure of ownership, difficult to
define but real none the less, which enables you
to Ignore the dubious economics of the private
syndicate, and the regUlar chQres of rigging and:
maintenance.
Private oWt:lership, however, gave you time 10
examine the aircraft, to become familiar with lhe
detail of its construction, and to understand the
thinking of the designers when they assembled
its components in just Ihe way they did. On
qUiet days it was satisfying to silcontemplating
this wonderful machine - which could actually
defy graVity and soar- amazed al your good luck
in being soclosely associated withlil. lit's as if yotJ
had the power ta summon a wil4 bird from the
sky.
In the way 'of all new obsessions· yOU' found
every attribute of your first aeroplane marvellous
- its shape, fhe strange summer smells.et f@bric
and wanm dope, the texture of the moulded ply
curving tensely beneath your hand, the tiny rustling sounds as the controlS reacted impetceptibly
to the breeze. 11 was like the early days of a love
affair before you discovel'ed imperfection and
long before you learned about compromise.
Eventually, of course, you decided you must
have grass for the promise of the performances.
that goes with 11. Any last vestiges of economics
were now thrown, literally, to the winds. But in the
pursuit of greater heights, longer distances and
more endurance it was all too easy to forget that
the primary object of gliding should be pleasure.
Like love, it's not the duration but the intensity of
the experience that malters.
The modem glider, however, is SUCh a beautifUl device Ihat it's easy to become side-tracked
into a passion for the nieans rather than for Ihe
end. We've all seen aircraft that are obsessively
maintained and cared fOt, to the point where they
rarely seem to fly. 'This sort of onanistiC devotion
to the. machine is as pointlessas that lavished on
the ooncourssports car which is taken to meetings on a trailer, lest it beCOme travel- stained.
The glider exists only to tly, and the best glider
is the one in which you're actually Ihermalllng. Or
perhaps the one you've just sold.
Wherrthe day'S $Caring' Is·over, hOwever, and
the glider washed and' packed into its trailer,
there's always a feeling thal you ought to be able
to do something to express your graititl:Jde to the
machine for the pleasure it has enabled you to
have. But there is nothing. How can you say
"thank you" to an aeroplane?

a
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HONOURS FOR DEREK AND MICHAEL

as Platypus fOf "using his brifftant humour
to make pilot$ laugh at themselves" and
for his ,creattve and organisational skiffs
which' have turned the BGA AGM from a
bortnfJ afternoon into a tuff weekend conference. Derek had further recognition of
his tremendous services to gliding by
being awarded an MBE In the Queen's
Birthday Honours list.

NAT'IONAl LADDERS
OPEN LADDER
Leading .pilot
1. N. Hackett
2. G. Corbett
3.
Macfadyen

r.

4.N. O. Dee
CUJB \.AI)DER
Leading piloi
1. C. G. Starkey
2.P.Johnson
3. J. Walker

Club
Coventry

PIs
4411

Fits
4
4

Essex

4454

Cotswold
Cotswold

4244
3032

3

Club
Lasham
London
Coventry

Pts
2SQ5
2029

FIts
2

1'332

4

3
3

FATAL ACCIDENT
The pilot of a Pirat, "Harry" lenard, was killed
on May 13 at Kenley Airfield, Surrey, When the
glider crashed at the start of anautotow
launch.
At about 50ft the glider was, seen to drop a
wing or roll to the left. The rcll continued until
the glider was inverted. From this pOsition it
dived into the ground vertically.
Investigations so far eliminate medical and
airworthiness causes,
John Shlpley, BGA Safety C-ommittee
chairman

NEW N'ATIONALS CHAMPION
Ralph Jones, Dying a Nimbus 3. won the Open
Class Nationals, held at U\sham from June 2028. He gained 2457pts during the fQUr competiton days with Robin May (ASW-20) close
behind with 2408pts. Ralph was in the first
three ,places on each day, (There will be a full
repOrt in, the next issue.)

OBITUlRY
E. A. "led" Moslln

'1WoglltHrpiIQls, Derek Plggott and Mlchael. Bird, were presented with Roya' Aero Club
award. by HRH
Duk. of York, the Club'$ president, at the Banqueting Rooms;
Whiteha", on May 21. The Royal Aero Club Diploma 'went to Derek, who Is CFI of Lasham
and ha. 4DOO power hours cm 110 different types of aircraft. He ,was described In the citation as "the world's' best known ,'Idlng InstrlH;tor whose lifetime dedication ,to the sport
ha$ been quite outstanding and beyond the normal call of dUty." Michael, awarde<J, the
Certiflcat, 'of Merit, was praised forgivIng up his entry In NatiOnals to be the task setter,

m.
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When Ted Moslin died in an air.craft accident
on May 10 we lost one of the finest engineers
in the country. He was considered to 'be the
greatest authority on the repair and testing of
magnetos fOf there was nothing in. his field
he could not accomplish. His reputation had
become worldWide and his trade-mark sticker
is on the magnetos of /!listoric racing, ,oars as
well as many Merlins in Spitfires, lancasters
and Mosquitos.
Ted started gliding at LaSham iA ~966. Later
he had a share in a Skylark 4 and then an
Astir CS. His drift towards aeroplanes was probably inevitable. given /!lis engineering Ibackgroun(l. an<;l for many years he enjoyed a
share in a Tiger Moth. IHis engineering ability
was probably not fulfilled in anvone's employ
and he eventually started his own business; at
the time one wondered at his prospects in his
chosen field. It is a measure of his remarkable
engineering ability that Iile became so sucSAILPLANE & GLIDING
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cessfut and that so many people came to
depend on him. He was a modern "Royce", no
less, and this is reflected in many a sweet running engine.
He was one of those nothing-is-too-muchtrouble people whose gentle and loving nature
will be missed by many. For me he will always
be remembered for his pertection in standards
cl maintenance in much the way of Richard
Bach's SChool for Perfection. He leaves a wife,
"Phyt", to whom he was devoted.
Bill SCULL and DUDLEY STEYNOR

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

Ref

No.

Glider
Type

BGA
No.

PHASE OF FUGHT - LAUNCH - WINCH
24.1.87
K·8
2653
M
28
1130

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
PiloVCrew

Date
Time

Place

Summary

Age

Injury

PItH..

B-G-B Farm,
Clwyd

29

N

32

54

N

14

After a fairly k>ng ground run into a very light wind
Ihe gilder dimbed slowly unlU, al aboUl SOft. the
winch laited. The pilot pushed the stick fully forward but did nOl do 90 Quickly enough to prevent
Ihe aircraft entering a spin to the left trom about
30ft. The glider was wrinen off as it hit wing first but
the p~ot was uninjured.

58

N
N

183

After a cable break on initial movement Ihe canopy
was opened while the cable was repaired. On the
2nd 8nempt lhe canopy was closed and the air'

29

Spatz 55

2972

WIO

1.2,87
14:lO

Middleton

32

K'13

1523

N

8,2.87
1250

Old Serum
P2

During pre-f1ight control checks full back stick
could no1 be obfalned. A broken Iront skid mounl
allowed the housing 10 restric1 the controls. The
previous pilot aner "full and free" checks. had
asked thallhe wingflp be moved back 2n to line up,
The skid was not raised dear while this was done
and Ihe pilot then flew with restricted controls.

30

-

brakes checked closed and locked, AI 2·3OOfI on
the launch as Pl signalled '1ooslow",lhe canopy
opened. He then landed the glider ahead wilh no
damage, Pro-nighl checks had not been repealed.

40

Bocian lE

1688

M

Wilh an increasing number of our pilots gaining badge legs oyerseas, may I remind British
readers that the standard procedure is for
fights to be observed by official observers
(OOs) cl the country in which the flight commences; claims must then be submitted to the
National Aero Club of that country, with a
request for the BGAto be notified if the badge
claim is approved. 1"I'le same procedure
applies to British National records abroad.
However, for the British Forces clubs in Germany and Cyprus, the BGA will process
badge claims direct, when certified by BGA
appointed 00$. Exceptionally, and by prior
arrangement only, the BGA may act likewise
for club expeditions to the Continent, provided
BGA 00s are present to certify all aspects of
a flight and subject to the local National Aero
Cub having no objection.
Gorclon camp, FAt certificates officer

BGA

Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

21.3.87
1322

Arbroalh

N
N

453

?

Early Solo, On a winch check night for an early solo
pilot lhe cable back released al 500ft as P2 pulled
back too hard The nose was k>wered and the
drogue chute new oyer the len wing of the glide<
damaging the k!ading edge and airbrake. P1 des·
cended rapidly using lull brake and landed safely,
This glider was known to back release in an CNet
steep climb.

48

P2

-

41

Skylark 4

1137

WIO

19.4,87

Oallachy

26

F

120
approx

Thlslatal accident occurred when Ihe lail ~n lell off
at about 200ft on a wtnch launch. The pilot
managed 10 level the wings then start a ""allow
turn to the right positming for an emergency land·
ing, The aircraft was lhen seen 10 enter a spin to the
right from which il did not recover.

42

Cirrus

1473

M

15.4,87
1636

Long Mynd

19

N

140

About 20 yards into the take-otr ground run a loud
bang was heard as 'he undercarriage collapsed.
The rope was released and the launch abandoned.
The undercarriage lever was down and locked. The
gear over-cenlre lockIng cable had broken and 'he
lumbuckle had been fully adjusted to, unsuccessfully, lake up slack,

33

N
N

210
0

At about 50ft on the aerolow the starboard airbrake
was sucked open. The inSlructor continued the
launch and the tug pilot. seeing tl1is. towed the
glider back 10 the s~e. AI 700ft the g~dar released
and the other airbrake was opened and a sa'aland·
ing made. On inspeclion it was found that an air·
brake cable had frayed through,

PHASE OF FUGHT - lAUNCH - AEROTOW
:J()
7.2,87
2013
Bodan lE
N
1010

Husbands
Bosworth

P2

35

MAILORDER

Superb ,gliding sweat shirts
now available from the BGA
Shop.. Order now at only
£9.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.
Available In yellow or
royal blue, sizes S, M, L, XL.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
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ALL THREE DIAMONDS

No.
223

Rei

Name

Club

Judklns, M. B.

Lasham (In Australia) 18.12.86

1987

No.

Glider
Type

BGA
No.

38

Skylarl<4

1095

PlloI/Crew

Dale
Time

5

29.3.87
1230

Place

Summary

Us!<

Age

Injury

PI/Hrs

28

N

66

DIAMOND DISTANCE

Club

No.
1/341

Name
Weston.

1/342
1/343

Oddy, D. C.
Judkins, M. B.
Upton. W. G.

1/344

J. S.

off the right alrbrake extended causing control P'~
blems. The tug pilot was called on the radio and
cast off over the field. Adverse yaw and the airbrakes caused lIle pilot to undershool.

1987

Ulster (in Australia)
28.1
Avon (In Australia)
4.3
Lasham (in Australia) 18.12.86
Culdrose (In Australia) 13.2

PHASE OF FUGHT - OFF CIRCUIT
31
PllaluS 8·4
1820 W/O

14.2.87
1600

Rhigos

54

5

151

DIAMOND GOAL

No.
2/1515
2/1516
2/1517
2/1518
2/1519
2/1520
2/1521
2/1522
2/1523
2/1524

Name

Club

Duncan. Rachel
Oddy, D. C.
Hughes, M, I,
Falrston. B. A
Swain, C. R.

Bicester (In Australia) 4.3
Avon (in Australia)
4.3
Bicester
4.5
Booker
4.5
622 GS (In Australia) 13.2
Chilterns (In France) 24.7.86
Chilterns (In France) 24.7.86
Chillerns (In France)
24.7
Chillerns (In France)
1.8
Chlllerns (in France)
1.8

Harber, J. E.

Lacey. T. A
Constable, O. H.

NelId. J. R.
Fellows, L

1987

Impact.
34

K·8

2154

M

1.3.87
1200

Millleld

30

N

22

Name

Club

Harris, A
Critchlow, M.

Pegasus (in France) 12.4
Pegasus (in France) 12.4
In USA
3.4
Derby & Lanes
19.4
Phoenix (in France)
11.4
Two Rivers (In France) 11.4
Two Rivers (in France) 12.4
Pegasus (in France) 12.4
Booker
23.1 0.86
Angus
5.5

Smitll. D. M.
Duncan. J.
Burston, P. J,
Morton. M.

Cooper. E. K.
Greenwood, M. J.
Davidson. M, G.

After soaring in wave 10 3800ft the pilot lost sight of
his airlield so decided fa descend Emerging at
700f'1 he found himself ovet another airfield with
which he was familiar so he decided to land there.
He did rlOl make a proper circuit and landed nose
down, with drill, bounced and hit a water pipe. The
skid was broken and the gfider groundlooped.

43

Ruskiewicz, J. S.

While ridge soaring in the late afternoon the pilot
turned out from the ridge heading west. The tow
sun blinded him so that he could not see the
horizon or his instrumE!flts. Feeling the speed fall
off, he triad to turn out o1lhe sun and away from Ihe
ridge but entered a spin to lIle letI. The pilot
regained speed but could not pull 0U1 bofore

PHASE OF FUGHT - ON CIRCUIT

Sk\'lar1< 38

813

M

14.4.87
1315

Currock Hill

23

N

2

Aller retuming to lhe airfield the pilot decided 10
slart a circuit to the north givirlg a launching glider
more time. He experienced strong sink and, rather

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No.
31789
31790
31791
31792
31793
31794
3f795
31796
31797
31798

The glider was rigged and DI'd prior 10 this night In
his pre-night check the atrbrakes were checked
closed and locked but not checkod opon. After liII

than landing across the foeld, tried 10 complele a
finallum, too low and slow. The glider hit hard nose
first and then groundlooped. He had lalIen all wllh

1987

no permission or briefing.

PHASE OF FUGHT - APPROACH
K·7
2218
N
33

14.2.87
1625

Woodford
P2

?
?

N
N

-

On an Air E)(perience Instructors' Course Pl gave
P2 a low approach exercise to get him 10
demonslrale the proper use of airbrakes, not seen

on an earlier light. At 150ft in the finaltum P2 fully
opened the brakes then shut lhem. A building near
Ihe abfjefd was overflown with less than 10tt 10
spare. P2, in the rear seat, had not initially seen

this.

JEOLUS LIMITED EDITIONS PRESENT ... DISCUS
ONLY £275 INe PEtP AND INSURANCE
WINGSPAN 300mm, LENGTH 130mm APPROX.
A strictly limited edition of 500 superbly hand crafted sterling silver
replicas inspired by the magnificent achievements of the SchempHirth Discus in the 1987 World Championships.
Mounted on black granite with agilded nameplate r each replica is carefully detailed in hallmarked sterling silver, furthermore the canopy is
plated in 22 carat gold for added effect.
Each replica is accompanied by an individually numbered certificate in
the name of the owner.
This replica is a must for the enthusiast who can appreciate the pure
lines of this unique glider.

As only a limited number are available for which we anticipate a significant world-wide demand, we advise that early reservation be made to
avoid disappointment.
The Aeolus Discus is sold on an advance order basis. To secure your
copy send a cheque/money order payable to Aeolus for £ 100. This is
your deposit. You will be advised when your Discus is ready and
invoiced for the remaining £175. Your Discus will be dispatched
immediately upon receipt of your final payment.

AEOLUS LIMITED EDITIONS
Base and stand design may differ slightly from
illustration.
200

21 Viking Way, Metheringham
Lincolnshire LN4 3DW
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS

RoI

Glider

No.

Two

J6

K·13

2610

15.2.87
1500

Summary

Place

Time

N

GOLD BADGE

PiloUCrew

Dale

BGA
No.

Cl1allock

P2

Age

Injury

Pt/Hrs

26
30

N
N

210
0

No.

While demonstrating a full sideslip and airbraked
approach the canopy flew open. A sate landing
was made with the canopy restrained by the strap.

Thecalch had nol been pushed fully home and had
been held by Ihe lapared sectloo 01 Ihe pin. This

1196
1197
1198
1199

1200

Name
Bagshaw. D. R.
Hughes. M. I.
Fairston. B. A.
Jones. D. M.
Uncoln. A. K

Club

1987

Mendip
Bicesler
Booker
Phoenix
Black Mountains

13.1
4.5
4.5
10.4
21.2

Club

1987

had not been noticed in the pra-flight checl<a

37

l5I>ort Voga

2685

M

14.3.87
1551

Aboyne

24

N

300

The glider was positioned high

'Of 8 sleep, full air-

brake approach. At about 100ft and 55kt the air·
brakes were closed and 8 nare commenced. The
very steep approach combined wilh the sk)w
roundout resulted in a hard nose down landing
which damaged the area around the whee! box.
This area had been subject to a previous repair.

4<1

K·1lo

2338

M

11.4.87
1432

Dallachy

25

N

2.75

Gliders were landing and laking off in opposite
directions as there was a Itght wind directly across

Ihe sHip. This pilot started his base leg too high and
close to 'he airfield. In spite of fun airbrake he did
not touch down until he was only 40 yatds from the

boundaIy fence. He groondlooped Ihe giider but
was unable 10 a\loid the fence.

46

Sld UbeIIe

1671

M

28.3.87
1615

Nympsfteld

30

157

N

The pilot fumed on to baseleg alSOOft and opened
the airtlrakes to Iosa heigl1t. On finals Ihe rale 01
descent increased as CtJr1O\18f was encountered
and the aJrbrakes were closed to pre\lent an
undershoot. The aircraft was landed well into the

field w~h some difficulty and hit nose first. Controt
would ha\le been aided by airbrake on finals

only.
PHASE OF RIGHT - OTHER (INCLU INO: - TECHNICAL: MOTOR GUDEAS AND TUGS)
The lug pilot landed after the 15th aerolaw 00 a
Kilsoo (Aingmer) 44
N
35 Super Cub
G·ARAM lA
21.2.87
350pwr moderately turbulent day. At lhe end 01 the landing
1430

-

run he retracted lIapa and, with the stick funy back

and 10 the righl. tumed left. Aa this was done Ihe
right whee lifted off the ground. loIlawed by Ihe lail
and the propeller was bent as It hit the ground. The

FaI1<o

MIG G·BKVG

M

29.3.87
1400

North Hill

47

P2

36

N
N

1330 After a normal touch down the motor glider appar275pwr enlly hit a bump and became airborne. P2 closed
2.7
the spoilers but then pushed the stick fOfWard,
resutHng in a heavy landing that damaged the main
wheel struc1ure. The wind condiUons (25kt cross·
wind) WBfe considered to be unsuitable 'or
training.

45

K·7

1634

S

2.5.87
1645

Ahigos

?

-

N

The glider was parked with the into wing down and
well wetghted with a number of tyres. There were
also two lyres on the tail and a man in attendance.

Flying had ended due 10 an approaching squall
and the other gliders were being put In the hangar.
A sudden severe gust lifted the wing and overturned the glider. Ground anchor points to be
provided.

47

K-8I

1563

N

6.4.87

Dallaehy

42

N

62

The aircraft was test "own to confirm reports of a
right wing drop during slraight and le\lel flight. This
was the case and when right roll was initiated this
was 'lery dramatic. After landing this was inl/esti-

gated. During its ColA 'he aileron belleranks had
been disconnected and the righl ooe had been
incorrectly assembled.
F-,.. S-senous; W/O=wme off; M=mmor; N:nll.

NEW SPEED RECORD
Canis Campbell now holds the UK (Standard
Class) 200km triangle speed record (subject
to homologation) with a Discus flight of
205.85km in th•.57min 46sec, at 104.87km/h,

of more gliding sites than had been acquired by
the movement since its beginnings". - John
Holland, chairman of the BGA Development.
Committee, in his annual report.

on September 9, BOOker, Moreton-in-Marsh,
Olney

SUNSAIL (Andrew Davis)
FUND FOR DISABLED GROWS

NEW - IFR SUNGLASSES

Aobert English, who is trying to raise £15000

- protects eyes 'ram harm/ul U.V. end I.A. rediation

~

- enhances cloud contralt in natural colours

buy a Motor Falketo be used to give flights
10 the disabled, is encouraged by the way the
lmd has swelled over the winter. With conlributlons and firm promises the total is now
£11000.
If anyone would like to contribute or help in
tny way, contact Robert at The Waldernheath
Hotel, Aat9A, Cornwall Road, Harrogate HG1
2NE, TeI 0423 521383.

f19.95

- metal aviator frame and ea.e

cJo AEIlOGRAF
- rile 8arograph
-

D

no smoking, no sealin9. no fuss

fP.OA.

FOTOTIME 11 - Time Recording Camera
- elapsed time to within one second
- no mechanic.al sealing
- Aerograf compatible (start height
control)

£255.00

A/so - A T7 wing lepe, film, glide, port,eits

Ifore lIte,
"The previous live years have seen the purchase
hJgust/September 1987

2 Padstow Close. Macclesfield
062523564

13.11.86
Lasham (S Africa)
Booker
9.10.86
t5.3
Soulh Wales
South Wales
15.3
Midland
15.3
Pegasus (In France) 12.4
Kent
14.4
Heron
14.4
20.4
SGU
Derby & Lancs
21.4
22.3
Fulmar
Two Rivers (in France) 11.4
Two Rivers (in France) 12.4
Pegasus (in France) 12.4
Pegasus (in France) 12.4
19.10.86
Booker
23.10.86
Booker
Shaiboume
20.4
Mendip (In Australia) 31.1
Angus
5.5
Phoenix (in France)
10.4
Derby & Lancs
18.4
Black Mountains
21.2

GOLD DISTANCE

engine was then switched off.

38

GOLD HEIGHT

Name
Conin. W.
Griffiths.l. C.
Mills. W. R.
Lells.G. W.
Backes. N.
Crltchlow. M.
Butler. P.
Pacey. S.
Glllin.J. W.
Carver. S. J.
Clarke. Shella
Burston. P. J.
Morton. M.
Cooper. E. K.
Holf. D.
Jelden. A.
Greenwood. M. J.
PIke. e. C.
Bagshaw. O. R.
Davidson. M. G.
Jones. D. M.
lIlidge. R.
Uncoln. A. K.

Name
Bagshaw. O. R.
D\mcan. Rachel
Oddy. D.e.
Hughes. M. f.
Falrston. B. A.
Swain. e. R.

Club

1987

Mendip (in Australia) 13.1
Bicester (In Australia) 4.3
Avon (In Australia)
4.3
Bicester
4.5
Booker
4.5
622 GS (in Austrana) 13.2

SILVER BADGE

No.
7431
7432
7433
7434
7435
7436
7437
7436
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7449
7450
7451
7452
7453
7454
7455
7456
7457
7458
7459
7460
7461
7462
7463
7464
7465
7466

Name
Stark. M. S.
Westgarth. J. D.
Hampshire. P. J.
Penrose. P.
Whltworth. P. D.
Gibson. W. R.
Burch. A. J.
Nash. I. R.
Burgoyne. P.
Healy. P. T.
Jones. M. L
Gray. P.
Jones. D.
Garrity. A. J.
Bennell. S. J.
Maieham. D. G.
Kelsan. T. A.
Davenport. M.
PhilliPS. M.
Brimfield. R. J.
Hartfield, L. J.
Watson. A. F. W.
Morgan. D. J.
Innes. M. A.
Balcombe. K. W.
James. A.
Spiitlng. A. A.
Middleditch. R. J.
Young. S.
Turner, N.
Livings, G. E.
Kitchener, D. W.
Fieming, A. e.
Quigley. T. A.
Shookrls. L.
Bell. K.

7467
7468
7469
7470
7471
7472
7473
7474

Price. e. J.
Hutchings. A. R.
Le Marechal. S. H.
Gresty. M. L.
Bell. M. A.
Robson. T. J.
Holliday. R. W.
Turner. C. A.

Club

1987

Ouse
Borders
Southdown
Highland
Bicesler
Bicester
Wyvern
Lasham
Covenlry
Imperial College
London
Pegasus
Ouse
Four Counties
London
Shalbcurne
Phoenix
AAE
Bristol & Glas
London
Portsmouth Naval
Cranwen
Cotswold
Trent Valley
Kent
in Australia
Wolds
Bristol & Glas
Booker
Oxford

19.3
21.3
29.3
10.4
10.4
12.4
12.4
23.4
21.4
21.4
25.3
31.3
12.4
12.4
23.4
26.4
25.4
23.4
12.4
2.5
2.5
9.5
6.5
5.5
13.5
3.3
4.5
21.4
22.10.86
4.5
9.5
10.5
12.5
16.5
10.5
25.11.86

Two Rivers
Southdown
Connel
Lasham
South Wales
Bristol & Glas
(in Australia)
East Sussex
London
Cotswold
Cotswold
Aqulla
Derby & Lancs
Wyvern
Marchington

10.5
13.5
13.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
10.5
20.5
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Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T. Co:z)

"DOlPHIN" NETTO CONVERSIONS .... £32 & £51
Suirable for· mosr simple II"r"o&. The cheapesr
allailable. and the e"siest to fitl
FOLDING NAV RULERS
£3.00
Designed by JSW especially for glider pilotsl
VARIO TEST KITS
£4.00
Keep your varios tip-top all the time!
Prices include UK postage

C of A inspections and overhauls to all types

Major or minor repairs in glass, metal and wood
KestreV Libelle aileron drive rebuilds
Trailers manufactured or repaired
Due to our continuing expansion to offer the best

:'malntenance for your glider, we can now offer fuR
machining facilities, for oversize wing pins, modmcations, etc.
Write or phone
TONYCOX
18 5tanton Harcourt Road, Witney,
Oxon OX8 6LD. 0993 74892

*

I

10

. +

,,.. If

." r JKNOTS
,-,

J f

to

I , \.- .~--:

Glider parachutes re-packed

*

NEW
Botl/"It Instruments VariolGlide Computer Systems
This well established range of Glider Audio Vario and Computer Systems are now
available in this country excl'usively from us. "you are upgrading to an electric Vario or
need a ,full system please writ a or call for information before making any decision.
Borgelllnstruments
821 Variometer
£220.00
820 Audio Unit
£55.00
824 S.CIAvrgr/Nelto/Audio
£335.00
825 Final GlidelNav Computer .. £415.00

£359.00
£895:00
£299.90

For this ~nd other pilots Bnd aviation equipm(!nt write to

RITE-LINES MARKETING

32 Brislington Hill, Brislington, 8r1$tol 8S4 5BD or ring 0272-710043
All prices exclude VA T and p&p.

Also supplied - Pilots supplies. instruments, headsets etc.

.. , .

~

Sibson Airfield, Wansford,
Peterborough. Tel. Elton (08324) 490

1 The Jollies, Crondall
FARNHAM, Surrey
Tel: 0252·850299

SUMMER SALE

BORGELT

Peterborough
Parachute Centre

JSWSOARING

Narco HT-830 720 Chnl Handheld Transceiver & VOR
Narco Escort 11 720 Chn! Combined Transceiver and Full VOR
System in 3' Panel Mount and Ind
STS AV7600VOR 720 Chnl Handheld Transceiver & VOR

5

at the

SAE for product details to

PROFESSIONAL AVIATION SERVICES

\

NlAKEA
PARACHUTE
JUA1P!~
~~

NEW PRODUCT! GEMINI!
Combined calculator and wind componant resolver
£10.50
CALCULATORS
£6.50-£10.00
K-B to Nimbus 3! Srare Sailplane type

B·21 \l8rio 158mm or 80mml
Pressure transducer
technology
Electronically gust filtered
2 speed response
Altitude compensated
No Radio frequency
Interference

B·24 Full time digital
averagsr

8·25 Final Glide/Novlgation
Computer

Full time speed command

Easy to use

4 tone clear audio

f>rogrammable before flight

Feeds nelto signal to 8-21
In cruise

May be altered in flight
Large, clear displays

AV7600VOR Handheld Transceiver
-The AV7600VOR HandheldlTtansceiver from STS is a compact microprocessor-based aviation NAV/COM M tool
providing full 200 channel NAVand 720 channel COM M operation. In the NAV mode, it automatically shows the
magnetic bearing "TO" a VQR station. It comes with a rechargeable Nickel Cadmium power pack and removable
antenna for self-contained operation.
The AV7600VOR can store upto 10 of your frequently used channels in memory 'or one-button recalL In additoo, four scanning modes permit varying coverage of the frequency band. A Memory Lockout allows .he operator
to Io<:;k out stations in memory from manual or automatic scan.
Entriesrare made through a 16·'key keyboard. Frequencies, modes and VOR "TO"l)earings are displayed on ,a
large liquid crystal display (LCD) with illumination for low light conditions. A 24-hour clock is also displayed on
the LeD.
The AV 7600VOR w.ith battery weighs just 21 oz and measures 7Y2" tall by 2%" widelby 1 W deep.l,t also has a
s~elch control and an operating temperature range of -22"F to + 122°F (-30°C to +50°C.)
CIVil AVIATION AUTHORITY APPROVED FOR, CLASS 3 (Ught Aircraft) and GUDERS

lneluded Accessories
The AV7600VOR gives you all this for only

£399.00
INCLUDING VAT

12VDC

N,Cao

clgarelle

baUery
p8d<

,

-~'
mp~.,....-~
..
.. ..
' ...
. -_

• STS Avionte "'oduCIS. Inc. 1986

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Only set. cerrying the CAA
epprovel number. er. UK
epproved end werrented.
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lighter

receptaCle
charger

. /•
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..~
~
;r
Antenoa
, • ....,.
With SNC '

~
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FACTORY APPOINTED UK SALES & StRVICE

CnUMcal:CI I
.................an... . . . . . . . . . .
AVIATION
A division of SIR/US COMPONENTS LTD.
1 DRAYTON ROAD,
BORE HAM WOOD,
HERTS. WD8 2DA

TEL: 01-2072442
TELEX 8813460

Arices are subject to change. Orders are subject to apprO\laJ.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

YOUR LETTERS
ANEW KIND OF TASK -

CAKE FLYING

tow roPe to yaw him in that direction. On a
previous visil ,10 Poland In 1'937 I examined a
tug then in use that obviously had ,been
designed to avoid the lethal "lug upset" that
today gives so much concern!
It was a two-seater parasol monoplane with
'8 big radial engine and over the Irear seat there
was an inverted U shaped frame, the lower
ends being pivoted transversely to the bottom
longerons. From the apex of this invert,edi U
protruded a flexible rod 'that extended beyond
the top of the rudder and, to avoid contact
with that control, a fixed guard rail behind Ihe
rear cockpit limited the downward and
sideways movemenl of this outsized fishing
rod. To the tip of this the tow rope was presumablyattached.
It appeared that by this means all loads
upon the tow rape were intended to pass
through a point close to the lug:'s Cof G. At
tliat time, like many other pilots, I had been
towed behind a tug with the cable attached to
its tail. What I should like to know, before the
event becomes lost in the mists of time, is:
Who, when and where was the first tow performed with the rope attached to the tug's tail?
CHARLES ElLlS, IIford, Essex.

Dear Editor,

Often ~ turn up at the gliding site without
very cleat cut objeclives other than to have a
jolly good fly. Yoo don't want to land out and
the forecasl is good but uncertain, so whal
you wanllo do is cake flying - legs like a
sliced cake, each about 100km long.
From Booker my goals are Tarranl Rushton,
NympsfJeld, Husbands Bosworth, L.eicesler
East and Waterbeach. Generally Ihe firsl leg is
InIo wind so if the wealher turns grolty I can
fly home ahead of it, TPs are ideally gliding
clubs so if I am in trouble there may be other
gliders Ihere tQ mark Ihe lift Of I can gel a
relight or aerolow hOme. My lask 'is about
600km and takes me over numerous gliding
clubs.
In practice I1 works "Very well as the ground
covered is Interesting and variable and the
uncertain nature of the weather throws up a lot
cl daunting problems which must be solved in
toe air and to my mind are a more searching
test of one's flying abilities.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks.

ARMCHAIR PILOT - NEW GAME

WEATHER FORECASTS

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
Your correspondent, Mike Fairclough, suggested in the April issue, p76, that people
should write to Telephone Information Services
and plead for an extension to their telephone
weather service. He is correct in saying that
these services are now handled by private
companies.
However, there are other Telephone :Premium
Services in operation so as well as writing to
TIS may I suggest that your correspondent
contact Megaphone Ilnternational, 8 Herbal Hill,
london, EC1 R 5EJ, wI1ich provide a ,frequently
updated forecast for the four main conurbations under the name "Weatherwatch"; Mrs
Pauline Marks, Audiotext plc, Pembroke
House, Campsbourne Road, l.ondon NB 7PT,
which provides a "live live day forecast for the
UK, Europe and the USA under the name
"Weatherwindow" and Mr lan Par:kinson,
Broadsystem, 12 Hawley Road, London NW1
8NP, which provides city and: airport forecasts
for EurOpe, the UK and the USA.
The important thing about these weather
forecasts is that they require sufficient volume
to make them ecooomical. Apart from the cost
of supplying the weather there are much
greater costs involved in tli!e hardware and the
promotion. These costs are reflected in the
standard day time charge of 38p/min.
ARTHUR. BLACKHAM, Noble Denton Weather
Services Ltd, London.

Armchair Pilot's Challenge correspondence

(February-July issues) has become something

cl a Cambridge "benefit" and is now wander~g Mke the top of a petering thermal!

I.e1's have a new game: add together the
numbers of your Silver, Gold, and first Diamond and see how low your score is. Mine is
102. Can any Ught Blue pilot beat that? (How
Ibou1 Charlie Wingfield?)
LC. PURPlE

AfORE ABOUT TOWING
Dear Editor,
Humphry Oimock will probably consider me

unqualified 10 comment upon his high tow verIUS low tow query in Ihe last issue, p 147,

IInceI.have never been a tug pilot and my
only experience of low towing was with an
Olympia-Tiger Moth combination using a 100ft
rope. My recollection of events is that although
!he lug pilOt reported favourably, commenting
upon the stability both in level flight and in
medium lums. the main ;reason why we did
IQ adopt this system over 30 years ago was
lie fear of intanglementlif the weak link (althe
lug end of course) broke, or the (Ope was jetIl80ned by the tug pilot in an emergency.
This Ilial used only the Oly's nose hoeR.
Had we used the belly hook as is so common
today, I'm sure this haza~d would have
eppeared even more obvious, as it wOl,lld also
have been if the rope had been of the abnormal length used for dual tows.
Incidenlally can anyone suggesl any part of
., aeroplane, apart from a wingtip, that ,is a
IIlOIlI interesling place to attach a tow rope
1hen the taU? One advantage of Ihe laiHug
lIIT8Ilgement, however, was brought to my
lIftention during 8 'Jisit to Poland in 1954,
when I was briefed' to direct the tug pilot
towards my favourite course by using the 20m

August/September 1987

I

CAN ANYONE HELP?
Dear Editor,
I am compiling a history of the pre and post
war 'Croydon GC, and would apppreciate any
assistance in the way of recollections, anecdotes, etc, from readers. It may also be possible 10 revive interest in re-forming the club,
which ceased operations in the late 1940s.

All contributions will be gratefully acknowledged, and any photographs, etc, will be
retumed'. letters only, please to clo 67 Shaxtoo c.rescent, New Addington, Croydon, Surrey
CROONW.
MAlCOlM MACDONAlD

FOR GOOONESS SAKE STOP
BOTHERING
Dear Editor,
At very rElQular intervals there are letters and
articles in S&G full of gloom about the lack of
young' people being attracted 10 gliding. These
good intentioned, and I suspect mature, writers
Should slop wasting their energy and get on
with their own flying.
It has never been cheap getting aircraft into
the air and if young people are really keen to
fly they will make sacrifices and go without
more necessary things, as most of 'us did in
our youth, or they will just have to wait until,
their income lis sufficiently high to include
flying as one of life's essentials.
I can hear you all muttering "What about the
loss of youth IQ gliding?" For a start Ihe
dedicated, and these are the people we really
want, will find the money somehow. Yoongsters
spend a vast amount on clothes and music
and some of this would more than pall for their
gliding. If they have to economise they will
value the sport all the more.
Itle others who decide to wait Ilntil 'they
have established themselves, may well be able
10 afford it by the time they are in their Ihirties
and this isn't old. True they might be past
making the World Championships, whatever
their latent talents which might have been
spotted had they been given a chance in their
teens, bul then few of us aspire to those
heights.
However well meaning the "Ie"s help the
young" brigade are, it all comes down 10 the
basic fact that help means Ihat the rest of us
are ,expected to increase OI,Ir own flying costs
by sponsorship. Most of l;JS are doing it
already, with clubs ,giving reduced subscriptions. This is fine bullet's leave it at ,that, and
forget about age.
A POOR GLIDER PilOT
(name and address given to the Editor).

THOSE CABLE PROBLEMS
Dear Editor,
Golin Aldridge is dismayed (the last issue,
p147): clearly this can nol be a pretty sight.
However, I beg to be excused as the cause of
his consternation.
In his article, "Solving Cable Problems" in
Ihe IFebruaryissue, p25, half the space desCfibes the details of tlis improved winch rollers.
In only one short sentence does ~ say "Since
we introduced 1hese measures ourilhcidence
of cable breaks has ,dropped to negligible
proportions."
.'
1I f10tice that his "four roller lbox design
swivels to take up sideways movement of the
wire due to crosswind launches etc." On reading this, some may feel that he tlses four
rollers to do the job of one.
203

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER'S REPAIR AGENTS
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
FACTORY TRAINED STAFF AVAILABLE
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359
PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES .
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your reqUirements of:
Launching Cables

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS·FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

TALK TO THE GROUND AND
KNOW WHERE YOU ARE!

THE NEW HAND-HELD
HT 830 720 CHANNEL
NAV/COM/VOR
Transmits and receives on 720
.channels and receives all VOA
frequencies, giving an teO readout of your present VOA radial.
Ask aboul accessories (240v
transformer at. £20 needed If you
haven'la.115v shaver plug option
al home).

£365 + VAT

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051-6475751 Telex 627826
Contact Antony Sedgwlck

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

CAMPBELL
DISTRIBUTION
LIMITED
Bilton Centre. Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe. Buck.
Tel: 0494 469535
Telex 94016178 ret 19008300
\

THE DANUM ENGINE
Convert your Falke to a Danum f'alke
CHANGE TO A DANUM ENGINE AND SEE THE BENEFITS:
HIGHER EFFICIENCY
EASIER SPARES
CAA & BGA APPROVED
DIRECT REPI.ACEMENT
RETROFIT KIT INCLUDES:
ENGINE COMPI.ETE
NEW GRP COWI.INGS
SUPPI. Y aNI. Y OR SUPPI. Y AND FIT

WE AI.SO SUPPI. Y FABRIC, TIMBER, PI.Y, NUTS, BOI.TS, ETC.
Send SAE for details from the manufacturers

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
Doncaster Airfield, South York., DN4 7lE
Phone 0302-537695 Telex 547676-PLANES
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YOUR LETTERS

He gives a price for a piece of steel 16in in
diameter and, 2in thick. Is this billet the starting
point for his rollers? Although Colin tells us "
that his firm has these IfOllers available for sale
and in st<x;k, he does not give us the cost. I
would like to know his price for a set of his
rollers in a mounting frame ready to fit to a
winch.
Mr Aldridge surrnises that the "ATC coold
not use mild steel ... due to the nitriding process." not sure where his information oornes
from, but the nitrided rollers. are used' after a
very long experience witil other forms of r.Gller.
That experience has shown that the nitrided
rollers last longer. Case hardened rnild steel
rollers are not so durable.
The BOA annual litalislics record that the
Shalbome Club carry out 3700 winch launches
a year, so assuming that the wir:ICh has two
drums, his rollers are good for about 10000
launches per set for he says that after five
years they are in need of refurbishment. At
Sulton, the swivel pullies were made in 1976,
IIld we do 2900 launches per year on our two
drum winch. The swivel pulley design have
each sustained some 14500 launches and are
still going strong, but are in need of a coat of
paint From some thirty years experience of
winch building, I 'know which design I prefer.
A correspondence section of a magazine is
for the airing of views and the sharing of
experience, and If it's is not for that then I
doo't know what it's purpose is. Good luck
CoIln with your winch improvements.
J. C. RIOOELl, Wetherby, Yorl<s.

MAIDENFLIGHT OF OG-600

rm

(The actual cosl for one ready to bolt on roller
Is £325 plus VAT.)

Wilhelm Dirks flew the DG-600 on its maiden flight on April 15. This 15m Class racer will be delivered
with 17m wingtip extensions as standard. A distinctive feature is the extremely thin (12% cord) wing section designed by the Horstmann and Quast team, at DfVLR Braunschweig. Further aerodynamic
benefits will result from the one piece flaperons, the small diameter rear fuselage and the new tailplane.
The wings are carbon-fibre. The quick rate of roll, 45°-45° (only three seconds with 17m span) is impressive as is the efficiency of the airbrakes.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out

Glidervvork

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

C of A OVERHA ULS

Barograph Calibration centre

and REPAIRS

Write or phone:

By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

~1~
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

Sailplane & Gliding
Ths magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £10.80 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather·cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magaZine and gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only
available from the B.GA
Prlct £U5 including post and packing.

kgl)sl/September 1987

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
, 1R7603 Air Set

1R7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
.130.4,130.125,130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
* works
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CAA and NATS approved.

I

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. ClIlIImunicetionl, P.O. Box 4

SUNBURY ON THAMES. Middlnell, 1W16 7TA

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
SI. taurenl. PO. Canada. H4L 425.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707. SouthdaJe 2135. Johannesburg. TransvaaL
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Slockmanslaan 53.5652 AB Eindhoven
US,", and aM other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £9.50 or US $15 but Intemational Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British .GlIding Association.
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Copy ~mdphotographs for the OctoberNovember issue of S&G should b~ sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambndge CB11 4NH, tel 0223247725,
to arrive not later th$n August 11 and for
the December-January issue to arrive
not later tllan October 6.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
June 10

AQUlLA (Hinton Airfield)
Congratulations to Martin Bell on completing his
SiNer C with a good distance and height flight aA inspiration to us all.
CA Ken Jarman displayed the cups to be won
for achievement during the season at the well
attended annual dinner.

J.R.
AVON (Bidford Airfield)
After a soggy winter and early spring when the
main highlight was foiling a caravan thief one
dark snowy night when he little thought there
would be a dozen people in the clubhouse, we're
back in full swing. Most evenings are booked
with trial instruction parties and weekdays are filling with courses and task weeks, many for visiting clubs. Five are coming and we have room for
a couple more.
Our two cross-country courses were pretty
well washed out but a party of 20 had a fabulous
week in France.
We have a steady increase in members as well
as a new home-grown band of tug pilots.
D.S.B.
BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)
The Inter-Club League produced four flying days
in three meets at Hullavington, Odiham and
Sands Farm, with us in the lead. The weather was
good enough at recent ab-initio courses for some
first solos.
During our annual trip to Talgarth, jointly with
Cranwell Ihis lilTle, flying was mostly in rough
thermals and poor visibility,. though wave was
conlacted up to about 100000.
Our' K-18, wilh us for 11 years, has been
replaced by a new Discus.
D.G.F.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
The [ladder, organised by Bob Hitchen and
Malcolm Smith, is working very well alilo our congratulatioos on, gOing SOlo to Dave Pengilley;
[lave Batty and Chris Moore; to Mick. Gilder,
Colin Hitchen, Tony McBride, Ron Lexty, Ken
Hawker and Gave Morgan on their Bronze Cs
and to Graham Callaway arn;! Ron Bevan on
Silver Cs.
Our thanks 10 the Mendip and Wyvem GCs for
maldng us welcome when the ,RAF were usin.g
our airfield for exercises. We are stilll:ooking' for
that elusive site.
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Bob Hitchen missed his Gold distance by
18km. We began Iwo starter courses in June, one
running for six Saturdays ,and the other on Sundays. It's a novel l'dea which seems to meet
with approval.

T.K.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Congratulations to Bill Gibson (Silver C), Ruth
Brown (5hrs) and Mike Hughes on his 300km.
The patio area is finished and decked out with
chairs, barbecue etc. Although bad weather
followed 0Uf pundits to Austria, the expedition
went well.
C.&G.

BORDERS (Galewood)
Congratulations to John Familton on his 5hrs.
There were good soaring flights in April and May
with Alistair Scott going the furthest, landing near
Darlington on a 300km attempt.
Full lime lIying starts at the eIild of June. If successful in getting the club signposted with the
new tourist information white on brown signs we
think we may be the first, unless, of course, you
know better!

A.B.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
The residential courses got off to a fine start with
our two full time instructors - one a regional
coach - providing ab-initio and advanced tuition.
With three tugs there is no shortage of
launching facilities.
The new Std Jantar 2 is popular and we plan to
replace one of our Super Cubs with a Pawnee
type D.
Our club ladder has some high scores with
Mike Strathem just in the lead with 280Spts.

M.G.w.
BURN (Bum Airfield)
Congratulations to Dave Clarke, Sue Wilson,
Alison Jepson and Vivien Robertson on going
solo; to Bill Jepson on his Silver height and to Bill
Shaw and Ken Brown on completing their
instructor courses.
We have a new Pawnee and it's good to see the
K-8 and the K-l0 in the air again.
We hosted the Yorkshire Inter-Club League
over the Spring Bank Holiday weekend and
managed some cross-countries. The annual
CFl's meeting was also held here and we had
another successful barbecue during the same
weekend.

CHANNEl. (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)
We have acquired exlra Iland and with a new
winch, oow have launches of 1500ft or more, and
a new clubhouse is· being built.
Our Spring Bank :lioiiday open day coincided
Nith our third birthday celebrations at Waldershare Park. On the Sunday, May 25, we intended,
flying from dawn to dusk to break last year's
record of 98 but althOUQh the weather didn't clear
until mid morning, we managed 111 launches.
Congratulations to 17 year-old Jeremy Grig9s
on, going solo, our youngest solo pilot, and Dave
Jones on his MGSL PPL.
G.G.
CHILTERNS (RAF Halton)
We have a marked increase in membership,
mainly due to the Ma/colm Club Scholarship, with
an encouraging crop of solos and K-8 conversions including Steve Monk, Andy Armson, Andy
Luke, Alan Forkingmal'\ and Bob O'Connor.
Vince Fitzglmons and Richard Andrews have
gone solo, Geoff Freeman hashis Shrs and Ralph
Seddon completed 43km of his Silver
distance.
We have another K-S, owned by Mick
Wilshere, and after a major overhaul the twin
drum winch is doing a van Gelder impression.
Our soaring week was instructive, especially
for the early Bronze C pilots who flew dual crosscountries.
While pleased 10 !:lave visitors, we would
appreciate It if yoo use the Chilterns' circuit and
landing patterns and not the Air Cadet Venture
runway.
T.S.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Simon Harlis completed hiS Bronze C in record
time before taking Als Infectious enthusiasm 10
Germany. We have enjoyed some gentle wave
from both easterly and wesler1y winds. Thermals
have been difficult but Andy Causer managed
her 5hrs while the pundits fell down. Julie Packham went solo as the sun went down.
P.W.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
Congratulations to Dave Uren and Nigel Davey
on their 5hrs and to Bill Lewis .and Oave Clouder
on their AEI rating.

S.w.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Duxford)
Congratulations to Terry Slipper and Mick Alien
on their Silver distance flights and to Richard
Maskell on his Diamond height in Italy over
Easter.
It was a pleasant surprise to have a good
weekend for the East Anglian Inter-Club League
at Duxford. We are in the lead but it is only the half
way stage. The Saturday competition was
followed by an enjoyable barbecue and Ceilidh our thanks to the social committee.

G.K.F.

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors. Beginners welcome.
T,revellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporlh's golden
sands. one or
Cornwall's fa\lourile family holiday .centres.

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14 14a, KENWYN STREET. TRURO

0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)
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We are building a new winch and refurbishing

Ile clubhouse. Members of Albatross GC and
Plymouth Polytechnic visited us recently and the
new K-6E syndicate and the club K-6E are going

on an

expedition ta the Long Mynd this

taJmmer.
GAH.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)

On our successful open day on April 20 we gave,
154 trial Instruction flights, gained two members
and recNited many others for our mini-courses
and holiday CQ\.Irses. They run every week until
mid September and there are usually last minute
vacancies - for information TeI 045 383 2061,
Our clubhouse has been superbly refur'bisfled,

Ile bunkhouse is r;Jear completion and we have

an extensive choice of food on weekend
lMll'lings.
Congratulations to Pete Bames (Bronze Cl,
Martin Gresty (Silver height) and RObin Atkinson
and Simon le Marechal (Silver distances). We
welcome John Higgins back 10 instructing after
manyyearll' lay-off, and our newestasslstanl Cat,
Martin Bur1ock.John Holland,is recover,ing nicely
tom his heart attack and we hope t1is doctor will
give him a ''C of A" for the nexl season.
G.M.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)

We are instaned in our new hangar and

have a
auper new bar, thanks to the hard work of

members.
CongratUlations to Mick Lee on his PPL and
kIg pOol rating and to Reter Ro'binson, Dave
Buaock, Mark Wilson" Trevor Cook and Paul
Hawksworth on going solo; 10 Mark Dixon,
Cecilia Griffin; Phi I Parsons and Peter Retzer on
Bronze legs and Matt Hocking, Angie Tapson
and Angus Watson 00 Silver distances.
Our molor glider is having a new engine.

SJ.H.
CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
Congratulations toSteve and. Philip on their 5hrs
kl Cyprus and hard luck to Floyd on 4hrs 42min
wIh 4hrs 48min the foHowing. week. John flew
SIver distance while on an instructors' course.
Sllortage of cable has made operations diflcuh and we hope the new supplier will be better.
The 720 channel radios are most helpful and the

Falke is being well utilised with Avro leading the
K-13 repair team.
T.J.D.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
We are steadily progressing with about 30 members and enjoyed magnificent waves and ther·
mals in the spring when the north-easterlies blew
over Dartmoor. John 80lt (K-lO) was the first to
achieve a Shrs flight from our field.
The local press gave Dick Toop, our ell Mayor,
a great write .up when he soloed at the age of 69.
Sue 6011, (John,'s daughter), Chris Mattin and
Fred Johnson have also gone solo. The number
of experienced pilets is building up and thanks to
our CFI, Peler Williams, there is, lIO shortage of
instructor.s.
Our trial instruction sessions are showing
resulls with ten joining after the Morgan Owners'
Club viSited.

F.J.M.
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The new hangar should be ready for use by late
summer. It is so big that ridge soaring should be
possible in a good north-easterly. There has been
IIiIlle proper weather lately but this is by design as
the best weather is being saved for Competition
Enterprise and the wave season.

L.E-N.T.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (C8mphiff)
A large expedition to Aboyne with six gliders
resulted in Dial'TlOlld height foe Dave Smith and
Gold height for Steve Carver..
The Vintage Glidei' Club enjoyed a week's
soaring at Camphill as did Carol TaylOl' when he
managed to extract his trailer from our notorious
hairpin bend.
Some Booker members and friends. from
Darmstadt ,Gc. in Germany came to our dub
week when W. Home, J. Bancroft and A.
Pritchard went solo and 1. Robson completed his
Silver C.
We welcome our new steward and stewar·

dess, James and Judith, who are coping well
catering for our courses.

K.H.
DORSET (Old Sarum)
Andy Cunningham won our Easter task weekend
in the club Skylark 4. The weather was dreadful
but morale was kept high by the social committee
whose saturday barbecue continued well into
Sunday morning. Our thanks to Nigel Pitcher,
Roy Jarvis, Pat Connolly and others who
contributed.
Congratulations to Terry White and Nick
Antcliffe (going solo); Andy Cunningham (Silver
distance and height) and Hugh Stewart (Silver
distance).
A new committee took over at our AGM in May,
headed by Ray Witheridge as chairman. Trophies
went to Terry White (best ab-initio); Julian Rees
(best height gain and distance); Gerald Dale
(cross-country); Ken ThompSon (behind the
scenes); JiII Burry (Ladies' trophy) and John Martin (best flight In a club glider).
J.R.B.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hiff)
We are using the new field extension, which gives
increased manoeuvring space, particularly on
the SW runway.
A northerly wind in May prodvced wave in
whiCh iRon JOhns climbed to 7000ft and Martin
Fisher over 5000ft. RoyHadley gained Silver distance and height 6n a 105km lIight to salisbury.
Congratulations also to Alan Rappaport, Philip
Hickman, Alan ThorOl1gate and Tim Towers on
going solo.
DAR.

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
We are putting a greater stress on training and
safely. Both K-7s nave been serviced and repainted and we are adding a T·21 to the club fleet to
use for the summer courses.
We decided at the AGM to sell the Super Cub

"SOARING"

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

The official moothly
journal of the soaring
SoCiety
America.
The only U,S periodical
devoted entirely 10 the

a

sport.

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY GliDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
FULL DHAILS FROM:
ERIK BLACK, "LAMONT",
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS
CHELTENHAM GL53 8BE
Tel: 0242-31031
August/September 1987

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park
amongst the highest mountains In South Wales.
Talgarth has more soarabld days then any Other UK
gliding club. Longest ridge routes; wave In all wind
directions.
In 1985 the Club average flight duration was 11
hours. Surely the premier location for anv soaring
course. Courses run from mid March to mid October
and include holidays. introductory and advanced
mountain flying cross country courses,

Bookings: Secretary, a.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan. Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-583/tla74.711254

For subscriptiOn send
$25 US ,by international
money order or nternational cashier's ,cheque
payable 10 the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E, Hobbs,
New Mexico, 88241-1308,
U.SA
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Anglia Sai1lplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior ,Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for all sailplanes and motor
gliders to keep you flying.
Tibenham Airfield
Tibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1NT
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114

*
\:WESTLEY AIRCRAFt}
CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass-fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of
*
*

sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest
components.
Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CAA standards
in all materials.

*
*
*
*
*
*

Fly your motor glider in to us lor a complete service, C of A,
or bring it to us for repair, full a'irlrame, engine, propeller
and instrumen1 service available.
Bring your tug aircraft to 'Us for service or repair.
We can manufacture any components in our machine
shop, full turning, milling, and sheet metal facilities.
Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
BGA, PFA, CAA Approval.
C of A to all types.

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharley End, Cranfield, Beds MK43 OAL
Tel (0234) 751807 (works)

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
• IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE. IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST •
• REDUCE GLARE AND SQUINTING • ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV RAYS •
• MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE.
-

- Did you see the article in S & G (Aug '86 p. 184) Did you see Derek Piggott's letter in Pilot (Nov '86 p. 14) -

* Ingo Renner tried them and then got a pair from us *
* Top Comp. pilots (including British Team members) have got Suntigers *
We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to:
Suntiger (Europe), 5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. 01-947 4870 or
Alan Purnell, 9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants. GU13 SPR. (0252) 615365

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LIMITED
C of A INSPECTIONS
Repairs and overhauls
in all materials
Spares and materials price lists
Assorted salvage available

ALLOY TRAILERS
2-3 weeks delivery
£1 ,975 (~~Y~~I~)
Spare wheel ramp. fwd door, jockey
wheel, and rails. fitted as std. (Excludes ale
fittingsl. Phone for info pack.

RE·fINISHES
Acrylic, geU, cellulose,
synthetic, or polyurethane on
any type or size of sailplane
Free .quotations

73 High Street, Maxey, Market Deeping. Tel: 0778-347506
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tfl@~@ dfl.~~/(~f1!.1JIJ.1}
ASSOCIATES LTO

eo:

for
PESCHGES - THE BEST
ELKTRONICVARIOMETER AND NAV
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

tug with the option of buying another tug if a suitable replacemen't is found.
A barbecue is planned fO( July with another
expedition to Talgarth In the autumn following the
successful visit by several members in April.

BENAlLA CHOICE OF

• WORLD CHAMPIONS
BRtAN SPRECKLEV
INGO RENNER
.9 OUT OF TOP 10 IN OPEN
.7 OUT OF TOP 10 IN 15M
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
NEW AFFORDABLE

VP4

plus
FLETTNER - THE BEST
RO~ARY V,ENTILATOR
FOR YOUR TRAILER
COMBCI:

TED LYS

BOB SZUlC

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
TII:
35241.

46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
Tel: (0922130810

mm

F.H.
I

I

ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
At last we have 8J licence from Oxfordshire
Sportflying to continue our use of the main runway and can now positively encourage new and
old members. We welcome Tom Miller as an
instructor and after a year off instructing. Eric
Giles. Karen ThompSOf'l. Peter Bailey, erian
Casey, Andrew Parry and Robert Wondrak have
gone solo with Oavid Bellresoloing after ab-initio
training at Booker.
Congratulations to Martyn Wells for his efforts
and results Down Under.
Those completing our introductory course
have become full members with many more starting the course this year. Our Reglonals in August
are well booked.
Tl:1e AGM produced a new secretary. Karen
Thornpson. and three new committee members Frank Burgess as vice-chairman, Richard Bell
and Robert Wondrak.
I
After a number of years without change the '
annual subsCription was raised to £75 to help I
meet the runway charge together with a modest
increase to the launch and flying fees.

weekends but stay well away from the Air Cadets.
A 'phone call to the club on 063685 300 will
clarify the normal, amicable split operation.

P.J.S.
HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobclon Airfield)
We had three competition days when hosting the
first meet of the Rockpolishers !ntet-Club league
over the May Bank Holiday. Our thanks to'
Howard BJadley fOt: tile exl'ra tug. The weather
held fOf the BOA field landing course.
A lot of preparation, ably directed by Ken Mar·
tin, has been ,put into the summer activity. We will
again be a seven day operation through to $eptember with wave flying after that for clubs want·
ing a rest from thermals.

D.J.
HIGHLAND (Dal/achy)
Robert Tait completed his Silver C within one year
of going solo on his 16th birthday and Phil Penrose with distance and duration legs in one flight.
There l1ave also been large Quantitias of Bronze
legs dUring this busy year.
>Big G, our faithful winch, is starting to feel its
age, so Bill Hill is detting to grips with our new
mobile winch, the Pink Panther.
SIeve Y.

Obituary - Stuart Youngson

R.V.P.B.
EVENINGS

COF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL lYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOH'N SMOKER
9ANSON WAY
BICESTER,OXON

lel: Blcester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
end repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Qoanti,ty supplied

~tember1987

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)
les Marshall, Steve Homung and Brian Hill have
their AEI ratings and Peter Joslin has been for '
squad training at lasham. Peter Codd and Les
Marshall l:1ava bought an 18-29D.
Congratulations to Pl:1i1 DuffiA. Pau1ine Allin
and Nigel Richardson on going solo and to Pete
Wilby andAlan Hall for being the first 10 complete
our new club 1OOkm triangle, Bury St Edmunds'
silos. Six Mile Bottom. The old triangle was affecled by the new $tansted airspace regulations.
The Spring Bank ~oliday flying' week had better than usual weather 'but 00 tasks were completed. Tlhe Inter-Club League at Tibenham was
rained off but there were tasks on both days al
Duxford.

V.H.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
We continue to be the foremosl RAF regional
club with a Std Cirrus and an LS-4 joining the
private fleet.
In spite of the awful weather there have been
some creditable cross-countries in thermals and
wave and our efficient winch launching system
ensures our students plenty of flying in ,between
the showers.
We say goodbye to Paul and Anne Mclean
and Bic Smith and welcome John Armstrong and
Chris Milton.
Visiting gliders are always welcome at

Please note that the next deadline Is
August 11. Regretfully lat. CQPy
cannot be accepted_ El).

We are stunned by the tragiC and untimely death
of Stuart, participating at the lime in the sport
which he loved so much and which OCCupied
much of his spare time. He died when the tail fin
of his Skylark 4 failed during a winch launch (see
last issue, p144).
Stuart was a young pilot of outstanding ability
who enjoyed nothing better than to disappear for
hours at a time soaring over Moraysllire and
, beyond in either his 'own or one of the club's ,aircraft. He had a Silver C and was training for an
AEI rating.
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MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Several ab-initios have taken advantage of our
accelerated evening training sessions.
New syndicates have intensified competition
on the club ladder and hundreds of kilometres
have been flown despite the indifferent
weather.

N.B.
NENE VALLEY (Upwood Airfield)
Before Chris Hook had climbed out of the club KB aftel' 'a field landing at Ooddington a man
arrived with a mobile telephone and invited him to
phone home. An hour later CMs was back at the
airfield. For our next trick, perllaps a meal for two
with tablecloth, silver service and' waiter will
instantly 'appear at the landing-out site.

R.E.
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
Our new winch is gMng l500ft launches on most
days and sometimes higher when the wind is
down the strip. The other winch is being modified
so that we will have tour cables.
Congratulations to L.esJie Harrison and Nick
Hobson on going solo, Nick converting 10 the K-

Stuart was active in Club affairs, being a membef of the committee and a BGA inspector. This
latter duly involved him in the inspection and
repair of club and privately owned gliders, a task
at which he excelled. He demonstrated great skill
and meticulous care in this intricate work and
was expected to have a senior inspector rating
later this year.
Stuart was one of the most enthusiastic and
popular members - his cheery presence will be
sorely missed.
Steve Young
KENT (Challock)
Our open weekend over the May Bank Holiday
was again hampered by strong winds but the trial
instruction flights were popular and produced
some new membefs.
Invieta Radio, a local radio station, are holding
a 3hr "road show" from the club and broadcasting live from a glider, plus interviews with members, which should be good advertising for us
and the gliding movement.
We are converting our single drum winch to
two cables so we should soon be operating
four cables.
Congratulations to Arthur Bull and Mike
Pearce on going solo; to Ken Balcombe (Silver C)
and Peter Butler (Shrs and Gold height).

J.G.

Jane Hepworth, Ouse & Hambletons GC, who went
solo on her 16tll birthday Is photographed with her
father Paul who soloed last September.

LONDON (Dunstable)
New regulations place us within Luton's controlled airspace but give us control over hang
gliding activities, and it all seems to be working
out reasonably so far.
We are keen to see our "rights of access" fully
used and so visiting pilots and those using our
club as a TP or goal are still very welcome. Tile
new rules aren't complicated but if in doubt, ring
up and you'll be given Cl simple briefing.
A highly enjoyable Easter Comp gave flying on
all days under the benevolent goading of Trevor
Stuart. We have a series of courses covering the
BGA AEI syllabus and participants from other
clubs are welcome - contact our office for
details.
You will no longer be able to test your trailer
suspensions to destruction on our access path. A
team of pilots-turned-navvies under the
leadership of Keith Millar, vice-chairman, set
about our potholes using wildly vibrating
machinery and seven tons of concrete. They
levelled the lot, throwing in a high-tech drain in
the process, all in a weekend, and a llyable
one at that.

,wo drums DELIVERED

John, Bourne, 0405860970
Ring for details

T.G.

LAKES (Walney Airfield)
David Hannah had a good soaring flight close to
the airfield while further away Keith Butterfield
reached 15 000ft, this time with a barograph.
Members recently had a week at the Coventry
GC. The weather was poor but the welcome, as
ever, was very warm. Our grateful thanks to
HusBos.

MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
In spite of the weather pupils enjoyed our first
course week, especially Chris Stoke who soIoad
- well done. Congratulations also to Chas Turner
on completing his Silver C with a gain of height
reaching the top of the climb nine minutes after
take-off.
The task week started well with a number of
pilots leaving the site (and landing out) but the
weather soon returned to "normal"

M.S.

PAW.
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WINCH LAUNCHING
Have a spare winc'h

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic Clvb.
COurses from £115 to £160 with accommodation (flying elctra). Fordetails write to
Bristol andGlos Gliding Club. Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glas GL10 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.
Open all week April-October

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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8GU'8l1y1ng evening for the disabled. Photo: lain Munro.

8, and to Dave Parker on gaining his secOlid
Bronze leg and Silver height in one flight.
We had disappointing weather for our first fly~ week and hope it is bener for the second from
August 3110 September 4.

HAG.
NORFOLK (Tibenham Airlield)

Now that we own our runways ani enormous
emount of work has been done clearing 'Up the
clubhouse and its surroundings.
It is useful having members with professional
IIdll8 such as John Gammage who has spent
hundreds of hours renovating the clubhouse.
Mdher is the Rev David Macpherson who conducted a most moving service dedicating a
rnemoriaJ to members of the USAF who died f1y~ from Tlbenham. Several of our American
guests flew in our falke and in Dave Page's
Grob.
The OIy 28 we knew so well is back after two
)'lI8I'8 at another dub', haVing been bought by
John Davey and Peter Lewey. There were several
good flights on May 31, with Jeremy Moore (IS29) flying to Stratford-on-Avon.

ILTAL
NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach. Nr SI
AsIph)

The Income and interest generated by our new
IIIe is putting the club in Its soundest financial
position for years; primarily due to the vastly
~proYed soaring potential.

A site first was bagged by Graham Mitchell
whenheflewSitverdistanceto'Sleapon May 10.
BIIWynslanleyand Brian Sedgewick have their

AElrallngs.

DJ.

.OUSE & HAMBL~ONS (Rufforth Airfield)
the task week at the end of May was dogged
tIIh bad weather but we had a lovely warm sumIIlllI' evening for the barbecue and disco in the
II8W hangar.
Wewlsh Keith Taylor well as our first airfield coonInator. Congratulations to David Adamczyk,
John CoIweH, SIeve Hammond, Steve Horsley
IIId Jane Hepworth 0Iil ,going solo. Jane on her
~plember 1987

16th birthday, and toAndyTodd, Howard McDermoll and .oavid Jones on their Silver distances.

G.z.A.
OXFORD (Weslon-on-lhe-Green)
Our May trip to Talgarth gave nearly 60hrs flying
with a variety 'of intere$ting conditions. Our
thanks to Black Mountains GC.
The Inter-Club Leagueal ,fnstone had one
good day's flying with us provisionally in the
lead.
"Tulip" Porat has Silver height and Neil Turner
completed his Silver C with a 5hrs. Phil Hawkins,
who has a talent for locating wave from winch
launches, achieved a 300km O/R to Lincoln in a
Min 20kt headwind.

C.S.O.
RATTLESDEN (Raltlesden Airlield)
I must admit I had to read Platypus' article (last
issue, p135) on after dinner speaking twice to
realise that he was paying our members a compliment. However, I would like to put it on record
that our club is no different from any other and our
Saturday-after-flying-evenings prove it - cheers
Platypus!
Our new winch should be with us by the end of
the season and a Sport Vega joins ttle syndicate
glass giving tJS two LS-4s, Homel and possbily
an Astir to follow.
RAF Wanisham collected the Pegasus trophy
after a lapse of two years and later we, remembered Ule tro.ptly was for wooden ships, not
glass. and as according to the visitor's calculator
he only needed a 900ft launch 10 make it back
and got 1200ft, we'll either have to insist the rules
are adhered to or chop them at 850ft to make it
interesting. Our weekend introductory courses
have proved popular and gained us some new
members. not to mentioo the financial advantage.
We thoroughly recommend them.

a

R.W.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
On May 19 a flying evening was organised by
Lesley Freeman, our retiring secretary and member of the Monica English Memorial Trust, which
exists to provide air experience flights for the dis-

abled. (See SGA News "Fund for Disabled
Grows".) Twenty-three people with muscular
dystrophy, multiple sclerosis or who were blind
were given flights, ,by the SOU. It was an enjoyable evening in ideal conditions followed by a
lavish buffet provided by the ladles of
Scotlandwell and Kinnesswood; marlY thanks to
all who helped.
Roy Howse and Joe Hall jolned the Board at
the AGM and Mike Richaroson became the new
secretary. $tan Milne is ohairman and plans are
III hand to continue the development and
improvement of facilities.
Congratulations to Jim Melean, Andrew Duncan and Jonathan Pryce 00 going solo, Spring
thermals and wave days were exploited by
visitors from Shalboume, Pocklingtonand RAF
Fenlands and man,)' enjoyed a return to nostalgia
with the Ailsa GC's T-218 which spent Iwo
weeks with us.

M.J.R.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
Throughout the winter Dave Connoway has been
rebuilding, our winch and it's back in aclion. We
have several! new gliders on the site inclUding a
Nimbus 2C and lhe club Vega has been
repaired.
Our 'leg of the Inter-Club League resulted in a
home win OVer Kent wit" two competition oays
despite the poor weather.
Congrat,ulations 10 Derek ~itchener (Silver C);
10 Andy White (Bronze Cl and to TOIiy foote
(Bronze leg).

P.C.F.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Iln spite of the poor soaring weather we have been
very active witt:l many new members. CongratulatiOnS to Lyn Bennen, Maureen Cornwell,
Janice Phillipsand Gregg, SColt (Bronze Cs) and
to Bill Mills and Graham lens (Gold heights).
On April 11 there were several flights to
16000ft. Our professionally 'built winch roller
gear is proving a good investment with improveci
launches and much reduced cable breaks.
We are looking' for a secondl tug to cope with
our expanding private fleet.

K.A.B.
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STAFFORDSHIRE (MOI"ric:Jge)
We had 8 vintage crop of new :soIo pilots - Maxine Will more, Bm Conlin, Chri's Harris and John
Cooke. but pride of' place goes to Bob Crinean,
aged 73. This was a ·fitting reward for his contribution to the club in fund raising, fettling equipment and so on.
Thanks to our tecmnicalgenies, a crop of
equipment breakage has meant little lost flying.
Dick Bowyer's May course didn't provide much
soaring but we flew every day. Our congratulations to Peter Gill, our first member to have
an AB rating.

M.JP.
STRUBBY (St!ubby Airfield)
Our annuali dinner was a great success. AIIan Ely
(an instructor) was presented with the Founders'
cup for tremendous. time and energy given to the
club, and Phil Trevethick the Raydot trophy
(greatest height). ,Rag Brown, our oldesl pilot,
was made an honorary life member.
AI the AGM in March Eric Hughes took <Ner
from Phil Trevethick as secretary - our thanks to,
Phil for his hard work.
Erio Hughes. Bert Barker, CoIiA Watroough
and John Kitchen have a syndicate K-6E which
John flew for the first hour ffight of the year. John
Storry,. chairman, has his AEI rating and Roger
Partington (Fauvette) both Bronze legs.
L.M.T.

COVENTRY
GLIDING

CLUB
• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow Wi nch

TR£NT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Lindsey)
Good spring soaring days gave Silver distance to
Linda andTim Woollard, Wayne Dewick, Vin,Geraghty, Roy Dell and Ted Crooks and a SilVer C to
Mark Innes, Steve Slater, Blian Guest, Andy
Cullum, Steve Crust and Mark Innes have AEI
ratings.
Easterly winds didn't give much chance to, fly
the Twin Astir on site over the Spring Bank
Holiday. We had an enjoyable "late, late"
Chrislmas party in May, complete with Father
Ohristmas. Our thanks 10 Georgina James, Sandra Williams and the other cooks. Social club
finances are much healthier thanks to the committee's efforts.
L.W.

• Beginners
Welcome
• Food
• Accommodation
• Video & TV
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales
• Five day & two day holiday
courses
(Intensive training courses held
weekly)
Coventry Gliding Club
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880521 . (0858) 880429
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WELLAND (Middleton)
Thanks 10 Barry Chadwick, AJan Bushnell,
Heydon McEvaddy and many others we have a
rebuil1 winch based on a torque contre! governor
and a Fludex coupling. It's working well now we
are used to the new techniques involved.
Congralulations to Heydon McEvaddy and
Dick Bach'ler on their Bronze Cs.

RH-S.
VLSTER (Bel/arena)
The Easier camp was a success with Ken Stuart
and Ron <Davidson coming, over with the BGA
Super Falke, which was well used on field selection ·and other exercises,. while Willlam McNair
and Joe Irwil'l obtained their AB ralings.
Former chairman and PlK 20E pilot Gorden
Mackie has boughtsn ex-Austrian Oomier 00-27
Millery observaiiOCl posl, a phenomenally S10L
aeroplane with a lot of pOke. A useful stand-by
tug, perhaps?
The dramatically improved clubhouse was
inaugurated on Easter Monday with a buffel supper alid slide/Video show of Ihe World Champs at
Benalla·, by the then recently relurned Jim WeSton (Standard Class pilot) and Dublin CFI :Oan
Bagley (crew).
The presence of classical musicians in our
membership - Ihe Willis brothers, who can put
the bit on one or two more - resulted in Light Airs,
an evening of classical music in the hangar on
June 6. An intended fund raiser, wilh a buffet supper, Ihe idea was Alan McKillen's and an "air test"
with a violin proved the hangar acoustics were
very good. This may be a firsl for the British gliding movement - it is for Ihe provincial northwest.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
Congratulations to Steve Welch (300km); to
"Zac" Zackery (Bronze legs); Rik Malane
(Br.onze leg and Silver height); Peter l3radley
(Silver height); Roger HoIliday (Silver C) and to
Sarah Deck and Pat 'Farrelly (converting to the
Cirrus).

0.8.

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

WAVE SEASON
VACANCIES
EARLY SEPTEMBER
OR LATE OCTOBER
ONLY
BOOK NOWl

RRR

• Good field

and Andy Noctor gained Bronze legs, Peter Tuppen Silver heighl al Waikerie and Maurice Colson
put his recent field landing course to use after
finding super sink.
The second Blanik will soon be ready 10 fly
after Its major overhaul.
J.EP.

VEeTIS (Sandown Airporl, Isle of Wight)
Intermingled with the gales we have had some
good flying. John Kenny flew 10 7800ft in wave
above Ventnor, setting a local record, Les Tuppen

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DIN NET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the
KENT GLIDING CLUB.
Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs, the KENT GLIDING CLUB
provides LOW-COST holiday courses of intensive flying training to both
the beginner and the more advanced pilot.
The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other
BGA clubs for a reciprocal membership fee of only (1.00 a day!
For free details, phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274.
£185·£225
4 or 5 day holiday courses
March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION,
ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND VAT.)

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OVERSEAS NEWS

Please send news and, exchange copies of
journals to the Editor, 281 Queen EdiU'l'.
Way, Cambridge ,eBl 4NH, England

NORWEGIAN NATIONALS
Slrger Bulukin (LS-6) won the Norwegian
Nationals, held during the last week of May at

Elverum.

Sixteen out of 17 pilots completed a

520km task, collecting ten Oiamonds an('j taking
from 5hrs to 7Y.hrs, the tast landing at 8.30pm
with thermals to 7000fl. - Angus .Munro.

WHO PAYS THE BILL?
The French aviation magazine Aviaspqrf contained the following report concerning the cost to
the French Gliding Association of sponsoring
their national team in the recent World
Championships.
"What was the cost to the French Gliding
Association (FFW) of our national team's parllcipation in the World Championships in
Benalla? This was the 'question we asked of the
national coach, Jacky Clairbeaux. His reply was
'not a pennyl' The sea passage for the six gliders
and their trailers, the voyage to Australia for the
French pilots and their crews, their five week stay,
competition fees and various associated expen888, amounting in all to about 800 OOOfr
lt80000) were wholly paid for by a subsidy from
\he Ministry of Youth and Sport.
"" seems that no other national team benefited
from such generous official support. Most other
teams had QuitE!' a problem finding sufficiently
generous sponsors,and, often, had to reduce the
IIlmber 01 team members or ask them to make a
tlancial contribution themselves." - Translafed
by Les Fellows.

GUDING STATIST,ICS
WGermany aooounts for one third of world glidIng, Piero 'Morelli, the Italian representative on
CNV, discovered when he asked pilots from 28
CCUlIries during the World Championships for
delaJls 01 their glidiAg activities.
WhDe Plaro stresses that the statistics are only
IQlgh estimates, they do give some interesting
pointers. He says the world's total is about
120000 active pilots with '24000 gliders in 50

CIClUIltries.

THE RELAUNCH OF THE RF-5
Ren~ Foumier, who in 1968llaunched 'his RF-5,
one of the, world's most popular two-seater motor
gliders, 's planning a new production run of both
the RF-5 and the :RF·4.
This decision is announced in an 'article on the
RF-5 in the April edition of Aviaspolt. Bernard
Chauvreau writes oftbis much 'lOved aircraft: "For
us French. the RF-5 remains the two-seater
motor glider par excellence which, with its cruisIngspeed of 190kmlti and best glide of 22: 1, with
prop stopped. can lbe used for a tremendous
diversity of flying. This variety, which is peculiar to
the RF.S, makes possible the famous 'harmony
of contrasts' of the. Greek philo$()pher Heraclitus
in which resides the very richness and poetry
of flighl."
Rene Foumler has continued over the years to
provide an after sales $ervice and repair facility
for the RF series at his works in Nitray. But
because of cost, the new series production will
be in Spain in co-operation with a new aircraft
company. However, the commercial side will
remain in Nitray.
It is interesting to note that the second-hand
price of the RF5 is now about four times its
original selling price in 1968. The engines of later
RF5s were upgraded to 80hp without any
weight penalty.
More details of the new series should appear
soon. - Translated by Les Fellows from

Aviasporf.

For general information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road, Duxford, Cambs
For Course details write to

The Course Secretary
6 Camside, Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

LASHAM
Does your home club operate only at weekends?

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB

"

Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners
and
Motor Glider PPLs
and Conversions

At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to your
training. Whether you are not yet solo and would
benefit from a week's consolidated inslruction. or a
budding cross-country p~ot needing soaring or
field-landing training. we have lhe expertise and
lacilities 10 help.
Apartlrom our large two-seater fleel and excellent
aerolow and autotow facilities. we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videolapes il bad wealt1er prevenls flying.
On·srte accommodation lor club eXpeditions is always
available by arrangemenL
Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to suit your needs.

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
Ring Liz on 0304 824888.

or write.
The Secretary, 22 M ••ons Ri•••
Broadstairs. Kent
tAZ

ono

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSEI

The club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
throughout the year. mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

lasham Gliding SOCiety
Nr. Alton. Hants
Tel Herrl3rd (025683) 322 or 270

SU'T10N BANK

For your EXPEDITIONI

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING -Club record is 582krn from aerolow, 524km from the winch
WAVE $OARING - Club absolute record is 30 200ft Club record gain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best -£8.50 for aeroto";"s to 2000ft. Visit us andl stay in our fully licensed
residential olubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
OOURSES - April to October
VISitors always weleome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsl<) 597237
14Jgust/September 1987
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, PUCHATZ GLASS-FIBRE two-seater In as new condition.
£10000+VAT. Enquiries to Booker Gliding Club, 0494
442501.

STS 720 channel
hand held radios, with

TWO EX·MINISTRY twin winch gilder launchers on trailers.
0488 71785.

VOR
Te10525-384301

SHARE AVAILABLE in well kept T-61A Falke motor glider.
£940. Base<! Enstone, hangared. economical. Tellan Robinson
0608 51143.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Chelron Press lld, 7 Amersham Hili, High
Wycombe, Bucks. TeI 0494 442423. Rate 3Sp a
word. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 edra. Box numbers
shol,lld be sent to the same address, the closing
date for c1asslfled advertIsements for the
October/November issue Is September I,
1987.

TWO GEC mobile radio-telephones. 12v, small, all transistor,
3ch, fined 130.4 and 130.1, vgc, circuits, £95 each or two tor
£180. Tel 0481 47278, 617pm only please.

METAL TRAILER, Mly equipped for K·18 or similar. £800 ono.
Tel Ongar 0277 364615 eves, business 0708 766555.

NIMBUS 2e

CONTACT MARTIN Wells lor glider repairs and maintenance.
Aluminium trailers ex-stock. Finings, rigging aids etc. All at
compemive prices, Tel 0608 84217.

Superb condition. full instrumentation. Oxygen, 720 Dittel ,radio.
glass-fibre trailer. parachute. barograph etc. Sensible offers. Tel
04895 4429 (eves)

CANOPY DOCTOR
CANOPY REPAIRS. MODS.. etc.

Robin Bull. April Cottage. Lower Hopton.
Nesscliffe. Salop. SY4 10L
Tel: Nesscliffe (074 381) 231
Nat. Grid Ref.

LS-4 PERFORMANCE at 2/3 COSI. Sld Jantar 3. 40: 1, water'
ballasl. basic panel, ASr, .varic, compass, all. T&S and ColA.
New alloy trailer this season. No prangs. low hrs. As new c0ndition £14500. No offers. 0249 657133 eves.

15m ALllraller, lub steel, suit PIK 20orsimllar. Under £1000 px
considered. Tel 0222 885515. View Talgarth.

SERVICES

I

METAL TRAILER for ISm glider, First-class condition. Full
details on request £ 1800 ono. Fox. 103 High St, Knares'
borough, N Yorks. 0423 867915.

OLY 28, excellent condition. C of A 10 May 88, recenUy recovered ceconite. Enclosed trailer. £2100 ono. Tel 0937
66927.

SJ 381 209

BERGFIW<E 11/5$, lwo-seater with open tra~er. Basic
instruments lit1ed. Stored lasl two years. Needs new ICNlng
home and a 1il1le fenNnl!. £1250. Please tet RicI1ard c;>n Barnelby
(0642) 680480 eves or weekends.

MOTOR GLIDER SF·25B (G-BLTR). excellent condition, Twin
Astir closed trailer, steel tube, aluminium skinned. Offers. V
Mallon, PSA, RAF Laarbruch, BFPO 43.

E8 152 PARACHUTE, as new £500. Tel 04427 5618
0442 771899.

Cl(

AVlONIC OfTTEL ATR 720 comm radio, only recently ser·
viced. £400 ono. Tel (0367) 20672 a~er 6pm.

COOK VARIOMETER
COMPASS
repair. recalibration, service

J HARDY INSTRUMENTS

VENTUS 8 Turbo alrframe only. 17 months old. 250 alrframe
hrs. 20 engine hrs. Go cross counlryon every soarable day and
be home for dinner. Engine can be removed In 20 mins for corn·
petitions. £28000. TeI 019971210 eves.

G....n Dale. Wen.ley,
Matlock. Derbyshire DE4 2LL

ROBIN DR400 180 tug c\J'rently In Sweden. 800hrs remain on
engine betore zero overhaul. Price £15500 In Sweden. Could
be delivered. Details via Molloy, 04024 44981.

WOODEN TRAILER. 46in X661n X 27~. looks tany, but water·
proof and roadworthy. Haggling starts at £300. Pete Harmer,
Cambertey (0276) 31971.

Tel: (06291 732852

ONLY lWELVE LEFT IN THE
WHOLE WORLD
FOR SALE
"MITY" STAINLESS weak links. 900 or 11 OOIb. Mrtier links up to 22501b. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes. Aslleys Ltd, 60$.
lord. St, CoIfentry CVl 5OJ. (0203) 20771.

ASJ('23, 1984. basic Inslruments, no trailer. £15000 lne VAT,
Contact D Sear, London Gliding Club, 0582 63419.

01 the magnificent wooden gilder SAGITIA. Now one
for sale with (eI.) instruments. radio and closed trailer.
All lor about £4700 (DflI5DDO).

Information: T Drubbel. Lsngshof 199. 1353 GW
Almers, Netherlands. Tel 03240 18221 (pr) 020
872531 (office) or Durch National Gliding Cenlre.
Ter/et. (Arnhem) weekends.

OLY 28 - failed MOT! Most parts reasonable - offers. Tel 034
364 2353 or 045 62 266 eves.

HARRY MENDELSSOHN DISCOUNT SALES

..

••

•

... :.
£599

PORTABLE
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM
2 Telex

D950
headsets

+

1 So~Comm
ATe-2
Intercom

+
1 Tentec
Telex
Transceivers

+

240 vo~
Mains Charger

COMPUTERS

HEADSETS
David Clark
Hlo-30 £139
HI 0--40 £1 59
H1D-80 £188
Cloth helmets

£35
Soft Comm
C-40 (2 years warranty
very similar to H10--40

£139.00
NEW THIS MONTH

DISCOUNT SALES
34 Buckstone Road, EDINBURGH EH10 6UA
214

INTERCOMS
Soft Comm ATC-2
(2 headsel points)
£129
Soft Comm ATC-4
(4 headset points)
£149

SUNGLASSES
Ray Ban Wings
£42

Ray Ban
Outdoorsmal'l £40

TRANSCEIVERS
all CAA approved
Narco HT-830 £359
Tentec TI920 £299

9am-l0pm

I

••
..

SKYLARK 4 with trailer. Offers around £4500. Tel H Stewart,
0202 33744 (eves~

SHK·17M. Full Instruments. TM6 radio, oxygen, parachute,
two-man rigging aids, two out gear, trailer. £6000. Tel 0980
32401 eves.

K·8E. STORM damaged. Spat broken at aJleron root on port
wing. TImber and Aerodux included in selling price. No trailer,
Offers invited. Further details lel Leicester 413654 anytlme.

PHONE FOR LOW PRICES ON 031-4453896
Jeppensen avstar £62
ASA Pathfinder £59
Navtronic Explorer
£99

K·13. OFFERS In excess of £12000 invited. Tel H Stewart

0202 33744 (eves),

WINTER BAROGRAPH, as new £200. AAV oxygen system,
complete. Uhused, £130. Irvin parachute In Peakln slim pack;
valise £250. Rodwel, 0232 790666.

.. ..
'

All prices sUbject
to change. U.K.
add VAT. Phone
or write for low

prices on
equipment not
quoted here.

Phone NOW
0314454444/031 4453896

OPEN CIRRUS, Cambridge horiZon, DiUel radio, alloy trail",
etc. Also Std Ubelle, Dine! radio, oxygen, electric vario, alloy
trailer. Tel with oilers. 0494 35005.

row;

IlR

TRUE VALUE IIN TOWBARS

• Independent spedatist manufacturer. Britain's ItoPsellers - hJlly guaranteed. PLUS' A],. Seal of
Approval
SEE rELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL
SPECIALIST FITTEII 011 STOCKIST
C. P. Will.. Ltd, 'Chester 43
TeI: 02....,,66 111: "623 EURBAR G.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

K-ICll. 1/2 share. Based at Cranfield Gliding Club. Standard

....menta and AlH. Good parachute and barograph.
EJalienl glider, excellent Irailer. ColA 10 May ea. Bargain al

t175o. TeI A Thompson. 0234 46028.

-.us 2. 1/3 share 8QQker based. Complete with wooden
hIer, 0JrI00fl. l:erograph. parachute, base radio, complete
pwI wIlh T&5, horizon. BohW and 360 radio. C4800 ono. TeI
0387 2Oe72 Iller 1800.
tTSAY7100 720chaMeI handheld transceiver. new, unused.
11 accessories. Bargain 1:280. PZL T&S. electronic COO. Tel
PtIer Robinson 0305 852 136.

1-7, '<QC. Te/tor details Anni Jouppl 0380 870763,

ea.

T-21B, ColA toAptil
good condition. 1:895. TeI John Amson
01 2186357 (office) er 0296 624212 ~Iorne) except Juty 25 to
August 7.
G·103 twiN Astir 1978. Excellent privately owned oudll,
ready fer season. includes enclosed trailer. rigging aids,
parachutes. Aircraft equipped with water ballast, oxygen, mul'
lichannel radio, intercom. electric audio vario. dolphins. T&S,
compasses, 38: 1 at 6Okts, C of A to 1968. 1:13500. TeI 0302
726253 or 0636 79976.
WANTED
PIK 2OE, ASTIR twin or single. no prangs, cash purchase.
Write No 1 Nal.al Court. Natal Road, AvondaJe, Harare, Zimbabwe. or tel' Zimbabwe 303211 ex! 518 (w).
MOTOR FAlJ(E - alive or

nol too dead would be considered.

lel 0269 844313.
MW-2OfI., IlECEN,TLY re-finished gel coaL new C or A.
llIIClIenI melal lra~er, linings, rigging aids. C16000. Tel

oeoe 585142.

HEUP. STARBOARD wing required for K-6CR. Tel 0472

694823.

P'lECAMBRIDGE radios, gilder frequencies. 2 x dash moon!IIg, l:85 each, 1 x boot mounting, C05. All worl<ing order. Tel
0244 335175 (eves). 0244 49868 (days).

tl:l5O. Tel 0272 863885.

IIIIGUET
"1Imber
_.

FAUVETTE Including parachute and ovemauled
wnh Rubery Owen axle. All in excellenl
• • £3750. TeI Fakenham (0328) 51517.

LI:lt 15/17 metre flapped,

comprehensive panel including

7201Illio. Fully fitted AMF aluminium trailer. 1:16500. lel
0832244146.

PIRAT WANTED immediately. Cash waiting lor good condition
'example with C of A. Tel 0241 73568.

..

ESTABLISHED CLUB requires Bocian. Cash available. MUSI
be good cond~ion with C of A. Tel 0241 73566.

Onsile Accommodation
Swimming Pool
Ba, and Dining

WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB Inc.
PO Box 320, Waikerie
S. AUSTRALIA 5330
Phone I.S.D. +61 85 41 2644
Telex: 71 82 555

SITUATIONS VACANT

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STOP PRESS: Martyn Wens has been appointed sole UK
agent for RotIaden SChneider Gliders. Tel 060 684 217 for LS-4
and ,l5-e sales, maintenance and repairs.

MODELS OF any aircraft made to order. gliders a speciality.
SAE for Ieallet and quote. Miller Aviation Models, Red Cot. New
St, Glemslord, Sudbury, Suffofk C010 7PV. England.

.- COURSE INSTRUCTOR urgenUy required for the rest of lh"
summer season. Do yOu have a few days holiday due? We need
yOu urgenUy. Instruct our courses for a week (or two) and earn
some money. Please call Carol at the Banle Gliding Ctub as
soon as possibte. Camping or caravan lacitijles available on sUe
if necessary. Tel Banle 4285.
TUITION

COURSES

LCNOON SAILPLANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios sllll
...... ~om sole agent. London Sailplanes Ltd. Tr1n9 Rd,
QnIIbIe, Beds. TeI 0582 62068 for price details.

7S0Ks, flown 86/87
Ocl/No./Dec/Jan/Fe b/Mar
IOOOkms flown Dee/Jan/Feb
Top sailplanes
Cross Country and CompetWon Training

PARACHUTE. Cooper. 0759 303579.

MODELS

L&PATZ IISm) Including covered trailer, parachute and
dlIIchitiIe moter ler self-sustaining Hight (MGPPL not req).
12200 « reasonable oiler considered. TeI 0924 471171

Proven sile: World Comps.

Summer Comp. Dee 21st-26th

K'19, Open Cirrus or other big-spen glass. Good 0ar117 may
also suij. 0232 790666.

K4E, 1/4 share. Excellent condnion. Multichannel radio,
CIlQlIl,IJarol1aph, enclosed trailer. Based RAF Hullavinglon.

AUSTRALIA

BHGA HANG GLIDING COURSES, for brochure write to
NSHG. Clough House, FREEPOST. Sowerby Bridge, West
Yorkshire HX6 lPW. Tel 0422 834989.

PUPIL PILOTS - this is for you. Learn fast and get it right with
the Oavid Millet in-fIighl instruclionallape, No editing or polishing. but the real thing just as lakes place. C7.00. 27 ScoIlorth
Road, Lancaster LAl 4TS. 0524 35136.

n

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Trailer components
Axles, couplings, wheels
& tyres at unbeatable prices
Our hand bUilt traiilers
include many ext,ras as
standard
Complete or part built to your requirements for home completion

For all your trailer requirements and
Sailplane repairs and maintenance contact

IAVlD SalOFIELD . SCHOAELD AVIATION· UNIT 6cSOUTH MARSTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE· SWINDON· WILTSHIRE· TEL: 0793 822300
lIIpJSt/SepIember 1987
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AMF Enterprises
Aeolus Lirn~ed Editions
Aero Marketing Associates
Anglia Sailplanes
Anglo-PoIish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation
Black Mountains GC
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
Br~ish Gliding Association
Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge Univers~y GC
Campbell Distribution
Channel GC
Chiltern Sailplanes
Classifieds
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold GC
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
DeesideGC
Doncaster Sailplane services
Electrim Sailplanes
Eurospan
Fme-Lines
Glider Instruments
Gliderwork
Gloster Gliding
HT Communications
Herefordshire GC
Irvin (G B) Lld
JJ Associates
JSW Soaring
Kent GC
Lasham Gliding Society
London GC
London Sailplanes
Lowe Electronics
Lowndes Lambert
Marchington GC
McLean Aviation
Midland GC
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Neogene
Nine Four Aviation
Njoro Country Club
Norfolk GC
Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
Perry Clamps
Peterborough Parachute Centre
Peterborough Sailplanes
Piggott Bras & Co
RD Aviation
Reactol~e Rapide
Rematic
Sabre Mv
Sailplane & Engineering services

S&G
Schofield Aviation
Scottish Gliding Union
J L Smoker
Sedgwick Aviation
Sirius Components Lld
Soaring Equipment
Soaring Magazine
Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero services
Southcott Farm (Chimsworthy)
Southern Sailplanes
Sunsail
Supacat
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sunliger (Europe)
Brian Weare
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Witter
Wolds GC
Yorkshire GC
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162
200

209
208

•
•
•
•
•

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions·
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two-Seaters
Grob 1098 Motor Glider

167

164

207
210
199

Individuals and parties welcome

WAVE WEEKS
John Warbey Tel. (098122) 650

-v--

LONDON GUOING CWB
Dulstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 63419
IAnswerphone Service: (0582 65744})
()p~n for gliding 7 dllYs 11 we~k

throughou.t the Yellr!

166
213

204
213
169
214-215

206

• Caravan. Camping, Trailer Spaces
• Canteen, Bar, Airfield Facilities
• Full membership from £35

At the foot of the Chilterns. just off the
Ml. Easily reached from London and the
Midlands:

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB

Thermal, Hill and Wave Soaring
Modern, all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet
Efficient launching by modern aircraft
and winch
Resident instructors, full catering,
licenced bar, accommodation
Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Contact us for 11 Course Brochure or
Membership Detllils

Shobdon Airfield.

Hr.

Leominster,

HRS 9NR

207

202
212
212

204
166
190

202
205
205
190

205

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September.
Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.

216

168

Please contact:

167

Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton lane
Marchlngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

202
212
213
216

168
162

164

and club groups welcome. (Please
book in advance).

165

S~e open 7 days a week until Christmas.
Comfortable, centrally heated aocommodation on site.

216
IFC
190
182
175
216

202

208
190
IBC
193
190
162

204
205
215
216

209
163
202
215
207
196

204
181
BC
201

Holiday courses from June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write to TIM Course Secret.ry, B. l. Owen, 64
cnepellane, Wymondh.m. Norfolk NR18 ODN. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

C{;~~1l1 ~?

').J

Y~"'~f~S ~""A
lid{iig
~f~ "'IT'H' CIUl)

The Airfield, POCKLlNGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NR

162

e

208
214
216
213

PORTMOAK

EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES (winch/tle,orow).

e ON·SITE ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE.
e COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR &
e FL Y YOUR GLIOER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM.
Write or give us a ring -

THE

PLACE

FOR WAVE -

208
190

De/ails from:
Roy Dalllng, Manager,
Midland Gliding Club,
Long, Mynd, Church Slretton,
Shropshire SY6 6TA.
Tel. Unley (058861) 206.

IS

Situated on the edge of the picturesque
Yorkshire Wolds within easy reach of the
historic City of YORK. the Moors and the
scenic Yorkshire coasl.

168

Remember last autumn?
Take an 'Indian Summer' in the beaulfful surroundings of the Welsh borders, and
sample our autumn wave and hili lift.
Vis~ors

216

164
204

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

0759 303579

UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more

soaring

opportun~ies

FOR THERMALS -

they're

not bad,

either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.
Recently expanded single and two-seater lIeel
7-day /lying will1 winch and aerolow faciMties.
Motor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

u If;; fo~e~~~s~!S~':!m8~!~!~!~
OXYGEN EaUIPMENT
FOR
GLIDERS
A.I.R.2.4
REGULATOR

S

630LTR.

2000 PSI

E
R
V
I

..

630LTR.

C

PORTABLE

H

o

I

I
C
E

C

E

Above systems are Constant Flow.
For nights above 25000ft Diluter
De:mand systems are preferable.
We stock:
A 14A
and

Sierra
mask

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR 1981 ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST - FREE! EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY FREE OF UK VAT

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Station Approach,
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE. rei: 08675-2357 (24hr Answering)
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in all messages)

VISA

UK Agents for SCHEMPP-HIRTH
NIMBUS 3 takes Open Class British Nationals! The best sailplane in
the world is now available in 2 seat version.
VENTUS New version with Schempp-Hirth airbrakes, flaperons,
faired wing/fuselage joint, optional tailwheel, nose hook, turbo. retrieve engine and 1 7.6 metre tip extensions.
DISCUS Need we say anything?
GLIDER REPAIRS Quality work on any type of structure. 26 years' experience
must count.
. POWERED AIRCRAFT Civil Aviation Authority approved (M3) repair and
maintenance.

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
. (R. Jones)

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. RG16 7TH
Telephone 0488 71774 - or out of working hours 0488 82058

